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Many Howard students· pleased with Simpson verdict 
:r By Adrienne Carthon ~ _ Hilltop Staff Writer 
N At a(lproximatcly 1 :08 
10 ;m. EDT on Oct. 3, time froze in 
r ~rica as she held her breath. 
illcl at I :09 p.m .. it came. Howard 
(n1i:rsi1y's campus was in an 
r, ,:ro.\L 
' The verd ict: Not guilty. 
Screams were fol rowed by 
i:i<. high fives, and '· I-told you 
- ;{1: i\a e lectr ic wave of $'.lw,iasm ran across c;1mpus as 
•c 1bock hit even the most 
!SJSl)CCting. 
A very excited Nakeesha 
, ktJson admitted that the day the ~ del was delivered was the only 
Jiy she watched the case. The 
'tlhman televis ion production 
·-(JI was also relieved that she 
" kl finally catch up on her soaps. 
Other students reaction's 
!iJP,ISSCd Johnson's by leaps and 
\-cillds, A student in the Bethune 
\:aa belted through a me~a_phone 
,~crsby on 4th St. O.J. is 
~c!," while others ra n across 
~ screaming the same. "Tiie 
j ui ce is loose!" also became a 
frequent I y shouted phrase. 
After a trrnl and media 
circus that lasted over a year 
Orenthal James Simpson was found 
not gu ilty or the June 12, 1994 
dou61e murders of his ex-wife 
Nicole Brown Simpson and her 
friend Ronald Goldman. 
In a deliberation of less 
than four hours, the jury came back 
with its verdic1. The responses on 
Howard's campus mirrored those 
found in African-American 
communities across the country. 
As emotions ran high , 
there was re lief in Blackburn 
Center's " power hall ,'' where 
student government organizations 
are o((iced. 
" I' m relieved. I think it 
was belier for America that he was 
found not guilty, because I don't 
think America can handle another 
riot " said Howard Universi ty 
S1uden1 Association Vice President 
Kofi Rashid. 
" I think race is one of the 
main reasons, r the jury) was kind 
of scared straigh1. Re was a Black 
man in L.A. They had no choice but 
to let him go," said Joseph 
Emanuem, a psychology major. · 
Freshman television 
production major Kris Presley also 
had similar feelings. 
"The on! y reason he was 
found not guilty was because [lhe 
Sciences Student Council President 
Jennifer Campbell doesn't think so. 
"I believe it could have helped, but 
the basis was reasonable doubt. No 
one could have found a ,guilty 
verdict. It also had to do with the 
Special Coverage of the 0. J. Simpson verdict 
jury] got scared of the racial factor." 
Presley also said 1ha1 the trial 
became more of a racial issue than 
about the two deceased victims. 
But some said the race 
card did not totally warrant the 
jurors' decision. 
School of Arts and 
•Howard Law students 
react to the "not guilty'' ver-
dict. A2 
*Students from schools 
across the country share 
what they've learned from 
the trial. A6 
*Financial facts on the 
''Trial of the Century." 86 
fact that he was economically 
stable,'' stated Campbell. 
Others attribute Simpson's 
acquittal to bis bank roll. 
"The case itself shows 1ha1 
there arc a lot of people who 
probably were not gu ilty, but didn't 
have the finances 10 continue. 
National Council of Negro Women 
offers tools for empowerment 
s 
l 
I 
I 
~ 
Bl Awanya Deneace Anglin 
· HiUtop Staff Writer 
Dorothy Height, president 
!tic National Council of Negro 
CJ1Cn (NCNW), and School of 
.. llllunicalions professor Debyii 
&mas stressed unity among 
. lfrictn-American women Sunday 
1 the School of Business 
lllitorium. 
Height and Thomas were 
;rticipaats m the "Celebration of 
6c National Counci l of Negro 
'lixncn" program. 
Height told the mostly 
imle audience tliat in American 
:il:ure, men have always held most 
~ibc authoritative positions and/or 
D.icrship roles. She added that 
1111 should, as leaders, be able to 
m.1 back and support women in 
alcrshiP, roles. 
' Men need to learn how to 
liD "''Omen in leadership," Height 
Iii!. 
She also argued 1ha1 
llXlltn need 10 "think ahead and 
lmwai-s to give something back." 
llagli11s also relieved 1ha1 "more 
Ill more women are seeking ways 
~help others." 
Thomas, the guest speak.er 
, lhc hour and NCNW member, 
!lilthatAfrican-American women 
111tmorepowetful when they act as 
Cle force. Even sororities , 
ICCording 10 Thomas, are more 
imful \\'hen they unify. 
There is no such thing as 
oac great AKA (Alpha Kappa 
A.'Pha\, Delta Sigma Theta or 
liCNW,"Toomassa1d. "We have 10 
lllrome together." 
Many women, past and 
present, have dedicated their lives 
to improving the plight of African 
Americans. These wo men, 
according lo Thomas, should not be 
forgotten. 
" l greet you in the name of 
Sojourner Truth, Harriet Tubman1 Rosa Parks. Mary McCloua 
Bethune;• a mesmerizing and 
enthusiastic Thomas said. '1 also 
her speech, used the biblical story 
of Esther and compared it 10 the 
struggles of African-American 
women today. 
Esther, a Hebrew woman, 
married Babylonian King 
Ahasuerus. Unaware that Esther 
was Hebrew, Ahasuerus decided 10 
slaughter the Hebrews because it 
was rumored that they conspired 
against him. • 
Dorothy Height, right, and Michelle Ayler, president of Howard 
University's chapter of the Natlonal Council of Negro Women. 
Photo by Nikia Puyol. 
greet you in the name of your 
mother. au nt, grandmother and 
sister." 
Spirituality, Thomas said, 
is vital in the struggle for women's 
equality. 
"[Women must) look into 
the spiritual relationship they have 
with tbe creator ... they have 10 
establ ish a commitment with the 
creator," she said. 
Making sacri fices for a 
cause is not unexpected. Thomas, in 
Esther, who was filled with 
fear, eventually overcame it and 
decided to risk her life by revealing 
her ident ity and convinced 
Ahasuerus 10 stop the killings. She 
overthrew the conspiracy. 
T homas compared the 
s laughtering to some of the 
probfems that Howard women and 
men face. 
"The King decided that al l 
the Jews would be wiped out- [ii 
is decided that] financial aid will f>e 
cul,'' Thomas said. 
Women, she said, should 
not be content with themselves 
when others are suffering. Thomas 
equated that thought witl1 Esther's 
decision 10 approach the Ki ng 
about his disastrous plans. 
"Something will happen 
1ha1 a door will be opened for you 
to s~ak out about what is going 
on,' Thomas said . 
After two years, the 
Howard University chaJ>ler of 
NCNW is in the process of being 
chartered and recognized nationally 
as a part of the organization. 
In the meantime, the 
chapter continues to serve the D.C. 
community. They have adopted the 
K.C. Lewis Recreational Center in 
the District, held blood drives and 
clothing drives in efforts 10 nurture 
their rntellecl and emotions, 
according 10 chapter President 
Michelle Ayler. 
"Many women have low 
self-esteem,'' Ayler said. "They arc 
more concerned with getting their 
hair and nails done. They neglect 
their inner self." 
Howard's chapter of 
NCNW hopes 10 continue 
addressing the problems plagu ing 
African-American women and are 
presently conducting membership 
drives. 
The NCNW is a non-profit 
organization geared toward the 
bellerment of the African-
American community by focusing 
on education, spirituality, healtn 
and family values. NCNW was 
founded 111 1935 by the late 
educator and activist Mary 
McCloud Bethune. 
University will not close its doors during march 
By Monica M. Lewis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In an official statement 
~~ascd this week, President H. Pim Swygert stated that while he 
till not officially close the 
liiversi1y, he is full aware that 
"numbers of its students may take 
time 10 participate in the Million 
Man March a nd its related 
acrivir-ies." 
"It's a reality that many of 
our studen ts wi ll r,art ic ipatc," 
Swygert sa id. 'Suggesting 
otherwise just doesn't mal<e a lot of 
sense.'' 
Despi te this, Swygert said 
JJN~JlmJJ.E 
Campus A2 Tumpo Bl 
Campus Plus A3 People B2 
Local AS Pulse B3 
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he would not close the University 
J>ecause that would be going against 
11s purpose. 
"The notion [of classes 
being canceled) is one that wou Id 
disadvantage a large number of 
students ana would not reflect well 
1be history of Howard University," 
Swygert said. 
" Howard bas been in the ve ry 
serious business of educat ing 
generations of African-American 
students." 
March organizers are 
calling the October 16 event a day 
of atonement for the Black man. 
While black women are asked 10 
stay away from the march. black 
males of all ages are encouraged to 
altend, as opposed 10 going to 
school and work. 
"I think that the principles 
of the march are all ones 1ha1 we 
concur in and can respect,'' Swygert 
said. " However, generations of 
students and faculty have worked 
very hard 10 keep this place open 
and we owe somcthin,g 10 them." 
, Swygert is giving faculty 
members the OJ:>pOrluni ty to use 
their discretion 10 deciding "their 
requirements fo r all scheduled 
ac11vi1ies in accordance with the 
principles of academic freedom and 
sound academic administration." 
In his statement, Swygert 
said University employees who 
wish 10 participate in the march are 
asked 10 follow usual Un iversity 
procedures in request ing leave. 
While it has been said that 
heads of other predominantly-black 
institutions, such as Lincoln (PA) 
University 's Dr. Niara Sudarkarsa, 
have taken a more active stand, 
Swygert said he can only speak for 
Howard .University and its 
traditions. 
"We are the 'Capstone.' 
This is a very complex and dynamic 
institution that's not subject to a 
shutdown,'' he said. 
"Would you shut down an 
emergency room? We need 10 be 
doing everything we can to keep 
these doors open for learning." 
Some students arc pleased 
with Swygcrt 's decision not to 
implement a Univer~ity-wide 
penalty for those students who will 
attend the march. 
Geoffrey Montague, a 
sophomore management major 
from Los Angeles, Calif., said, "It's 
good to know that people are lryin_g 
10 help [Louis] Farrakhan and his 
project of unit mg black men." 
For President Swygert 's official 
stateme11t, see 89. 
Everybod,Y can' t hire Johnny 
Cochran,' sa id Dio Neblcll, a 
freshman m~joring_ in marketi~g. 
Senior n1sto ry maJor 
Calvin Benson said that African 
Americans had finally found some 
level of equality wi th Whites. 
Africao Americans can oow buy 
their freedom . 
"We went from slavery, to 
gelling our rightsi to O.J. getting off 
spendin9 !mil ions). Only in America, ' I3enson saicl. 
Wilh what. many 
Americans found 10 be a mountain 
of very incr iminating evidence, 
where did the prosecution ,go 
wrong? Freshman business maJ0r 
Lee Bennet! III felt that the 
prosecution should have looked at 
a di.ffcrcn1 angle. 
"They put half the 
emphasis on the bloody glove and 
faifed 10 focus on Nicole Simpson's 
ties to the mafia and what 
repercussions could have derive 
from 1ha1," he said. 
Kawamba vendor Jab i 
Shango said 1ha1 the trial "once 
again exposed the Los Angeles 
Police Department and how they do 
things." 
Ju nior e lectr ical 
engineering major Daryl Miller 
also regarilcd the LAPD with 
suspicion. 
"Where you find racism 
and prejudice, you cannot find 
innocence. Since the evidence was 
against him, and the person that 
found it was a racis11 there was no 
way you could find nim guilty." 
Torrence Johnson knows 
first hand about racist police 
officers. 
Johnson, who was 
imprisoned for 17 years for the 
shooting of a Maryland police 
office r, sa id he felt Simpson's 
anxiety. Watching the fi nal 
courtroom scene from a small 
television in his car, the verdict 
brought tears 10 his eyes. 
" It 's a victo ry for all 
Afr ican-American people. We 
finally prevailed. !The prosecution] 
did not have cfear, convincing 
evidence. It was manufactured 
evidence," the law student said. 
"The bottom line is they 
need 10 find the people who really 
did it and deal wllh 1bem correctly. 
If 0.J. did it, just ice is always 
served,'' Shango said. 
Family and friends of H. Maynard Clarke stand by a tree 
dedicated to his memory. Photo by Nikia Puyol. 
By Monica M. Lewis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
lo his short time on this 
earth, H. Maynard Clarke lived his 
life 10 the fullest, according 10 
those who knew him best. And 
because of that, his friends and 
classmates were encoura,ged to do 
the same, never Jelling lus zeal for 
life and for helping others die in 
vain. 
"This law school has a 
great tradition of graduating and 
sending out into the world, people 
who are committed to the public's 
interest,'' said Henry Ramsey Jr., 
dean of the Howard Universi ty 
School of Law. 
" I am sure 1ha1 we will 
recognize that the greatest 
memorial to Maynard is the 
continuation of this law school and 
for its graduates 10 continue the 
tradition he was a part of." 
Ramsey and others gathered 
Wednesday 10 remember Clarke 
and his many accomplishments. 
C larke, a 29-year-old 
second-year law student, was killed 
on Sept. 24 when his personal 
watercraft ram med into a boat 
owned by singer Gloria Estefan. 
More than 100 people, 
including Clarke's parents, aucnded 
the memorial service held in the 
law school's chapel. Among the 
several speakers were Ramsey, 
Un iversity' President H. Patrick 
Swygert and Donald Thigpen, vice 
president of the University's 
Nationa l Alumni Association, 
which dedicated $1,000 10 the law 
school's need-based scholarship 
r,rogram in Clarke's name. 
' He was obviously a 
Howard man, through and 
through,'' Thigpen said. 
Members of Sigma Della Thu, a 
law fraternity, cfodicated a tree in 
honor of Clarke, who was initiated 
into the fraternity's Beta Chapter 
last spring. 
~any of those in 
attendance were moved 10 tears, as 
friends, colleagues and law school 
faculty spolie of memorable 
moments shared with Clarke. 
Denise Purdie, dean of 
Stude(ll Life for the School of Law, 
remembered how Clarke always 
manr.ged to put a smile on the faces 
of others. 
"His tragic and [untimelyJ 
death has deeply .affected us all, 
Purdie said. "But, I hope we find joy in remembering tlie smile he 
put on our face." 
She added, "Let us keep 
his smile in our hearts and niinds 
and pass on his commitment to the 
community to others.'' 
" Maynard had lived his 
life as if he were dying," said 
Bernard Richardson, dean of the 
Rankin Chapel. "He was able to put 
his life into others as if he liad 
eternal qualities." 
A Time of 
'Challenge and Change' 
President H. Patrick Swygert gives the 128th Convocation 
Address as members of the University's faculty, administration 
and Board of Trustees look on. Pho10 by Nikia Puyol 
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========= ==============":;=."==:===;"' Law students react to Simpson verdict l 
' 1 Howard's fu t ur e attorneys analyze, retry 'trial of the century' .. _ 
· 1 ere excited Many expressed s1m1 
"Cochran wants us to believe cite examples such as someone reasonable doubt. American pcop ~ w h ntimcnts of being happy 10 By Adrienne Cai:thon not so much that Fuhrman planted suggesting that an alien came down "That was not the most simply because Simpson beat I e sc • , fi 
Hilltop StaffWmer the evidence, but Fuhrman would ana-murcfcred the two victims. He important thing. The issue was system. Black m<1n be ablo to a 0rd tot -
have to get the top psychologist, felt that that could raise doubt, but whether the prosecution could Law student Tone M1;Coy all the way through the system 
He did it. He didn't do it. Does medical examiner, and all tliose it would not be reasonable. prove beyond a reasonable doubt attributed the not-gui lty verd ict to get off. 
it matter? To Howard University people to agree with him," said Bot why were these students that these two murders were Simrson's finances. . Some say that OJ. had the 1l be Law School students, it does. Lawren9e Elliott, _who. felt the arguin_g with the intensity of committed by 0:J. Simpson," sa id " thought he was going to be defc_nse that n:ioncy could buy, 
Athlete-turned-actor-turned- prosecution proved its case. Johnnie Cochran and Marcia law student Kevm Walker. convicted because of the time the Hilliard defi mtely agreed that c< 
double murder defendant Orcnthal · "I think a lot of people felt that Clark? " It was not about the murders. ft jury took and the evidence they defense attorney Johnnie C 
James Simpson is now free but even if he did it, reasonable doubt "As a law student, I think you get was an indictment on the practices asked 10 see This case shows that was the best re 
Howard's future attorneys tried him w?s. not dispelled_," sa i~ Earl so engulfed and involved, that when o( the LA,PD," said law student if you have' money, you can buy ·'Johnni~ Cochran is c• 
again. H1lbard, Jr., who sided w11h the you licar the verdict, you chooSll a Thomas O Donnell. your freedom White people have 1 1 rso He's e e bi A discussion that began with defense. · side. This is not to triv ialize it, While opinions varied, the d it hi toricall and it was the P icnomena pc n. n v 1 
iust two peorle became the O.J. The issue of reasonable doubt because the most important thing is future lawyers agreed on one thing: one. s crica L~v a Black man a case to the LAPD. You ~ave 
Simpson tria revisited, complete sparked its own debate while the that two people were murdered," race was a prime factor in the case. bfirSl :'!111 ~ Justice was done admire the way he kept his ~ 
with a defense team as convincing law students continued to t,ake HiUiard said. "I didn't want to see them go uy us rec om._ · n· e when things weren't going 
as the notorious "Dre?m Tham" ana sides. As the "defense team" argued And not unlike the actual case, after O.J. because he ,was a Black as far as th~ Black co~;m~o 11f r76rJ Even w hen he was under pr 
a prosecution tighter than Marcia its side, Elliot said that "every cfoubt there was someone to disagree as man," Walker said. because c was a . e ,. ' he made it took so good." 
01 
T 
Cfark's. is not reasonable," and went on to the discussion sh ifted back to Ellio tt said that African- adeq~atc representation. 
Homecoming 
committee }teeps students 
1n suspense 
BY. Chana Garcia 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Homecoming Committee is 
anxiously anticipating this year's 
Homecoming, but Howard stud~nts 
arc uninformed about some of the 
planned events. 
Although the committee has 
organized a list of events, students 
arc eager to know who the 
performmg artists are in this year's 
Hi~ Hop and R&B concerts. 
' I have friends coming from all 
parts of the country and I caJ!'l even 
need the right publicity so students 
will be excited. If you know more 
about homecomin9. you' ll feel 
much belier about it. ' 
Upperclassmen will quickly talk 
about the better Homecomings they 
attended when they were freshmen 
and sophomores. 
"Last year wasn't as live as the 
year before," Marlon Lord, a junior 
majoring in business management, 
saia. "f don't think students were 
hyped up for it. It just didn't seem 
like they were into it." 
Past Homecomings and parties 
have earned unparalle led 
reputations. Stories have been 
"I have friends coming from all parts of 
the country and I can't even tell them 
what their coming for until the week of 
homecoming."· Kim Cooke, a sop":omore 
majoring in political science 
tell them what their coming for 
until the week of homccommi:," 
Kim Cooke, a sophomore ma)ormg 
in political science, said. "1 m not 
tryin~ to waste their money or 
mine. ' 
Emmett Richardson, treasurer 
of the Homecoming Steering 
Committee, said the 1-fomecoming 
committee has waited to announce 
the performers because it wanted to 
have current billboard artists to 
offer students. 
He also said students can 
p_urchase tickets to all the events at 
Cramton auditorium or by calling 
Ticket Master, but many students 
want to know just what they're 
buying tickets for. 
"Tliey've [Homecoming 
Committee] alreaily booked the 
artist, so wliy 001 tell us who it is," 
Justin Howell , a sophomore 
majoring in economics, said. ''They 
passed down each year of bow good 
Homecoming used to be and n ow 
it's slowly occoming worse each 
year. 
"From what I heard, the 
Homecoming I experienced last 
year as a freshman was not really a 
true Howard Homecoming," 
Cooke said. 
Although students are uneasy 
about what Homecoming has in 
store, the Homecoming Steering 
Committee insists that it will be 
successful. According to 
Richardson, the committee will 
release the name of the artists 
performing at the concerts by Oct. 
16. They fiave remained optimistic 
and believe that their planning will 
eventually pay off. 
"Homecoming is going verr, 
well. We're reall y rofling,' 
Richardson said. "I hope we have a 
great Homecoming." 
Civil engineering 
adds new minor 
By Natasha Undsey 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Students who are still deciding 
on a minor area of study and are 
interested in the environment can 
now think about pursuing courses 
in environmental science. The 
department of civil engineering has 
developed this minor by pulling 
together classes that are already 
offered. 
"These courses are already in 
the system. The school of Human 
Ecology used to offer 
environmental science as a major 
and it moved to the School of 
Engineering," Kwamena Ocran, a 
proTessor in the department, said. 
Fifteen semester hours are 
required for lhe environmental 
science minor. The minor was 
created because of the increasing 
concern about the environment ana 
how it affects human lives. The 
inequities in the distribution of 
hazardous materials across the 
nation's racial and ethnic 
boundaries is another reason this 
minor was developed. 
"This is good for African-
Americaos, especially with some of 
the hazardous materials and waste 
sites built near our neighborhoods," 
Ocran said. 
Maisha Recd, a Howard alumna, 
was not always interested in 
environmental science. 
"I started as a liberal arts major 
interested in going to law school 
because I wanted to help people, 
but I didn't find the attention I 
wanted. I talked to a friend who 
told me sbout the environmental 
science major in the School of 
I 
·> 
Human Ecology, and how nurturing 
the atmospfierc was and the 
opportunities for students," Reed 
said. 
After speaking to both her friend 
and Department Chairman Will 
Wilson, Reed was persuaded io 
switch majors and pursue a career 
in environmental science. She 
hopes to work in environmental 
policy and regulation and go to law 
school. 
El-Haji Sow, from Senegal, West 
Africa, is graduating in December. 
He remembers when environmental 
science was a major in the School 
of Human Ecology. 
"In 1990 it started in Human 
Ecology and, in the spring of '91, 
it movci:I to en,gineering," Sow said. 
While environmental science is 
not for everyone, Sow and Ocran 
both believe environmental science 
encompasses many professional 
fields. Ocran wants 10 make as 
many students as possible aware of 
both the minor and major now 
available through the School of 
Eo~ineering. 
Environmental science is really 
broad. There are many disciplines 
under this major, from law to public 
policy,'' Sow said. "It's a good 
major and it's good that they are 
putting it as a minor. I chose it in 
1990 and, right now, everything 
comes down to the environment. 
Back in the day, people didn't know 
we were destroying our land. Now, 
we want to save tlie environment 
it 's our future and our children's 
future." 
With a degree in environmental 
science, Sow hopes to pursue a 
career m waste management or 
hazardous waste management. 
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Students are often disappointed when they enter the library to conduct research and cannot find the books they need. 
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Library updates computer system 
with new equipment, capabilities 
By Alain Joseph 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
To meet the ever-increasing needs 
of Howard students. Founders and 
Undergraduate libraries arc 
modernizing their computer 
systems. 
This summer, President Swygcr1 
gave library officials approval 10 
revamp the library computer syslem, 
including the Moorland-Spingarn 
Mekkawi, acting director of libraries. prepare us for the 2 1st century. II is growing concern about tht f ~ 
Mekkawi sa id students will be frustrating to have to deal with old increas ing number of lost and stol 
able to 1ravcl through the Internet 10 computers 1hat break down:· books; many of these missing 
ga in access 10 university library Christena Hambrick, a senior remain in the library 's comput ] 
systems 1hroughou11he world. majoring in fine arts, said . 
Located on the lower level of the The old library system has not sySlem. 
underg•r,·idiia te 1,· br•, ry, ihe ne,v 1 1 Mekkawi said 1ha1. while taki 14 " comp e1c y vunished. but has taken · f h · "b compuier lab has eigl11 deskiop • an mvcntory o I c cnurc It ra ] 
a ncgauve toll on Howard s1udents. book Id · computers, and four new LaserJet system wou raise the level Hambrick, along with other 1· d d d b·t· f b printers. These computers have d qua 11y nn epen a 1 1ty o t r ] Stu ems, have been discouraged 1·b h. · Id I 1 access to Sterling, 1he University"s 1 rary, l 1s ncuon wou a so owcr 
on-line catalogue, as well as access from using the libra ry for their l-loward 's prominen1 ranking wi _ 
10 databases, vendors, and a host of Sludies afier hav ing prev ious ly 1he Associa1ion of Rcscarc 
other privileges. fu mbled through unorganized book Libraries. 
The long-awa ited computer Slacks. ..According 10 my unders1an 
-----------'-;.;..;;....;= ...;;.;.;..;;=--==:.::.....----- - - - - ---.:==!..:.::.::::...-==:i" 
''The old computer system is behind, and it is a r, 
hindrance to my res(!arch.''-: Nathalie Jones, a 
graduate student in the College of Arts and 
Sciences 
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Research Center and Afr ican-
American Studies. 
All of the on-line patron access 
caralogue (OPAC} computer 
terminals tha1 are now in the library 
wil l be replaced with Hewle11 
Packard 486 DX2/66 PC's, 15•· 
monitors and multimedia 
PowerMacs. The new computers 
will have full nc1work conncc1iv ity 
and full Internet access. 
"We have contractors cabling the 
entire building to install the new 
computer system," said Mohamed 
advancement in Howard 's library Nathalie Jones. a graduate siudent p 
system will have students feel ing in the College of Arts and Sciences ing. tha1 is one reason why t !l 
moreconfidentahouttheirresearch . , • Univers ity did not wan t 10 1ak • sa id that 1he libr:1ry's o utdated 
'; As far as technology is inventory. In the meantime. i1 is 
concerned. we have been in the dark SyStem makes her research more pity 1hnt we focus on the need of 
, I F difficult than it should be. 
,or so ong," aizah N. Harrison, a an organization (Associa tion o 
Sen.or ma·o . . I . I "The old computer syste n1 ·,s R • J rrng 111 e ectrica esca rc h Librar ies] which ha 
eng·1neer·1ng sa·1d behind, and it is a hindrance to n1y • 
, . nothrng 10 do with Howard, and I Harrison recalls having 10 travel research,'' she said. d f 
to other libraries because Howard 's Mekkawi assures Howard our stu . ents and acuity suffer to 
d h through the stacks and not fin library did not contain the materials siu _c nts_ 1 ?t 1hc Library Re- books,•· Mekkawi said .. ,1 am for t she needed Nov, she is pleased that Eng111eer111g fask force wil l fulfill 
"everything. is c~ming 1o p;r." its goal of · · h advancement of the students. 
;I , bo . . ,mprovrng t equality of focus on the needs of the studen ell 
· t sa ut t1meour hbra.ry caught the library services and resources. 
up with the technology th.al will lie 1s also aware of the students ' and then we make them our t 
._ _______ _ _____ ..;.. _ _____ ...:;;;.,..;. _____ ____ ..,..:..:;~:_:,::,::;:_.,!P~r~io~r~it!y.:•· _________ Jj~ 
Allied Health 
By Lesley Ann Balley 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
• rises out of 'valley' s p ~ 
The College of Allied Health Sciences has 
ad<?pted "Rising out of !he valley and still rising" 
as its •~<:me for the 1995-96 school year. 
Felicia Harden, president of the colle&e's 
student council, sa,d the theme is reprcscntauve 
of the matriculation process which All ied Heallh 
stu~ents must <:ndure and their giving nature to 
assist others w1thm their community. 
occupational t~erapy, physical therapy, clinical 
lab9rator_y science, physician assistants and 
rad1olog1c therapy. Because of demanding 
~ourseloads, many students rarely have time to 
mteracl or network with one another. Now, the 
student counci l members are seeking 10 unite the 
st~dents through community service and student 
mixers. 
therapis ts ass ist ind ividuals in rcgainin 
fu~cl.'on.al independence through purp0se 
ac11_v1t,es. These 1herapis1s practice under 1' 
hohst1cschool of thought: the mind and bodylff 
never separated. . i 
In order to be an Occupational Therapist ooc 
hnce1 d_s to be a creative mdividual who c~jo ~ e gmi:; people. ~ 
un~g Allied Health month in Novemb4 thcrc ':"1TI be a _week set as ide for medi t 
edu_cat,onal sessions. These forums will p 
3
1 vailablc to all students and the community II e argc 
But many students throughout the Howard 
communi!Y do not even recognize that the 
college exists. TI11s year, the college aims to have 
a voi~ and ris<: out of the valley. 
This new attitude was unveiled on September 
29 y,hen the college hosted it's firs1 Mr./Ms. 
Alhed Health pageant in 10 years. 
The college consists of five disciplines: 
The college's studc!)t council will work with 
the Howard Umvcrs1ty Student Association 
(HUSA) community outreach rrograms and 
adopt a'! ele~e nt_ary schoo to provide 
men1orsh1p to the children. 
The i:ou_ncil also wants to promote all ied 
health _d1sc1phnes. The outlook for jobs and 
ed_ucat1on_al advancement in the allied health 
science discipline is positive. Most seniors arc 
employed by the time they graduate. 
For example, professional occupa tional 
0.. s 
h n,Hallowecn nig~t , ~he college will host p 
auntcd ~?use for D,stnct chi ldren in nearbJ s 
commu n111 es. e 
The co~nci_l will also host a canned food s 
~en_ny drive ''! order to assist the homeless 
unng the Christmas season. 
) 
r 
l 
) 
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Rats, roaches plague U~iversity housing 
Residence Life, Plaza Towers management offer solutions to ongoing rodent problems 
By Lylah Holmes 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
~------~"'-'--~-------
\\'hen Joanne Eustache arrived at Howard Plaza 
l)tt!S this fall, she never expected her apartment to 
~ IOl(h infested. 
,lccOfding to Eustache, the apartment noor was 
I (llltrtd wit~ roaches. •Wben I opened the door to the apartment, dead ~es covered the Ooor. The live roaches were ~ling _throug_h the dead _roaches," the senior 
~1Journal1sm maJor sa,d. 
•hwasthe nastiest thing I had ever seen in my life. 
~ were dropping from the ceiling. I was not 
fi<jnginthat apartment with the fear of roaches falling 
oimcorcrawhng through my bed wh ile I was sleeping. 
n,:oving conditions were deplorable." 
Eustache eventually transferred apartments. But 
!le•1S not the first studem at Howard University to 
~roach problems. nor will she be the last. 
But more than just roaches live on Howard's 
~~ia Simpson. a sophomore majoring_ in biology, 
id(ed seeing a rat outside the Tubman Quadrangle 
I 
during her freshman year. 
"My fr iends and I were sitting outside of the Quad 
when we heard rustling noises. Then we saw a rat run 
across the grass:' 
Michelle Glass, a senior majoring in television 
production major, is concerned about tne health issues 
related to these pests. 
"We need to get rid of the rats and roaches because 
they are not sanitary. They carry germs and diseases. 
They arc also not conducive to a healthy work, study 
or living environment," she said. 
·•1 tlunk it is atrocious," said Thurman Johnson, a 
junior marketing major. ''I was in a friend's room in 
Cook Hall last, year and a roach crawled from under 
his bed. It turns out, he had a nest of roaches underneath 
his bed." 
Although many students have seen rats or roaches 
on campus, a few students have been fortunate not to 
have seen them. 
" I haven't seen any rats or roaches in my dorm this 
year, but I have seen ants," said Jamillah Gabriel, a 
sophomore majoring in computer science. 
According to Win i am V. Keene, dean or Residence 
Life, the dcs,gn of a bui lding may contribute 10 the 
vermin problem. 
"Hard to reach places where grease can bu ild, such 
as elevator shafts and trash chutes, sometimes provide different methods of extermination. 
more of a breeding ground than others." "Our internal extermination immediately handles 
Larry FrelO)V, Roward Plaza Towers property students' request. We also use a professional company 
manager, sa ,d the roaches may come from any number that comes out to exterminate at least twice a month. 
of places, but he attributes most of the problem to dirty The trash room is cleaned, washed and deodorized 
apartments. twice a week," Frelow said. 
"The most prevalent way is from the P'""'!~"""~""'"--"""~~====""""'""-----===""."-""!~;a---=ii] room because s tudents are not 
throwing away the trash. If the area is The Howard Plaza Towers and the Office 
clean, roaches won't stay." f R . d L' i- h 
While rals have not been seen in O eSl ence IJ.e ave a few 
students ' actual rooms. they certa inly 
have been present outside and around 
campus. 
Keene said the landscape of the 
campus has been altered in Ifie last few 
years to help stamp out the rodent 
problem. 
"Rats, if there are any around, tend 
to be mostly outside in shrubbery and 
sort ground. Over the years, we have 
taken out a lot of shrubbery. Any place 
that 's damp and low draws rats. lt 's a 
constant battle.'· 
To reduecthe roach population, the 
Towers and Residence Life use 
tips to relieve student'5 of rodent 
problem: 
-Contain trash in a plastic bag 
-Do not leave food out 
-Keep the room clean 
-Call for service, do not wait for 
the problem to worsen 
1 Students use tutoring as easy study alternative 
- - -
I 
Center for Academic Reinforcement offers weekday, weekend sessions in over 20 subjects 
-----:-'.'-------"ftl)land Byrd, assis1an1 direc1or for 
By Usa Prince CAR, is in charge of sclec1ing 1he peer Hilltop Staff Writer 11110,. 
Ollllldi Whincn, a junior majoring in 
it)si-11 thmpy, had a grave decision 10 
.ililhis~tt.k ar1cr he nunkcd his lim 
~ rest: wi1hdraw or gel help 
),cording 10 Vere Archiba ld. a 
pi:llillgsenior majoring in chemical 
Cl!l=ing, 1his L~ ~hen s1uden1S decide 
,_ 10 the 1u1onng program. 
Suidtr.is<i1h<r fail a tesl or do poorly 
11nlCl'0tk a!-.<ignment,. and 1hen 1hey 
II<\ \tip; said Arthibald. a 1hird year 
IWt 
A.i:biluld IUIOrs 1hrough lhe Ccn1er 
b Aadcmie Reinforccmen1 (CAR), 
t1icb offers two 1u1orial programs 10 
&,.,rd Uni,ersi1y studenis. 
111,re is a Evenings/Weekend 
(IOSJ'" 1ha1 has been opera1ing for 
ial>I six rem. ThL~ program uses peers 
ams, assis1ing wi1h a wide-range of 
~ such as algebra, physical and 
ixilisdcilces, humanilies and compu1er 
~lions. 
.. There is a s1andard requirement for 
1u1ors. They mus1 have an '•A" in the 
subjecl in which 1hcy arc 1u1oring and a 
3.0 overall grade 
poinl average, .. Byrd said. 
There is also day 1u1oring available in 
1he CAR building. This program uses 
ins1ruc1ors for 1u1oring during lhc hours 
of 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Malh Professor Rackham Goodlen. 
instruc1ional coordinator for the Day 
Program. said 1hat bo1h programs have 
lhe same mission. 
··our mission is to assist in 
main1ainiog a successful and con1inuing 
ma1ricula1ion 10 reach 1hc ullimalc goal: 
gradua1ion:· Goodiel! said. 
There are 17 1u1ors. ranging from 
engineering majors 10 medical s1uden1s. 
available in 1his free program, which 
1u1ors in 20 subjects. 
Allhough lhe peer IUIOrs get paid 
$6.50 an hour, Ncelam Ghandi. a second 
year medical Sludenl. has a differcnl 
HUSA Community 
Outreach Program 
Director, Yvette 
Pryor, appointed 
focus on manhood and 
womanhood training and teen 
pregnancy. The teen 
pregnancy workshop will pair 
teen-age mothers-co-be with 
young women who have had 
children while 1hcy were in 
co llege. Pryor said the 
mcntorship for teen-age 
mothers is very important for 
By Kenyatta Matthews 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
their overall development. 
"1l1is program will show teen-
age mothers that even though they 
The Howard University Student arc mothers, it doesn't mean that 
Aslociation Community Outreach they can't succeed and overcome the 
frogram has set i1s sights on obstacles that would prevent them 
tmproving relations octwccn from getting an education," Pryor 
!rJdcntsand community members. said. 
According to Outreach Director The ()roject called "It 's a 
( li!llt Pryor, community relations Community Thang" wiU provide 
bit been neglected for too long. the community with information 
"The prog,am is going to show and assistance concerning their 
thcaxnmun11y that we care. The health and overall well -being. 
l'0liem has been existing since the Events like a Community _Heallh 
community saw the apathetic Fair, Community Beau11f1cat\On 
lllltudes of Howard students," Day, distribution o( Thanksgiving 
Pryor said. "I want to use the dinner baskets to women's sliclters 
(lligam to re-establish Howard's and technology training are planned 
goodreput.,tion in the community." for this program. 
Pryor planned the year's 1 
"I tried to plan projects that would be 
meaningful to the community and the students. I 
want to make sure that the projects are in areas 
that students want to participate in." 
-Yvette Prvor, . 
HUSA Community Olltreach Director 
, :,nunity outreach agenda around 
•Fi:lcd to plan projects th a1 
11uld be meaningful to chc 
~unity and the students," Pryor 
""!- I want to make sure that the 
!IOJects arc in areas that students 
'1nl to participate in." 
The projects are planned to reach 
!Ztas ~utside of the University 's 
~le community. Pryor said 
10 ~'Utd must use its vast resources 
• as many people as possible. 
e always penetrate the 
~hools around Howard, but we 
e so many organizations and 
IO!untecr programs that we could 
80oottoother schools around D.C. 
lllilbelp;1tudcnts there," Pryor said. 
h The biggest program planned for 1 e year 1s the adopt-a-school 
11°&ram, , which is targecs 
.... ~ 1 tary, junior high and high j"' s around the District. She 
~!utoring and mentoring 
~substance abuse seminars, 
.,.~Ilona! games and a charm 
......,1. 
~ targeted at youth will 
The Passing The Torch program, 
designed to decrease the gap 
between the youth and the elder I y, 
will feature Adopt-A-Nursing home 
and a Senior Serv-A-Thon. 
Programs have been developed 
10 increase community relat ions for 
Howard s tudents as well. 
International Day will allow 
students the opportunity to learn 
about different cultures m the D.C. 
community. le 's a Conjunction 
Function provides students a chance 
to network with prominent people 
in their fields of study and includes 
a Women In Lecture Series . 
Although Pryor is optimistic that 
these 1uograms will achieve her 
goal, she said relations w\ll not 
improve if the program 1s not 
consistent Crom year to yc~r. . 
" With each new admm1strat1on, 
thi ngs in the program change. I 
want to sec a gmdchnc for the future 
Communi ty Outreach directors," 
Pryor said. " It 's not right to work 
with one program for one year and 
then terminate that program the 
next year." 
' 
Students assist each other with course work. 
mo1iva1ion behind her reason for 1u1oring. 
''Tu1oring i.s a very good and positive 
1hing 10 do. I wanl 10 help people in the 
Howard Universily community," said 
Ghandi, who is a 1hird year tutor. 
Junior Sophia Fraser, who is 
majoring in finance, said studentS arc a 
linlc apprehensive about gcning!ulored. 
··Gelling 1u1orcd is like Slating you 
don't know lhc information," said Fraser, 
a new tutor. 
But Carl Middleton said he doesn'I 
mind gelling 1u1ored. li e finds 1he 
luloring helpful. 
"' I 'vc been gening 1u1orcd for the pasl 
three years. and I 1hink ii ·s vi1al 10 my 
academic success:· said Middlc1on, a 
junior majoring in psychology. 
Many of 1he 1u1ors have 1utored 
s1uden1s much older 1han 1hemsclves, hul 
1hc age difference doesn'I seem 10 be a 
problem 10 1he s1udents being 1u1ored. 
"I don'1 care if 1hc 1u1or is 6 years old. 
If they know physics, rl1 1ake 1he help." 
Whincn said. ·'This is my las, chance 
before I drop a class, I don·1 have lime 10 
be picky abou1 1he age or a 1u1or." 
1)uncsha Thomas, a fourth year 
physician assis1an1 major, said her friends 
encouraged her 10 come to 1he program 
when she was a freshman. 
"My friends were already involved in 
1hc 1u1orial program, so 1hey encouraged 
me 10 come and gel help," Thomas said. 
''On a scale from one 10 10, I'd give it a 
10." 
As a professor, Goodlell said he 
believes in IUloriog for his studcnlS. 
·'Tu1oring helps make material clearer 
while preparing 1hem for other college 
level courses. Gelling 1u1orcd helps 10 
ensure continued success,'' he said. 
Middleton said 1herc is no reason 
sludcnts should 001 sec an 
improvemcnl in 1hcir grades after they 
receive tutoring. 
··You're ignora111 if you don'I know 
11ie answer. You're a fool if you don'11ry 
10gc11he knowledge," Middle1on said. 
Evening 1u1oring is Monday-
Thursday. 5 p.m.-Sp.m. and weekend 
1u1oring is from 12 p.m.-5 p.m. 
Student escorts provide safe services 
By Alla R. Hashim 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Getting mugged, assaulted or 
raped· can leave anyone afraid and 
paranoid. 
When Kimberly Chase entered 
Howard University as a freshman, 
she was not prepared for all the 
crime in Washmgton. She was even 
more surprised when while on a 
routine \"alk three teen-aged boys 
demanded that she and her 
roommate turn over their money 
and possessions. Held at gunpoint, 
ll1cx gave them $6 and go lo jcwelrl'; 
'Coming from a small town, I d 
never seen a gun before," Chase 
said. 
'TI1rec years later Chase, a senior 
majoring in legal communications, 
reflects on that day and makes the 
wise decision to use the student 
escort service when walking from 
the library to th~ Howard Plaza 
Towers. 
The student escort service is 
located rn the Undergradua te 
Lil>rary. The 11 escorts - seven 
males and four fema les - are 
determined to make walking on 
campus safe for a ll Howard 
students. 
• The escort service started in the 
spring of 1991 because of a high 
crime incidents aga inst students 
walking by themselves. 
This year's co9rdinat~r is Daryl 
Turnage, a senior maJoring in 
nursing. 
"The escort service is a way for 
students to help other students," 
Turnage said. "Students don't 
usually use it until it's too late." 
Although it is 100 late for Chase 
to change what happened to her as 
a freshman, it is not too late for her 
tod~y. 
"I feel like at the time if we did 
have an escort, especially a male, 
we may not have been mugged. 
With the escorts I foci really safe." 
The escorts arc trained in radio 
communication a nd s uspect 
identification. They walk 
approximately 15 well-ht routes on 
campus rei;ularly. In case they 
encounter any danger, the escorts 
have a communication system that 
puts them in direct contact with the 
campus police. 
"We work with the campus 
police. 'TI1ey help us and we help 
them," said Courtland Wyatt, a 
physical therapy_graduatc student. 
The escorts w,n go an}n,vhere on 
the main campus with in the 
proximity of the Towers, Howard 
Hospital, the Betli'une Annex and 
Drew Hall. The campus escorts 
said they will get students where 
they need to go in any ki nd of 
weather. 
"We want ()eO()le to feel safe and 
have peace of mind," sa id Derick 
Carter, a fourth ye,1r finance major 
said. 
Sophomore Alysia Bowens said 
her only complaint is that the 
escorts don't work on weekends. 
"The guys are' cool and very 
I 
nice," Bowens said. "It's a good 
preventive 111easure, and I use 11 all 
the time." 
"The campus pol ice are 
outnumbered during homecoming. 
We want to make sure everything 
goes smooth!)\" Carter said. 
Student escort Romal Tune, a 
nursing major, is disappointed with 
the the number of stuacnts who use 
the service. 
"We're taken for grantet.1 because 
students don't realize that walking 
home alone leaves them at a 
disadvantage," Tune said. "Th~y 
just don't see the value of what we 
have to offer." 
"They're quick, efficient and 
most importantly the student escort 
service is free," said Robins, a 
sophomore majoring in elementary 
education. 
The service operates Monday 
through Thursday bccwcen 7:00 pm 
and 11:45 pm. Escorts can be 
reached at 806-4624. 
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Positive Vibrations for the Week of 10/9 
The results are in . . . , 
Your top 5 picks according to the poll were . . . . 
.. 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
The Notorious B. I. G. 
Method Man 
Wu Tang Clan 
Junior Mafia 
Bone Thugz & Harmony 
Who will it be ? . 
' 
Thanks for calling ! 
DON'T FORGET . • • 
Howardfest Tryouts - Saturday, October 7, 1995 
THANKS ... 
To all the volunteers for their time and energy 
• • 
-
To all the models participating in Pulse for your commitment & 
dedication 
REMEMBER . ... 
Start saving now for your Positive Vibe Experience ! 
GET WITH THE VIBE 
• • • 
• 
( 
' . 
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U Street festival remem.bers richness of community 
CONGRESSWO~N ~Lt~NOR ~QI.MES NOR10N 
-
Eleanor Holmes Norton leads the u Street parade. 
8v Nikki Credle 
Hilltop Slaff Write r 
'The Remembering U Street 
(ilj\11"' revived the ola memories 
4ie people ~hal grew up during 
tiSatct"s renaissance period and 11 
cd(d new ones for the people 
•came to share in the cvcm. 
Na1ive Washingtonian Janette 
Carson rcm11mbcrs the energy and 
exci1cmen1 that fill ed U Street 
during its renaissance. 
" I grew up in this neighborhood 
at the time when U Street was the 
mecca for Black people," she said. 
Like Carson. hundreds galhcred 
on U Street for the festival to recall 
the cuhural richness that filled this 
particu lar community. 
T he fcs1ivt1I included a parade 
with participants from high school 
marching bands, gospel cl1oirs, the 
Mecca Tomple No. #10 Shrincrs, 
and area d rill teams. Also, 
participants displayed the clothes 
and a11i1udcs of U Street 's 
renaissance period during the U 
Street Fashion S1ru1. 
"This was where Black people 
got dressed up on Sundays and 
came lo meet and grec1:· Carson 
said. 
She recalled places such as 1hc 
Lincoln Theatre, Howard Theatre, 
and Booker Republic where people 
went for emerta inmenl. Carson said 
lhc festival broughl back nostalgic 
memories of the many ac1ivi11es 
lhal look place on the street. 
Recapturing some of the musical 
and cultural essence that U Street 
was known for in the pas1, three 
s tages filled the air with blues,jazz, 
gospel and R&B. Jazz and poetry 
mtertwi ncd as the Pat Hamilton 
Jewel Box Revue Jazz Poets lifted 
their words in unison with the 
rhythms of dru ms. Pops, a local 
legend 1hat was known fo r his 
carefree blues performances during 
U S1rec1 ·s renaissance. recapturecl 
h is old aud ience and a new 
audience that was fascinated wilh 
his s tyle. 
Kconia Brown, a junior at 
Howard, was one of Pops' new 
fans. 
"He's a lively entertainer and a 
great reminder of all the talented 
people who got their s tart in this 
community,Ul3rown said. 
Duke Ellington, Madame 
Evame, Langslon Hughes, Arthur 
Ashe. and Ernest'Just were some of 
the talented people 1ha1 plamcd 
their roots in this vibrant 
comm uni ty that su rrounded U 
Street. 
" I was here when U Street was 
U Street,'' said Postel Works, a 
member of chc Mecca lemple No. 
#10 Shriners. " It used co be the 
number one s treet in the c ity, and 
there was nothing downtown like 
it.'' 
Works said that many celebrities 
frequented the clubs and theaters 
that lined U Street. 
"We really cnjoxed this street," 
Works said. "This festival rnkes us 
back lo that time with the music and 
activit ies going on here today." 
Many of today 's ce leb rities 
continued the U Street tradition by 
sharing t heir talent with the 
community. Singers Monica, Aaron 
Aaron, and groups Shai, Pure Soul, 
and Legacy energized their U Street 
audience with their unique sounds 
and vocals. 
Aaron Aaro n. o f Big Wolfe 
Records. explained his feelings 
abou1 being a part of the festival. 
"It gives loca l arti sts and 
upcoming art is ts a chance to 
perform their music and be seen 
Organized groups participate in the festivities. 
when they may not have the chance " People get 10 see their 
in other places,'' he said. neighbors, and 1hc people who live 
Chri s Pau l, a WPGC air- here get to sec that they matter 10 
personality who helped br ing the this city. They sec that they are 
celebrities to the festival, said it important enough for everyone to 
captured a sense of " neighbor- come and share love with them." 
hood." 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Black child advocates host annual conference 
By Jonathan L Wharton 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
) lb( National Black Chi ld Development Institute (NBCDI) held 
] :5th annual conference at the Washington Hillon last week. The 
I Ill-Profit organization lobbies Congress and encourages education 
I lliialircs for African-American ch ild ren. l ·',\ll arc acutely aware that t~is is a time of crisis for thousands 
~ 4A/Jican-American children." NBCDl Executive Dircclor Evelyn 
~ ~JI/ft said . "Programs that s upport our chi ldre n arc be ing 
~ "r!itened as never before with proposed cuts. Now is the time to 
~ ' wour voices heard." ~ Moore, as well as other child advocates. held meeti ngs everyday 
~ ilJughout the week to discuss the present and future s ituations 
D bg the education organ ization as well as African-American 
tlildren from proposed congressional cu ts. D 'Should this agenda be adopted by Congress and s igned into law 
D ,'11,,presidcnt. we can on ly look forward 10 a future that finds us il f9iig for these mistakes for decades 10 come," Moore sa id. 
;, Prominent speakers at ' ·Renewing the Spirit of Excellence" 
!I -ij;;d U.S. Attorney Eric Holder Jr., U.S. Secretary of Education il lichard Ril ey and Johns Hopkins Un iversity neurosurgeon il ,llljamin Carson, M.D. 
~ · Dr.Carson, who is recogni~ed for his o~cration ~eparating _a pair 
childhood g rowing up in Detroit. 
"There is no one who cou ld have been as bad as me. We have a lot 
of children who used to be like me, but I finally came to the conclusion 
that 1 would read two books and write a book report for each of them 
every week from the public library so I could learn abouc my history," 
he said. 
But Carson expressed his opinion on the media and how they focus 
on the nega1iv i1y toward Black children, especially on Black males. 
"There arc more Black ma les in jail than in college. Well, is there 
some gene tic problem? No, I don't think so. When they read books and 
there's nobody like then as ro le models, but instead they arc on the news 
committ ing crimes or on a sitcom, it is very limited for them," Carson 
said. We don't have 10 a llow the media to tell us who our role models 
are ... They have created a mental slavery." 
Carson included how far Blacks have come compared to many years 
before the Civil Rights era. 
" Forty percent of Blacks are middle-class or higher. But, when you 
consider where we were lhirty some years ago, it is almost amazing." 
Carson sa id his mother, who worked three jobs, instilled values and 
inspirational growth, includ ing God, wbich everybody needs, especially 
children. 
"Don't ever be ashamed of God. He' ll be there when you really need 
him and we need him more than ever." 
Finally, Carson concluded the luncheon wich hi s theme of 
encouragement. 
~ tfSiamese twins. expressed his personal views on important 1ssu~s 
~ lliig Black children in today's society and compared them to his Evelyn K. Moore, director of NBCDI. 
"T hink big and emphasize the inte llectual ca lent and encourage 
dreams for our chi ldren." 
~ 
~ New policy turns D.C. schools 
~ ·over to private companies 
~ •---------- ------- begin negotia tions. i!I •· Confusion ruled the D.C. board meeting last ffi , By Janelle L~nette Thompson week, over whether the_ policy they passed would 
::, Hilltop Staff Writer a llow for-profit compames 10 manage schools .. 
l!I Whi le many of the school board members believe fil it is a lright for a for-profit company to manage 
::, A policy recently approved by the D.C. Board of schools, o thers believed it was not il1c proper course 
l!I 1ion al lows for some schools to be turned over of action in a public school system. fil private companies. School Board President Wi lma R. Harvey said, 
::, After a heated discussion , the school board v01ed "l voted 10 make sur'-: there was no profit auachcd 
,l!I 7to 4 in approval of a pol icy on management• to business partnerships. The bottom ltne w11h _the 
~ trvie1:s contracts which wou[d allow inaividual partne~sh ip is )h~I the Board .. of Ed uca11on ltlools to contract with businesses. universities, detcrmmes what 1s in the contract. . poicssional associations, unions and other groups According 10 school board officia ls, outside 
~ ~de of local government. management groups would be pa id no more than the Republicans m Congress were pressuring voters school's regular budget, an average of $3,000 to approve privatizat ion because they had already SJO 000 a s tudent, depending on student's needs. ~ ' 800 ly considered reducing the srnIT of the school Dur ing the meeting, there was. much unccrtaimy ~ . cutting board members' pay 10 stipends and as 10 how ~chools would negottatc contracts and ·o up a committee to supervise the school work out the details. ~ · Each individual school's restructu ring team, ~ William Lockridge. president of the Parent composed of parents, pri1)cipals and teachers would her Association at Simon Elementary School begin the process of negotiation. Then contracts must ml laid, "This is sti ll a s lap in the face to t he be competitively procured and, fina ll y, the rel unity." 
"This is still a slap in the face to the I I .. community,"-William 
~ 1 president of the Parent Teacher 
Lockridge, 
I , Association at Simon Elementary School. I I I I I I I 
To date, only one company has expre~scd inte~est 
lllanaging 1hc schools. The company 1s Education 
tnaltves Inc., a private, Minneapolis-based 
, lrut that has run schools in Baltimore, Harlford1 
., and Dade County, Fla. T he company coulo 
· a contract as early as the 1996-97 school year 
gin managing some D.C. schools. 
Manysehool board members, afccr the announced 
· ·1iiation have been receiving repeated threats to 
. ' persons and property. 
"I will not be out there forcing this on anyone." 
lid District School Superintendent Frank lin Smith, 
p!i\'ltiza1ion. "TI1c schools 1ha1 want this can s tep 
ard:' 
Smith said that as many as 15 schools cou ld be 
for private management, but recently he has 
stating that any of tne 164 D.C. schools could 
superintendent's legal counsel would help with the 
~ontracts accord ing 10 a school's needs. 
School Board Member Jav Silberman ('.11 large) 
said , "The school_ system· would publicize 10 
businesses univcrs11tes, museums and others 1hat we 
want to encourage their involvcmcm, and hopefully 
many pcor.lc would respond 10 those re{1ucs1s for 
proposals. 
Several opponc 111s say they don't wan t 
privatizat ion because they don't want a company run 
by W hi te e11ecuti vcs 10 lake charge of a 
predominantly Black school system. 
Others say Education Alternative docs not have 
a record of improv ing s tudent achievement. 
At the school boarcl meeting, Howard University 
was mentioned as a possible management g roup. 
----------------------------
Leaders gather in the District to 
prepare for Million Man March 
By David Gatther 
Hilltop Staff Wrtter 
Black leaders from various 
religious, ideological , pol itical. and 
social persuasions congregated in 
Wash ington last week to constitute 
a nationa l organizing commit1ee 
for 1he Million ~an Miuch set to hit 
this city on Oct. 16. 
"This thing is b igger than me, 
Dr. Chavis and ~v~rybod>.' in this .. 
room . . . 1111s 1s Gods march , 
Min. Louis Farrakhan, who gave 
the in itial call for the march, said at 
the gathering. 
Some of those in auendance 
included 1he Rev. Al Sharpton, the 
District's First Lady. Cora Masters 
Barry. renowned poet ll ak i 
Man iduthi , as we ll as mayors, 
alder men, and many reli gious 
leaders from across the country. 
In over 300 cities throughout the 
nation and in London and the 
Cari bbean, local organi zi ng 
commi11ces (LOCs) have been 
created to promote and organize 
for the March. Many chairmen 
from these commi11ecs were 
present and gave reporcs on the 
progress in thei r areas . These 
commiuees will s tay intact after 
Ocl. 16 in order to implement the 
agenda to be announced on that 
day. ~ 
Rev. Ben Chavis made it clear 
that no one particular individual 
will benefit from the March, but 
that Black people as a whole will 
prosper if the day is successful. 
Skept ic is m about fundrais ing 
efforts were dispelled as Chavis 
explained the enormous expenses. 
The audio and visual equipment 
a lone will cost $1.5 million. Also, 
30,000 Pori-O-Johns are needed, 
a lo~g wi th security, buses and 
par~ing, all of which will have a 
total price tag of over S3 million. 
Other announcements were that 
there will not be an actual march in 
Washington, but the journey to D.C. 
will be the march. Many churches 
and community organizations plan 
10 march together down the Mall. 
Students from across the country 
plan 10 gather on " the Yard" of 
Howard Un ivcrsi1y, then march 
down Georgia Avenue. 
Local Newsbytes • 
Metm increases security ufter Mugging 
Metro officials increased security throughout the rail system last week after 13 youth~ attac~ed and . 
•obbcd a,Jlassenger on the uain. The youths jumped the victim after he boarded a Red Lme tram the even.111g 
~f Sepl. 22 at Fort Tollen near Catholic Univc.rl\ily, where he is a smdcnt. . . 
According 10 Metro spokeswoman Pat Lambe, more uniformed and undercover transit police officers are 
ridin<> trains, especially late nights and weekends. . . 
Transit pol ice arc investigatmg the _assault and robbery. The student told police he counted 13 assadants 
who beat liim. kicked him and stole his wallet. . 
The alleged muggers exited the train at the Takoma stati_on. where they escaped.10 an elevator reserved ~or 
handicappeo passengers. The same youths may have been mvolveq Ii\ several previous assaults and robbene! 
in wh icfi the elevator was used for a getaway, a Metro employee said. 
Lambe called the attack a random act of violence. 
Farrakhan lobbies for foreign support of March 
Nation of Islam leader Lou is Farrakhan is seekirlg international support for his rally of Black men in 
\Vashington. • c 'bb ·1 Afr" a 'e Fnrral<han held a reception for ambassadors from several African and an ca11 CO!.!ntncs at t _1c 1c • 
House in Northwest Wasnington. Also attending was D.C. Mayor Manon Barry wtlh his son Christopher, 
16
·A ~pokeswoman for Barry said Farrakhan invited the ambassadors to discuss the OcL 16 Million Man 
March. 
Landlords OfTe1· Discount to Police 
Discount officials and business owners announced a ren_t di~count program yesterday for ciry police 
k)fficers a move thev hope will persuade more of lhem to hve tn lhe city. . . , . 
In some cases, tb'c program called Police and Landlords for Unity and Safuty, will allow D.C. officers to 
live in apartments rent-free. 
' 
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By Janelle Lynette 
Thompson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Emotional, happy, upset, and 
relieved were feelings felt around 
the world on Tuesday when the jury 
in the O.J. Simpson case announced 
a verdict of not guilty. 
After 474 days of testimony and 
approximately $14 million in legal 
fees, Simpson went home a free 
man. 
"My first obligation is to my 
young children and my second 
obligation is to my family and 
friends who never wavered in. their 
support," Simpson said in a 
statement read by his son Jason. 
Soon after whispering "thank 
you, thank you" to the jury, 
Simpson was transported to his 
home in Brentwood. 
The jury of nine Blacks, two 
Whites and one Hispanic found 
enough reasonable doubt to acquit 
Simpson of brutally murdering 
Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald 
Goldman. The nine-month, "trial 
of the century," captured national 
media attention, mesmerized 
millions of viewers, and brought 
controversy to the question of race 
in America once again. 
LaTonya Walker. a junior finance 
major at the University of Illinois 
believes one important lesson from 
this trial is the right to privacy. 
"People need to learn to mind 
their own business and stay out of 
the lives of others," she said. 
Once the verdict was announced, 
Simpson was hurried out and once 
again found himself riding down the 
freeway. But this time as a free man 
and not a fugitive. 
Simpson said he would dedicate 
the rest of his life to help find the 
"killer or killers" of Simpson and 
Goldman. 
"I would not, could not and did 
not kill anyone," Simpson said. 
While hundreds harvested 
outside of Simpson's Rockingham 
estate, he, his family, close friends, 
and attorneys celebrated on the 
balcony. Also in attendance was 
Simpson's ex-wife, Marguerite 
Simpson Thomas. 
While Simpson celehrated at 
home, others celebrated around the 
nation. 
Donald Wiley, 
communications 
a senior mass 
major at 
Former presiddential candidate, H. Ross Perot. 
By Steven Gray 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
While leaders of the Republican 
and Democratic National Parties 
gear up for the upcoming 1996 
presidential elections, unofficial 
candidates like Colin Powell and 
Ross Perot are promoting the idea 
of a third major political party. 
Former presidential candidate 
Perot has done more than just 
promote the idea of a new political 
party, he has actually formed one. 
Perot unveiled "The Independence 
Party" last week before millions of 
television viewers during an 
interview on "Larry King Live". 
"Only 19 percent of the people 
have confidence in government to 
do the right thing," Perot said. 
''When 62 percent of the people 
don't want to be affiliated with 
either partv, you've got a serious 
problem." 
Perot's Independence Party is 
targeted to what Powell earlier 
called "the sensible center" of the 
American population. 
And according to Perot, the 
country is ready for a third political 
party. Minutes after Perot listed the 
Independence Party's 800 nun1ber 
on "Larry King Live", he claims 
800,000 people responded. 
"We couldn't handle all of the 
Grambling State University said, and happiness because of his 
L 
A free O.J. Simpson smiles and thanks the jury for his aquittal. 
"Over three- hundred students 
gathered in the library. When the 
verdict was rendered, the general 
feeling on campus was one of joy 
acquittal." 
In Los Angeles, people were a 
little more anxious and curious as 
to what the verdict was going to be. 
"The air was very tense because 
the issue of riots came into play. 
There was a small team of police 
officers around," Christy Timmons, 
a senior psychology major at the 
University of Southern California 
said. 
Although the defense was elated 
with the verdict, the prosecution 
must now deal with the pain of 
defeat. 
"I accept that verdict," Darden 
said. "I came here in search of 
justice. Yo_u will have to be the 
judge of that, I expect, as to whether 
or not any of us found it today. But 
I'm not bitter and I'm not angry." 
Lead prosecutor, Marcia Clark, 
dealt with the battle of custody of 
her children while working on the 
Simpson case. 
"Everyone here has put in 110 
percent, given their all for everyone, 
for justice, for the families of the 
victims, in the effort to see that the 
lives of Ron and Nicole were not 
thrown away. It was a dignified 
fight," she said. 
As for the families of the victims, 
Simpson spoke with Nicole's 
mother, Juditha Brown, and his two 
younger children, Sydney and 
Justin, for a little over two hours. 
"We must now get on with our 
lives," Denise Brown, Nicole's 
sister said. 
Fred Goldman, father of victim 
Ronald Goldman, gave his deepest 
appreciation to all of the 
hardworking people in the District 
Attorney's office. 
"Last June 13th, 1994, was the 
worst nightmare of my life. This is 
the second. This prosecution team 
did not lose today. I deeply believe 
that this country lost today. Just;ce 
was not served," he said. 
Now that the "trial of the 
century" is over, Simpson must find 
a way to return to a life of normalcy. 
Reports say he will probably never 
make another film and are certain 
he will never be in a Hertz rental car 
commercial again. More than likely 
his fortune will come from books, 
and by giving speeches. 
Simpson said, "I can only hope 
that someday, despite every 
prejudicial thing that has been said 
about me publicly, both in and out 
of the courtroom, people will come 
to understand and believe that I 
would not, could not and did not kill 
anyone." 
Colin Po\.\Tell, oss Perot 
calls that came pouring in," Perot 
said in a Newsweek interview. 
"The energy and enthusiasm is just 
like '92 and even more." 
It was in 1992 that Perot 
unsuccessfully ran for the 
presidency as an independent. 
Although Perot claims that he 
doesn't want to be the 
Independence Party's presidential 
candidate in '96, he has not ruled 
out the possibility of being a 
candidate. 
Perot announced on "Larry 
King Live" that the new party 
would host a national convention 
next spring that will link voters via 
satellite and computer. to adopt a 
party platforn1 and select a 
presidential candidate. 
The product of Perot's failed 
1992 candidacy remains a separate, 
bi-partisan organization. UNITED 
WE STAND AMERICA is the 
organization formed by Perot 
shortly after the '92 election. 
Laurie Kojdecki, a volunteer for 
U. W.S.A. said. "UNITED WE 
S'D\ND has grown from several 
loosely affiliated political groups 
into a massive organization \vith 
chapters in all 435 Congressional 
districts. I like UNITED WE 
S'D\ND AMERICA because you 
get a bi-partisan view of things 
and we don't just read Democratic 
or Republican newspapers, we read 
all papers and listen to all sides." 
U.W.S.A. touts itself as "the 
fastest growing grass-roots 
political organization in America." 
Its recent convention in Dallas, 
Texas brought together such 
political opposites as Rev. Jesse 
Jackson and Pat Buchannan, both 
of whom have n1ade previous bids 
for the presidency. 
"It's our responsibility as 
citizens to make ourselves 
r.olitically aw arc Kojdccki said. 
'We give people a choice because 
they really want to be informed." 
Perot is not the only potential 
presidential candidate supporting a 
third major political party. 
In his recently released 
autobiography, My American 
Journey. retired Gen. Colin Powell 
described his distrust of 
philosophies of both parties. 
"Neither of the two major 
parties fits me comfortably in its 
present state, Powell wrote. "The 
time may be at hand for a third 
major party to emerge to represent 
this sensible center of the 
American political spectrum." 
Powell, who has been embraced 
by the American media as the 
newest political-pop icon, has not 
declared whether or not he will 
run for the presidency. Perhaps 
more importantly, Powell has not 
identified himself with either the 
Democratic or Republican parties. 
"I am troubled by the political 
passions of those on the extreme 
right who seem to claim divine 
wisdom on political as well as 
spiritual matters, Powell wrote in 
his book. "On the other side of the 
spectrum, I am put off by 
patronizing liberals who claim to 
know what is best for society but 
devote little thought to who will 
pay the bills." 
Polls show that Powell and 
Perot have many supporters. In a 
recent Newsweek poll, 32 percent 
of people polled would vote for 
Colin Powell as a third-party 
candidate. While 31 percent of 
those polled would vote for 
President Clinton and 29 percent 
would vote for Dole. 
Fifty-eight percent of those 
polled said that they could not trust 
Perot as president because of his 
past behavior, while only 35 
percent said that they would trust 
him. 
Nekidra Mason, a freshman 
majoring in broadcast journalism 
said she would vote for Powell. 
"If I could vote based on 
appearance alone, I would vote for 
Powell," Mason said. "I may be 
prejudiced, but if the election were 
between Powell and Perot, I would 
vote for Powell because he's 
Black." 
The question remains, even ifa 
third party was formed would there 
be effective chan~e. 
"I think that it s good that Perot 
is starting a new party because I 
don't think that anything has been 
accomplished by either the 
Democrats or the Republicans," 
Mason said. "I wouldn't join 
because I don't think that anything 
will really change." 
Undergraduate Trustee Karim 
mobilizes students political action 
Sheik and folio 
on conspiracy c ers convicted arges 
'Freedom Riders' support Karim's father's race for city council surveillance devices in the group's -------------- "safe house," a garage in Queens, 
ByHC_a
11
thleeSn HffaWrri_ngton N.Y. 
Prosecutors also implicated 
Sheik in a scheme to assassinate 
President Hosni Mubarak of 
Egypt. No actual attacks were 
carried out. By Kimberlin Love 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
With classes, tests, relationships 
and other day-to-day hassles of 
ordinary college life, crusading for 
causes is not on many students' 
daily to-do list. This leads some to 
ask, is political activism is dead on 
Ho,vard ·s campus? 
However, there arc a group of 
students no. it isn't dead and they 
are willing to fight to preserve what 
student freedom riders in 196 I so 
fervently believed in. 
In Freedom Ride Part 11, Omar· 
Karim How,1rd Uoi,crsity's 
Undergraduate frustee, convinced 
24 stuacnts to embark on a recent 
four-day freedom journev. This 
journey would not take them to 
New Orleans to test the 
effectiveness of federal regulation 
prohibiting discrimination in 
interstate transportation, but to the 
city of Memphis to learn 
campaigning and political activism 
through the campaign for Talib-
Karim Muhammad, Omar Karim's 
father. who is running for a city 
council scat in Memphis. 
"By traveling down to Memphis, 
Howard stucfents are placing 
themselves at the forefront of 
political and student activism," 
Karim said. 
Freedom Ride Part II is these 
student's contribution to 
Muhammad's campaign. He is 
running for a city council seat that 
,vas created in I 991 after he filed a 
class-action lawsuit on behalf of 
l\lemphis' African-American 
\ otcr~. 
The suit charged the en, ,vith 
violating the 196-l Voling Rights 
Act. After eight years of struggle, 
in July of this year, Judge Jerome 
Turner of the U.S. District Court of 
the western District of Tennessee 
declared Karim Muhammad the 
winner in this suit and ended 
decades of voter discrimination. 
With the creation of the eighth 
district. Blacks will no,v have more 
representation on the city council. 
.. This freedom ride is historic," 
said Ralph Smith. a senior 
n1ajorine; in chemical engineering. 
"Mr. Karim Muhammad has 
reshaped the zoning di tricts for 
Blacks in Memphis. Events like 
this should spa,vn political 
movements around the countrv." 
l\luhammad\ vears of political 
activism in Memphis has 
in □ucnced the political career of his 
son Omar. 
"Mv father has instilled in me a 
set of ,·alues in ,,hich I have used 
to live 01, life. J'hcse ,alucs include 
h rd ,,ork dedication and 
c0mm1tment to the c 1mmunit,. he 
s id ,\nd ,vith these values. (have 
attempted to mobilize How·ard 
students to never forget the past 
J.Od at,,avs strive tO\\ard 
cxccllcncc.·'· 
1·he elections were held 
ycstcrda, but at Hilltop P.rcss time, 
the resufts ,,ere not ava1l.iblc. 
1 top ta r,ter The defense asserted that the 
A Federal jury convicted Sheik 
On1ar Abdel Rahman, earlier this 
week. and nine of his 
fundan1entalist Muslim follo,,ers 
of conspiracy to execute a series of 
terrorists attacks against the United 
States and Egypt. 
rhe United States Attorneys 
office based its case on a Civil 
\Var-era la,, that makes it a crime 
to conspire to ovcrthro,v. put down 
or destroy by force the U.S. 
go\'crnmc.:nt. 
The prosecution' case was 
bai cd on inf<)rmation supphed b) 
Emad Salem. an F.B.l. informant. 
Salem infiltrated the group. and 
made secret recordings of plots 
and , ideotapcs of the preparation 
of explosive materials. The 
government also installed 
< 
government created the conspiracy 
by agreeing to pay its informant, a 
liar, $1 million to catch the 
defendants. They also said Sheik, 
an Egyptian native who moved to 
the U.S. in 1990, was exercising his 
right to free speech in urging the 
overthrow of the Egyptian 
government. 
Jamiylah Brown a sophomore 
majoring in physical therapy said, 
"I feel the ruling is great because 
he was being selfish and he 
could've ruined manv people's 
lives." 
The prosecution contended the 
group conspired to launch a "day 
of terror." This day would include 
five bombs that would blow-up 
the United Nations headquarters, 
the Lincoln and Holland tunnels, 
the George Washington bridge and 
26 Federal Plaza. 
"If he was planning to bomb 
buildings he should have been 
convicted. A man should take 
responsibility for himself," Tegene 
Dulce a sophomore majoring in 
theater arts said. 
Sheik, a blind 57-year-old 
Muslim cleric from Jersey City, 
N.J., was convicted of conspiracy 
to murder the leader of Egypt, and 
solicitation to attack a U.S. military 
installation. Sheik was the 
spiritual leader of the group whose 
contention was to force the U.S. to 
stop supporting Egypt and Israel. 
Tiffany Bratts a sophomore 
majoring in biology said, "What 
goes around comes around." 
With the sentencing probably 
taking place in January or early 
February, the defendants could 
face up to 20 years in jail. 
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o f this vcar. of the countr, is not to bail 0ut its nest fiscal car Members" ill that he would veto the because of the private contract 
Capitol 
ighlights 
ingrich Hires Extra Security 
Hous" Speaker. e\\·t Gingrich 
R-Ga.} the upportcr for 
overnment . pending cul is 
eported to have used over 
33,000 of public funds for 
rivate security to escort him to 
ifferent appointments, according 
o a Clerk of the House report. 
Gingrich has taken several 
rips between cities for both 
,]itical and personal business 
'The Speak r doe not n1ake the h bits hath e m de cw n<\l re ei, e a pa) raise for the Republican measure. affecting his salary by the 
any deci ions regarding hi ) rk ,0 extra 1rdinar1l) third \Car 1n a rc-w "] didn't think Congress be~inning of October. 
securit,. That dcci ion· made cxpcn ,,c I think C\\ ) rk h I I ih1nk that It I appropriate should take care of its own 'Things were better off the 
b) the ~ergcant-at-Arm,. based more than enough monc} this year. gi,en what 1s happening business before it takes care of way they were. Who would say 
on " ·hat they believe," said Laura But Ne\\ )brk \layor Rudolph "'ith the hudgct, for Congress to theJ'eople's business," Clinton you're better off without a job," 
Sims. Gingrich spokesperson. G,uliani (R) thought other,,ise. freeze its o,,n pay." Rep. David sa1 . barber Joe Quattrone said. 
Still. Democrats arc against •·, ·cw )i1rk is the producer of Obe) (D-\\'is.) said. The current The private contract will got, 
Gingrich trying to cut social w calth for ,\mcrica not the 01her ,alar\ for law makers is$ I 33,600. K.iko's Shoe Shine. The compan 
programs" hilc he is hiring wa, a.ound,'' even though there Oiher congressional cuts Services cha11ge for Congress will plan to have machine shoe 
securit~· \\ith government money. may be "z ea, 0f disgraceful include elimination of the Office stands in lawmakers' personal 
"Re1n,enting go,crnment waste:· • of 1i:chnolog) Assessment, The House of Representatives offices, as well. 
means inflating security, I guess." But according to G,ngrich, which o,cr;ec, tcchnolog} and has certain services available to James Hawkins, ,vho was th• 
Pat Schroeder (D-Colo.), said. Senator Daniel ~lovnihan (D- s,icncc. and cuts in the la,vmakers and their staff, shoe shine vendor in the House 
N)) has' to defend an Go,ernment ccounting Office including a barber and shoe shine said he is "disappointed," and 
Gingrich Comments on 
lork 
, ewsda) publlshed !louse 
peaker Newt Gingrich's strong 
comments on "lcw York City last 
week. • 
Speaking of, e" 'lbrk city "s 
government. Gingrich said. 
c traordinar i' pen 1v nd Gover nm nt Printing Office shop. called the private contracting 
government 11th state o cw Thi is a real cut said Sen. But after last week. the Chief process "pretty crazv." Haw·kin, 
'r rk. absurd union rule. and a C."onnic lack R-~la.) chairman Administration Office of non- who charged $2.00 for a shine 
culture of ,,a,tc for ,vh1ch the, of the Senate Appropriations Legislative Affairs decided to compared to the $3.50 rate for 
,,ant us to send a check.' · subcommittee on the legislative change the government vendors K.iko's, will not plan to stay 
Co11gress Cuts 1\ppropriations 
Last \\eek. the Senate cut its 
branch. to a private company. Out of the during the change over. 
Altogether. S2.2 billion "·ill be five vendors, three are Black. 
saved with $200 million taken "It's awful." said Nurney 
away for congressional office Mason. one of the barbers 1n the 
spending. House Rayburn building. Compiled by Jonathan L Wharton 
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Student learns 
syNdlmyake Mwakalyelye 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
African-American Summit. 
le ssons as a teacher .in Gabon 
curriculum_ for s tuden ts be ing 
rounded in many subjects. 
"The cduca1ion system is much 
more rigorous lhan here. [S1udents] 
know a lot about the his1ory of 
Americ,1, slavery and the extent of 
racism. We had very deep 
conversations," she said. 
purchased in Gabon. 
Although Gaskin noted the 
similarities between Gabon aod 
Panama, she said she discovered 
many diffe!'Cnces between the U.S. 
and West Africa. 
,, .. ;',;.. ,..; .::;,....,,--
Nicole Gaskin had no idea what 
was coming. Having applied for 
~• fellowship program, with the 
1a1ernational Foundation for 
[~lion and Self-Help (!FESH), 
r 
l!):expccted to be considered for it. 
he But instead, what she got was 
1s !Oll)Clhing else- something more 
.m ;uriching than she had ever 
ve llll9ned- a trip to Africa! 
Members chosen for the Thacher 
for Africa Program are assigocd 10 
either educatio nal insti tut ions 
where they teach subjects, such as 
English, mathematics, history and 
geography, or arc sent to technical 
training programs to learn 
curriculum development and other 
educational issues. 
" I taug ht English at a high 
school in Mayumba, a small 1own 
sou1h of Gabon;• Gaskin said. " I 
had four separate classes of about 
60 students each." 
Gaskin admillcd however that 
several people in the program had 
different feelings about their visit 10 
Africa. Some said they hated the 
experience and never planned to 
return. Ye1. others loved it and 
cannot wait 10 go back, she said, 
including hersel f in 1he !alter 
category. 
For example, according to the 
Oklahoma native, TV is not a major 
distraction because it is onl y 
broadcast in the evening and 
programs are mainly educational, 
such as " Naiional Geographic." 
" I saw a lot of in1eraction 
between people, because they had 
nothing to do,'' Gaskin said. "[In the 
U.S.] people spend so much time 
watching TV. They don't interact." 
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Africabut I did not know how l was 
t(ling to go or when,'' said Gaskin, 
iillcloral candidate in the school 
14Sodal Work. 
Given an assignment in the 
frcoch•speaking West African 
tllion of Gabon in 1994, Gaskin 
us selected as a member of 
tf[Sll's leach for Africa Program. 
!be program was established in 
19'12 in Gabon during the annual 
Gaskin taught studcms between 
the ages of 15 and 20, which she 
described to be equivalent to high 
school students in 1he Uni ted 
States. 
Tuaching three mornings a week. 
Gaskin descr ibed her students as 
ex1rcmcly knowledgeable and well 
informed about world events. She 
gave I credit to the French 
Gabon In winter during the rainy season. 
" I was welcomed and loved by 
everyone from Senegal, Mali and 
Gabon," Gaskin said . "They said to 
me, ' Welcome home!"' 
While many of the English-
speaking teachers had difficulty 
adj ust ing to lhe e nvironment, 
Gaskin became accustomed 10 her 
surroundings quickly because she 
spoke fluent French. 
In addi1ion, Gaskin said that 
because she did not go 10 Gabon 
wi1h any preset no1ions of what the 
country wou ld be like. she was able 
to accept and easily adapt to the 
culture. 
" I wcn l w i1hou1 any 
preconceived ideas about what I 
wou ld find there," she sa id. " I went 
with an open mind." 
Upon arrival, Gaskin discovered 
1hat Gabon reminded her of her 
parent's home country, Panama, 
because she found similarities in 
Gabon's food and housing. 
·' It was al l so normal and so 
na1ural," she said, while displaying 
the Oulfil s he had Oil lhal she 
But, people.in Wes1 Africa are 
bonded, she said . , 
"They show more community 
1oge1hcrness and arc more 
conncc1cd than we are here," she 
said. 
Gaskin described how greetings 
always included a handshake or a· 
hug and al lcas1 one peck on each 
check. 
Also di ffcrcnt from what she 
was used 10, Gaskin said, was the 
degree of violence in the country. 
" It was amazing 10 walk down 
the s1rec1. see someone with a 
machete and not feel lhrcatcned. 
Life was wonderful,'' she sa id. " I 
didn'1 live in a stressful 
cnvironmcn1.'' 
Gask in a11ribu1cd the lack of 
violence and crime 10 the size of the 
community. Because she stayed in 
a school town, there were students 
everywhere and everybody knew 
everyone. 
She also no1 iced 1ha1 the 
children in Gabon were very 
disciplined and respectful. 
The people of Mayumba gather together daily to fellowship. 
" I saw discipline," Gaskin said. 
"In 1he classroom, when I walked 
in, s1uden1s stood up to say good 
morning. In the home where I 
stayed, if visi1ors were around, 
children would come in and grccl 
1hem by shaking 1hcir hand. People 
did nol call me by my firsl name," 
Gaskin said 
However one charac ter ist ic 
Black people in Gabon and in lhc 
U.S. share is their love of hi p-hop 
fashions. 
" I was amazed a l what I saw-
the nails, 1hc styl ish hairstyles. I 
thought I was in New York or 
Philadelphia. Everyone was dressed 
in Western auirc, .. Gaskin said. 
Gaskin feels a need to clear up 
1hc misconceptions many 
Americans have aboul Africa. 
''When people in America speak 
of small towns, they envision grass 
huts. I did nm sec a single hut in 
Mayumba. Also, I did not sec a 
single wild animal walki ng around. 
You just don'1 sec wild animals 
roaming all over the place," she 
said. 
Gaskin's experiences in Gabon 
were so positive 1hal she 1cll s 
people to go 10 the country. 
·•1 strongly encourage people 10 
go 1hcre,'' Gaskin urged. "I didn't 
visil Gabon, I lived there and I 
know the real sense of being I here 
without luxuries- I sometimes had 
10 ba1he ou1sidc using a bucket of 
water." 
She also advises people to be 
open 10 new situations. 
" It is imporlanl IO be recepl ive to 
wha1 is diffcrcnl. One is not belier 
or less th an the 01her," she said. 
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African-American female. I wear what brings me out." . ' American dress but started m grade school. more abou1 Africa, and I began 10 sec how beautifu l 
(the clothing) I wore was.'' By Patricia Hardin 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
lllcsofl feel of 1hc flowing fabric, the vibrantly rich 
airl and 1he creative pancrns and designs arc only 
i:iefea1ures a11rac1ing African Americans 10 African 
clJlhing. 
Daltrina Middleton, a sophomore film major at 
Howard, can rda1e 10 wearing clothes 1ha1 enhance her 
physical beauty. But her affini1y for clothing from 
Africa began not from her disdain for the traditional 
''When I was in elcmclllary school, I had to do 
dramatic monologues and I had 10 wear African ,mi re 
because some of the monologues I did focused on 
Africa ,md slavery. Bui as I goi older, I s1ar1ed reading 
Agreeing wi1h Oborokumo, Middlc1on, an ac1ive 
member of Ubiquily, an Afrocentric organizalion on 
Howard's campus. 1ha1 focuses on lhc principles of 
Nguzu Saba (Kwanza). said she docs not believe that 
anyone who wants to wear Afrocentric au ire has lo be 
deeply into African culture 10 enjoy the clo1hing. 
Instead, she sa id, people who op1 to buy an African 
dress strictly for style reasons arc well wilhin lheir 
rights and arc encouraged 10 do so. 
What many associate with 1he socially conscious 
llJ>tlllent of the 1970s is now making its way as a 
jl\llllioen1 fashion 1rend in 1hc 1990s. · 
The popularity of African clothing is growing as 1he 
dtaaod for authentic Nigerian or Ghanian clothing · 
i!ialt$1be openings of Afrocentric bou1iqucs all over 
flt country. 
Although some Dis1ric1 residen1s are adorning 
bscl\'es in authentic African wears 10 identi fy wilh 
6truhure and 11aditions of Africa, others say lheir 
llllllllSforbuying and wearing African clothing stems 
~y from a love for the clo1hes. 
"l\t been 1hrough the European-s1yle clothing. but 
l 11:1D'1 very comfonable in them," sa id Sandra 
llborokumo. a N. W: Dis1ric1 residem whose entire 
lvdrobe consists of clothing from Africa. " I wear 
.\bun outfits because I like the colors, style and 
fttic. Also. they're very comfortable for me. I don't 
1wi1 as a form of rebellion (agains1 the American 
~'lltm). It's just 1ha1 when I find something that fits 
11t,lchoose 10 wear it." 
Mlny people noticed Oborokumo's gold aod brown, 
i>Q.picce, tie-dyed Nigerian dress, including some 
•lioglanced approvingly in her direction as she left an 
tl'tling program at Andrew Rankin Chapel on the 
amplls of Howard Univcrsily last Sunday. "As an African•attire makes bold statements on Howard's campus. 
UfiS, Nigeria-Recent reports reveal !hat 
8-ialSani Abacha, Nigeria's military ruler 
~need his intention to slay in power 
"-cber three years before restoring civilian 
nle under a tailor-made system of 
lllalmcnt. 
Wlecba made this announccmenl in a 
lllilliwidc broadcast where he outlined his 
fur a democratic transition. The 
said his Provisional Ruling Council 
hand over power in 1998, after 
y elections. 
Oeoeral said Nigeria needed more 
get on sound economic footing. 
ha, however. seemed to bow to 
al pressure as he commuted the 
ltntences of 13 men convicted of 
a coup. 
Japan-lo protest over France's 
IIUClear test, Japanjoioed New Zealand 
lia in criliciziog France for its 
•ing program. 
is threatening to recall its ambassador 
if the testing is not stopped. 
Masayoshi Thkemura, the 
Japanese finance minister and chairman of 
one of the three political parties in Japan's 
ruling coalitioo sa id he would recommend thal 
Japan lake action. 
Thkemura is one of Japan's most vocal 
opponents of France's resumption o~ ~uclear 
arms testing. ln late August, be Joined a 
citizen's protest against nuclear testing in 
Tohiti. 
According to a Tokyo Newsroom, France 
has accused Japan of meddling in its domestic 
affairs. 
Sint Maartez - The Dutch Caribbean 
Island of Sint Maartez announced that ii will 
be ready to reopen its ports in Philipsburg to 
cruise ship traffic as early as Oct. 15. 
" In the wake of Hurricanes Luis and 
Marilyn, we will be able to offer duty-free 
shopping in the port city, plus a variety of 
quality shore excursio'ls and clean beaches," 
said Theo Heyliger, tourism commissioner. 
Tu help welcqme visitors, a group of Front 
S1rect merchants has volunteered to fund a 
steel drum band lo play at Cyrus Walhey 
Square for arriving cruise passengers. 
With all the hurricane debris cleared from 
Philipsburg streets and its beaches, some 
merchants are already open and many more 
will be operational by mid October. 
Lisbon, Portugal- Portuga l's Socialist 
Party w.on the nation's general elections, 
ending the Social Democrats· decade-long 
hold oo power and nearly capturing an 
absolute majority in the Portuguese 
parliament. 
The Socialists got 43.9 percent of the votes 
and appear 10 have captured nearly 113 seats 
in the Portuguese parli amenf. As a result, the 
new Socialist Prime Minister, Antonio 
Guterres, is just three seats short of an absolute 
majority in the 230-scat legislature. 
"11,e Portuguese have given us a relative 
majority very close to an absolute majority," 
Guterres was <Juoted as saying while claiming 
his victory. 
Guterres said the Portuguese did two things 
fundamentally: First it gave the Socialist parly 
a clear mandate to govern, and secoodly, it 
clearly said ii wanted a realistic government 
committed to dialogue and to pay particular 
attention to avoiding abuses of power. 
" If someone secs (wearing African clothing) as 
popular there's nothi ng wrong wi1h 1hal," she said. 
''There's also no1hing wrong with wearing a head wrap 
10 compliment your outfit. Sometimes I do 1ha1 because 
i1 goes with what I have on:· 
Middle1on adds, however, that when she wears her 
head wrap she is in fac1 connected to Africa and is 
"reminded to her brothe~ and sisters across the sea." 
Robin Cloud, a junior fi lm major. wears her African 
head wrap for several reasons, the main one bciug she 
thinks ii is bcau1iful. Cloud said she knows, however, 
that others wear 1hem 10 make political statements. 
Bui whether for a fashion s1a1ement or a political 
one, Cloud is certain 1ha1 African clothing will remain 
a pr;:valent pan of the Black community. 
"African clothing ~as always been apart of our 
community, and there will always be someone wearing 
a traditional outfit." 
Oborokumo agrees,·.,, think wearing African outfits 
is Hendy, but I think there arc more people who will 
take it funher 1han 1ha1. I would like 10 sec more people 
make it a pan of t~eir dress." 
International students 
express support, concerns 
over Million Man March 
By Carey Grady 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The. ca lling for a day of 
atonement by Nation Of Islam 
Leader ·Louis Farrakhan has 
captured the altcntion of many 
poli tical, social, cultura l and 
religious groups. 
However, some inlernational 
studenls af Howard University have 
mixed feelings about whether the 
Million Man March, held Oct. 16 
al the national Mall, will address 
the issues facing Black people who 
are nol American ci1 izcns. 
"The march could have had 
international importance if the 
cvenl had been. adver1ised as an 
internatiom1I event. However, it has 
been tailored to add ress issues 
affecting Black males in America,'' 
sa id Allison James, a senior 
majoring in international business 
who is from Jamaica. "This march 
could sen•c as an example to other 
Black men in the African diaspora 
because many of the issues 
affecting Black people globally are 
similar.0 
Because the issues of 
international Blacks arc similar, 
Avr il Armstrong-Renwick, a 
graduate student in the School of 
Allied Health and native of 
Toronto, Canada said 1he march is 
of grea t importance to the 
international community. But, he 
stressed that i1 docs 1101 necessarily 
have to address global issues to be 
importanl 10 1hc international Black 
community. Being Black, he said, 
is• enough of a reason 10 identify 
with and to partic ipate in lhc 
march. 
"ln America, no one reall y cares 
what your nationali ty is, lhe 
m is1rea1mcn1 of Black people is 
so lely based on sk in co lpr," 
Armstrong-Renwick said. "That 
factor should un ile us for this 
march. A million Black men in 
solidari1y should be applauded and 
cultural differences put aside, for 
the larger issue- 11n i1y." 
Caridad Rcmi, a senior 
majoring in chemistry and na1ive of 
Haiti agreed, and said the march 
will have an indirect affect on al\ 
people of African descent. 
·" If America is forced to a1one 
and apologize to Blacks in America 
or at lcas1 recogn.izc its unjust 
actions agains1 them, the th ird 
world will also be apologized to." 
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SIKMAJOR 
ADVANTAGES 
TOBECOMIMC 
AN ARMY 
DENTIST. 
The world's most fam~us geyser, "Old Faithful"1 in Yellowstone National Park, erupts for about four m n-
utes once in every 65 minutes, on average. 
1 You won't have to make the initial investment it 
takes to set up a dental practice. I No continuing investment in manpower and 
devoting the time it takes to maintain a staff. J Army dentists spend their full working days doing 
what they are trained for-practicing dentistry. 4 The Army trains enlisted dental assistants and 
hires trained civilians to be part of the dental team. 
5 You'll have an opportunity to practice your pro-fession here or abroad in the most up-to-date 
facilities imaginable. lfyou are so inclined, teach-
ing opportunities exist. 
6 Beyond professional rewards are the emotional ones. As a dentist and an officer treating sol-
diers, your days will be spent in the service of 
your country. 
Get full details and information on Army Dentistry. 
Call: 
ARMY MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
OFFICE OF 1l!E 
VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACA0E.\llC AFFAIRS 
H OWARD UNIVERSITY 
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The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs and the Office of 
Enrollment Management wish to thank the students of Howard University. 
and the entire University community for helping to make fall registration a 
success. 
With your cooperation, and with a plan that sought to focus on 
respectful service to the students, we were a ll able to effect a dramatic 
improvement in the registration operations. We appreciate your 
cooperation. Registration could not have been a success without your help. 
Within a few short weeks, we will begin registration for the 1996 
Spring Semester. We hope to make the registration process even more 
efficient and "student friendly." And we expect that students and 
administrative staff will once again be able to applaud each other for a job 
well done. 
Our goal is to have every registration a success. Wf? thank you for 
helping us make that goal a reality. 
Best wishes for a great year at Howard University. 
arry G. Robinson 
Interi Vice Preside 
Academic Affairs 
I 
2400 6th Street. -:S.W. 
Washing10n. DC 20059 I 202l R06-2~'-11 
Fax (202) 8(](>.;9-1 
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Goldman, Sachs & Co. 
"We make an unusual effort to identify and 
recruit the very best person for every job ... 
,rm 
IBIJTI1~if@IP1Plfilffi~ 
4 down & 
7 more to go for this semester 
Keep up the good Work!! 
A9 
We select our people one by one ... 
Without the best people, we cannot be the best firm." 
ABSALOM JONES/CANTERBURY 
Episcopal/Anglican Students . 
Business Principle #5 Sunday, October 8, 1995 
Firmwide Presentation and Reception CHURCH VISIT 
Thursday, October 19, 1995 
7:00 - 8:30 pm 
Howard University School of Business 
The Faculty Lounge, 5th Floor 
St. MICHAEL and ALL ANGELS 
8501 New Hampshire Avenue 
4P.M. 
(Institution of New Pastor) 
FESTIVE CARIBBEAN/ AFRICAN CELEBRATION 
following 
We invite you co explore the opportunities for professional growth ac 
Goldman Sachs. All Howard University undergraduates are invited co attend. 
Casual attire. 
Goldm•n s.chs, an cqu•I opportunity employer, docs nol discriminate In 
rmploymcnt o n any huiJ that iJ prohihitcd hy fcdcnl, stale or local l,w. 
• 
res 
Walk-ms Welcome 
or come in before your scheduled appointment 
Take Your Picture Before 
Friday, October 13 
Receive a free Video 
Sitting Fee: $10.00 
Music LISTENING RooM 
BASEMENT LEVEL, BLACKBURN CENTER 
Schedule: 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday 
9:00 am-12:00 pm & 1:00 pm-6:00 pm 
Tuesday, Thursday 
12:00 pm- 4:00 pm & 5:00 pm-9:00 pm 
FoR i\il oRE l 1'FORMATION CALL: 
B/SONYEARBOOK 806.7870/l LENS, I NC. l .800.998.2998 (pho1ography s1uuioJ 
Gol<11nan Sat·ns 
3:15 P.M. -- Leave Rankin Chapel 
Transportation Provided 
EVERYONE WELCOME 
Contact: Fr. Carl Hayden -- (202)806-7908 
Ms. Flai Livingston -- (202)529-1522 
Check out Business Careers 
l 
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Since 1924 
Ho-ward 111ust take its 
rightful place in the 
Million Man March 
Howard University has the opportunity to take the 
forefront of a new movement in Black America. In just 
over a week, the biggest demonstration to ever happen 
in this country will take place right here in Washington. 
·1t is anticipated that about one million Black men plan 
to arrive in this city on Oct. l6 to regain leadership of 
their famil ies, communi ties and nation. The 
Congressional Black Caucus, national Christian 
organizations, the National Council of Negro Women, 
the Rev. Jesse Jackson, and most importantly the 
masses of Black people, have all signed on to this 
growing movement. If Howard is truly the premiere 
Black school, "the Mecca" of Black colleges and the 
capstone of Black education, then its students should 
be at the head of a new era that is set to be ushered in 
with the Million Man March. 
Smdents have always been the spark for mass 
movements across the world. Students were the heart 
of the Black Power and· anti-war movements, the 
backbone of the Civil Rights muvemenl and of 
revolutions across the globe. fi is students who have the 
time, resources and intellect 10 lead a movement toward 
freedom,justice and equality for their people. There are 
political, economic, social and spiritual gains sought 
on and after Oct. 16, and it's students anil youth wno 
will benefit the most. · 
Howard has a tradition of student activism, but 
recently it seems as if Howard has been hit with the bug 
of apathy. But if students can rallx behind a cause that 
has brought together leaders of various religiousl 
poli tical, economical, ideo logical and soc ia 
persuasions, then we can continue to work together to 
solve the problems of our people. And solving the 
problems of our people should be the vocation of 
Black students. 
On Sept. 19, Howard was blessed to have religious 
leaders around the country, lead by Min. Louis 
Farrakh'an and the Rev. Ben Chavis, officially declare 
Oct. 16 a Holy Day. At Rankin Chapel, the reverends, 
ministers, bishops and spcctating students read a 
declaration, much like the Declaration of 
Independence, to make that day the first for Black 
people to begin the process of atonement and 
reconciliation. There have also been numerous 
programs at Howard in regard to the march. A petition 
has been circulated on campus to suspend classes on 
Oct. 16, as Lincoln University in Pennsylvania has 
al ready done. At a Residence Life program last week, 
President Swygert said the Board of Trustees would 
give the University's official position this week. He also 
said that he knew now, that no students participating 
in the events on that day, be it the Million Man Marcil 
or the "Day of Absence," would face JlUnishment. 
HUSA, UGSA, Undergraduate Trustee Omar 
Karim, and many other student leaders and 
organizations have endorsed and begun to organize for 
the March. The stage is set- Howard must now take 
front and center. On Oct. 16, college students from 
around the countrx arc planning to congregate early in 
the morning on ' the Yard." rn solidarity, the male 
students will then march down to the Mall to join their 
brothers in the biggest event to occur in the history of 
Black America. 
Despite whatever the few detractors claim, the 
Million Man March is going to be a successful 
endeavor and if Howard lets this opportunity pass it by, 
its status as "the Mecca" will be 111 question. 
Will apathy's death be 
more than symbolic? 
Last week Howard students laid to rest student 
apathy in ritual, but now will we follow it up with 
proaction? A mock funeral was held on campus last 
Monday to symbolize the end of student complacency 
and inactivity. Ar.athy is most certainly a problem, not 
only on Howards campus but among Black people in 
general and especially Black students. 
It's apathy tliat bas allowed Howard's administration 
to make decisions against students' best interests. An 
outrageous tax on local telephone calls, raising of 
dormitory fees without renovations, closing of the 
Howard Inn, and other developments have angered 
students, but at best only gets a reactionary response. 
Reaction is destructive and unproductive, while 
proaction is' product ive and a defense for negative 
outcome. Reaction implies dependance, because you 
only act when something first acts aga inst you. 
Reaction produces the likes of the Rodney King riots 
where ~l~cks and Lat inos destroyed their own 
commumt,es. 
It's apath;>: that allows Congress and the Supreme 
Court to strike down all the gains which were made 
dur ing the Civil Rights era. Affirmative action, tax 
breaks for the sale of media companies to minorities, 
Black Congressional districts, funding for the 
Congressional Black Caucus, Black scholarships, and 
even Historically Black Colleges either have been cut 
or face eradicauon. 
There are eight million Blacks unregistered to vote 
in this country and even those who are registered 
rarely vote. The country as a whole only gets 50 
percent of the eligible voters to the polls at election 
time, and for African Americans, the percentages arc 
much lower. 
Apathy stems from complacence and fear. Many 
students at Howard just wish to go through school 
memorizing facts to pass tests, go to parties and get a 
certificate at the end of four or five years. These 
students are scared to question authority and arc 
comfortable with merely cruising through classes and 
getting a job. 
Soon our degrees will mean nothing and it 's already 
gelling to that point. With death, fhcrc is life. So 
hopefully with the symbolic death of the apathetic 
student, life, proactiv1ty and constructive students will 
rise from the grave. 
Third-party candidates. 
appeal to Americans 
H. Ross Perot, the hotshot billionaire , recent ly 
agreed IQ form a third JlOlitical ,earty. It was Perot who· 
ran as an independent in 1992 s presidential race and 
was the lead ing candidate before dropping out then re-
enter ing. Perot created his ·•united We Stand" 
organization, which has become a political force in 
America. and his supporters have now gone to 
California 10 gather signatures to establish a third 
pol itical party. Perot has not said if he plans to run in 
1996 as the party's presidential candidate, but he has 
been very polit ically active. 
America is ready for a third )?Olitical party or 
independent candidate. The traditional Democratic 
and Republican parties have fai led the American 
people. Many polls show that American citizens have 
little trust in their legislative representatives. Partisan 
politics, being loyal to your party regardless of what 's 
right, has crippled America. 11ie country has a debt 
nearly $5 trillion. elected officials continue 10 engage 
in immoral behavior, spending for education 1s 
dwind ling, the poor and e lderly are suffer ing 
tremendous cutbacks, and the word politics in general 
has a negative connotation . 
Many want to blame America's current shortfalls on 
the newly elected Republican Congress. But what did 
the Democrats accomplish while in power? A host of 
Republican candidates have entered the 1996 race for 
presidenl. And now that the Speaker of the House has 
overshadowed the Democratic pres ident, the 
Republicans look sure to win over the White House-
unless a third party or independent candidate emerges. 
In Iowa, where the first primary election is held 
potentially independent candidate Gen. Colin Powell 
leads the polls. ln Texas, Perot's support is huge and 
he has the finances to again capture America tlirough 
length y telev ision advertisements, where lie 
successfully convinced Americans that his financial 
plan could save a disenfranchised economic system. 
Dissatisfact ion brings about change. The people of 
this nation arc dcfinitcfy dissatisfied with the plight of 
tbe country. Currently, Congress and President Clinton 
can't agree on a budget and America faces an 
economic shut down. Ross Perot or even Colin Powell 
could shock the world with an unprecedented 
presidential victory. 
Letter to the Editor 
Student apathy threatens our existence 
It disturbs me to observe that Howard University 
students no longer epitomize tbe fervor for justice and 
equality that once surrounded the Howard name. lo a 
time when the civil rights accomplishments of our 
forefathers stand to be purposefully unwound by the 
104th Republican Congress, initiative is lacking on our 
campus and in our lives. Howard's location in the 
nation's capital places us in a better position to resist 
these congressional setbacks than any other historically 
Black umversity. Arc you aware that if not for financial 
aid, most African Americans could not attend college? 
Are you aware that you would be nipping burgers at 
McDonalds if not for scholarships, Pell Grants, and 
students loans? TI1e days of succeed ing without a 
college education arc long gone. We owe it to ourselves 
and our less-fortunate orothers and sisters to resist 
financial aid cuts by Congress. We arc labeled 
"Generation X" because "X" is an unknown. And 
unknown effectively describes the causes to which we 
are dedicated, as well as the issues that arouse us. What 
is the reason for our poUtical and social apathy? Every 
privilege and right that we enjoy today matenalized as 
a rcsull of the political vehemence of our parents' 
generation and their parents' generation before that. 
What have we done to secufe ihe futures of our sons 
and daughters? Nothing! Just because students can now 
afford nice cars now, that doesn't mean that we have 
achieved equal status in this country. The fight is not 
over! ln fact, for our generation it 's just beginning! Do 
your part to resist fmancial aid cuts by Congress! A 
campaign will be underway in the near future to fight 
Congress on these issues. Please look for 
announcements in the Hilltopics soon and do your P.art 
to cultivate the minds and preserve the upward mobility 
of our people. 
Dawn N. Turner 
Senior Biology major 
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PERSPECTIVES 
Beckett, 
Shakespeare, 
, {emingway and 
IDY other high 
school bullies 
Anika Simmons 
-bullies w<>rk pretty much 
,. way. They enter their 
11 Ji1'CS during elementary 
,i.lY!Ure the poor souls for a 
,llf )'Cars, then slowly fade 
1_.: they discover that the fl'. sex provides more 
i,nt than a scared little kid. 
,6csworked in reverse order 
~ trpt a low profile in my fl~ and crept up on me 
,ll\lyear of high school. 
1k Samuel l3eckell for 
,:i.Sam and I used to baule 
•icar. I first encountered 
ca Mrs. Self, my Advanced 
#f/11, English teacher, made us 
,,play "W:iiting for Godot." 
,mree weeks, lie made my 
,icrlblc. He would come at 
,,ith punches that harmed 
,i\ but with big words and 
~ concepts that hurt my 
jSl. No matter how hard I 
.,., understand him, I was 
,,'61he mark, according to 
ddf's standards. Sam T1ad 
~al humiliated me. as did all 
1•11u1hors that we studied, 
1rniam Shakcsp<!arc. Ernest 
:ll"lli Charles Dickens and 
• Kafka. My teacher 
,,d them, my cla\smutcs 
ood, '° what wa\ wrong 
t' 
:n IOOn, all the frustration 
ii me became too much. I 
10 think something was 
1ith me, so I declared a 
a whole week on the Harlem 
R1:naissance my junior year- my 
mistake). 
I remember wondering what 
these strange men had in common 
with me, a 17-ycar-o ld Black 
female and coming up with the 
same answer every time-
NOTHING! Therefore, the 
curriculum needs to be revised so 
that it accurately renects the races 
and genders of the American 
society. This way, all students can 
not on ly have a cultura l and 
historical connec\ion 10 the topics 
they study (especially in literature 
and history), but they will have a 
chanec 10 learn about and respect 
other people's culture and history. 
Only when I got 10 college was 
I able to relish the works of people 
with whom I could identify. It was 
in college that I connected with 
Mari Evans. Toni Cade Bambara 
and Georgia Douglas Johnson. 
Here I discovered Edith Wharton 
and 2.ora Neale Hurston. In college, 
I also learned of James Baldwin 
and Ralph Ellison. Finding authors 
who were more like me did not lead 
me farther away from the canonical 
literature of the Hcmingways and 
the Beckeus; instead it made me 
more tolerant of them. I can now 
approach them with more 
confidence in myself and with more 
respect for them and their work. 
And this could work in our 
school systems. White children, if 
given the chance. could learn to 
appreciate African and Asian 
history. And Black children could 
let go of some of their animosity 
The real bullies were 
~e people who created 
j1curriculum that was 
IOO narrow and. forced 
it down my throat. 
.. 
ldlcUion 10 all tbc "great" 
that we read in crass. I 
nil that the books were 
ad the authors .were even 
~ 10 make myself feel 
1111, read class assignments 
'i> me, Shakespeare was 
· Dickens was a long-
bole and Hemingway had 
. been 10 one 100 many 
nham I telling you all this? lit' larger scheme of things, 
l!MHI experience goes 10 
•the c.tisting curriculum at 
. dool(and at many others. no 
-tlll! not doing its job 10 
IDd excite students. Part 
ptoblem was my instructor's 
style. Mrs. Self 
her lectures so that 
lllonly one correct way to 
• 1K works. Personal 
~lion was out of the ~ But literature isn' t like 
• Ole correct answer never 
!!ti. The feeling that I was 
l"Jll'IOOg alienated me from 
• looks and made me 
llltt!!td in cbc class. 
about school and show more 
enthusiasm by learning about their 
own people. 
There is a movement that 
supports mult iculturalism in 
educat ion, but of course, there is 
also a counter-movement by 
conservatives to keep things just the 
way they are. They can't stand the 
idea of knocking down their icons 
to make room for anyone else·s. To 
1ha1 end, they try to make lhe truth 
seem like lies and lies seem like the 
truth. What they don't realize , 
however. is that their icons don't 
have to be crushed in a 
multicultural educational system . 
They just have to move over to 
make room for figures who have 
been wait ing too long to be 
recognized. 
Blacks Dlust look closely at 
Po'\\1ell before voting 
Seltu Amenwahsu 
We African people in America are again 
having anotller "American• made" leader thrust 
and paraded before us by European American 
politicians as a person that we Africans should 
consider voting for as President. European 
politicians like ftim, or so they pretend. 
Know your history and you'll avoid the 
pitfalls of being taken advantage o( or making 
decisions that are not in the best interests oI 
African people. The leader I am referring to is 
Gen. Colin Powell. 
Who is Colin Powell? Let's look at history. 
Powell was the Republican-picked head of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, the top-ranking military 
official in the United States. He is a highly 
trained and decorated military man. His parents 
arc Jamaican in1migran1s; persons of African 
decent. 
Powell was the supreme commander of the 
U.S. forces during the U.S. invasion of Panama, 
a country with a nigh percentage of Africans in 
its population. The U.S. illegally, without the 
approval of Congress, interfered m the internal 
affairs of a foreign nation. Why? To get a so-
called dictator named Manuel Noriega, a light• 
skinned Black man, whom the United States 
helped to create. Be was touted as a madman, 
lunatic, drug addict and drug trafficker, who 
former President Geor9.c Bush claimed was 
responsible for Americas drug epidemic. 
Powell participated in that military encounter 
with delight. Many African people died , 
Jamaicans in/articular, in that invasion that 
was designe just to apprehend one man, 
Noriega. Why'/ So Noriega would be forcibly 
removed from power to 6e jailed in a Miami 
prison before he could tell the real truth about 
America 's global imperialism. And you haven't 
heard anytning about Noriega since. 
There is another story about Panama and its 
relationship to African people, though. The 
Panama Canal, a strategically located man-made 
waterway, was built primarily by a Jamaican 
labor force along with Trinidadians and 
Barbadians. Actually, it was slave labor. Colin 
Powell's pcople1 the Jamaicans, were lynched for 
asking for ll1e1r fair share of the wages for 
digging the canal that they died by the thousands 
.digging. 
-This is what being so "blindly patriotic" to 
America docs to us when we don't know history. 
These arc the traps we fall into. We have more 
of an interest in the Panama Canal than anyone 
else, because we built it. 
Noriega, by the way, allended an "American" 
military school. They called him a nigger. When 
the European American establishment found 
out they could use him, they let him pass for 
White until he stopped going by the script. Then 
he became the enemy and was portrayed as such 
by the media. 
In the 1930s and 1940s the United Nations 
gave a mysterious European pcoP,le a homeland 
called lsracl in the so-called Middle East," 
which they barbarically stole from the 
Palestinians, the rightful owners. 
This was done under the term " mulli-
lateralism," which in real ity is when ma ny 
nations gang up on another 10 take something 
from another J><:0ple that doesn't belong to them. 
Iraq was divided into parcels of land, with one 
nation being the rich Kuwait, a nation whose 
people, until recently, forgot that many of them 
are in reality, African. Saddam Hussein was 
saying that Kuwait was forma ll y an Iraqi 
territory, unjustly divided, which is historically 
true. The Kuwaitis, who don't have a democratic 
government, befriended the U.S. and other 
Western powers because they were paying top 
dollar for Kuwaiti oil in the Persian Gulf. 
Saddam told Kuwait, "Let Arabs do for Arabs 
and share oil among Arabs in as much as you do 
for Europeans since you used to be a part of us.'' 
Kuwait, being a hand-picked buffer zone by the 
West, thumbed their nose at Saddam's perverted 
nationalism. So Iraq, seeing that Uncle Sam is 
a White super1;>ower that depends on Arab oil to 
keep his machines running, told Kuwait, "Since 
you won't join us, we'Jr join you.'' And the 
invasion of Kuwait began. 
Since much of U.S. oil comes from the 
African and Arab nations, Uncle Sam saw his 
power seriously threatened by a non-White 
nation. Again America, under Bush's New World 
Order, and without Congress, started the military 
buildup, supposedly 10 keep the peace in the 
Middle East. 
The Saudis feared Iraq's quest for power and 
in fear of an Iraqi auack, called on tne U.S. for 
help. This was just the excuse America needed 
since they were going to invade Iraq anyway. 
Remember the multi-fatcralism used in lhe '40s 
to create Israel? Multi-lateral nationalism was 
used to just ify the invas ion and the U.S 
manipulated the U.N. to get other nations to go 
along with it. And again, unfortunately, many 
brainwashed African-American so ldiers 
foolishly assisted them, a nation that has never 
treated us fairly. 
Colin Powell again, orchestrated and bragged 
abou t this mil itary invasion and became a 
military hero for America. A hero for allegedly 
protecting democracy and freedom whicfi was 
not what that war was about. The war was for 
controlling economic and mineral wealth under 
the phi losophy of global White supremacy. 
I also wonder what he knew or didn't know 
about Ollie North's activities and about the 
military's role in Somalia. It didn't have one 
thing to do with feeding people. 
Finally, America hopes we forget history and 
vote for COiin Powell because he's Black and he's 
being rewarded for being a good patriotic soldier. 
An American who fought 10 protect America's 
interests. which in reality is global White 
supremacy. 
The writer is a graduate student in the school 
of Fine Arts. 
Physician's Assistant, an 
innovative career choice 
Brad Teague 
Today, Howard University 
Physician Assistants. faculty. 
students, the School of All ied 
Bealth1 The American Academy of Physician Assistants (AAPA) and 
Physician Assistants (PAs) across 
the country celebrate Physicians 
Assistants Day. PA Day is a day to 
celebrate an innovative and 
relatively new career and to 
increase public awareness of its 
existence. 
The PA profession began at 
Duke University in 196:> as a 
strategy 10 off se t physician 
hospitals, clinics, and HM Os across 
the nation. 
Before enrolling at Howard, I 
knew nothing aoou t the PA 
profession. Similarly, I did not 
know that Howard had a PA 
program, or that it possessed one of 
onl y three PA programs located at 
Historically Blaclc Colleges and 
Universities (there arc over fifty 
PA programs nationwide). As a PA 
student, I frequently encounter 
questions such as, what 's a PA?, and 
what do they do? With this in mind, 
it may be hard to believe that the PA 
profession is listed among the cop 
15 career choices by fhc U.S. 
Department of Labor a11d ranks 
among the top as being one of the 
the privilege to prescribe 
medications lrns been a major 
legislative issue for the profession. 
Current ly, 39 states give PAs 
prescription privileges. 
At Howard. the professional 
phase of the program spans two 
and a half years, after completing 
the core curriculum and being 
accepted. The first three semesters 
arc the didactic phase. Classes 
taken at this time include: Gross 
Anatomy, Buman Physiology, 
Pathology, Laboratory Procedures, 
Pharmacology, Medicine, Surgery, 
Pediatrics, OB/GYN, Emergency 
Medicine, and Psychiatry. Core 
courses and acceptance arc first 
required before beginning any 
AAPA says that there are more jobs 
then there arc PAs 10 fill tliem. 
There is an estimated seven to eight 
positions available for each new 
graduate and this trend is expected 
10 continue over the next 15 years. 
Starting salaries for new graduates 
averaged $45,961 in I 994 and the 
average salary for certified PAs 
with experience was $56,289, up 
6.5 J>Crccnt from 1993. As a result 
of this popul~rity, entra~ce into PA 
programs 1s becoming more 
competitive. This trend renects the 
growing need for more primary 
care practitioners and the need to 
contain the growing cost of health 
care. Indeed, PAs liavc played a 
vital role in lowering the cost of 
Indeed, PAs have played a vital role in 
lowering the cost of health care and in 
making quality care more accessible 
maldistribution and increase the 
accessibility of high-quality health 
care to underserved areas like mner 
ci ti es and rural communities. 
Emerging through politics and red 
tape, ihc profession has attained a 
permanent position in the forefront 
of shaping the health care system, 
and in particular, lowering the cost 
of services to the consumer. 
Providing medical services to 
people in areas where no doctors 
are available has been a hallmark of 
fastest growing and most lucrative 
careers. 
program. The last two semesters are 
the clinical phase and comprise 
students " rotating" through the 
various disciplines of modern 
medicine at Howard University 
Hospital and other hospi tals, 
HMOs and clin ics. The education 
of PA students is similar to that of 
medica l s tudents, except it is 
shorter in length. PAs then take the 
national board exams 10 become 
certified. " 
health care and in making quality 
care more accessible and 
affordabl<i-
To learn more about the 
profession and Howard 's program, 
visit the PA Day booth today m the 
College of Alhed Health Sciences 
or the PA Department in Annex II 
of the CAHS or call the American 
Academy of Physician Assistants 
(AAPA) at (703) 836-2272. 
'
~problem was the type 
that we had to read. 
'llltall taken from the lop of 
11.:... canon and were wriuen 
! ''"' men. We did not spend 
'•• ,.'Orks by Blacks, men 
'•(Actually, we did spend 
~oward 's method of making the 
African-American experience a 
central part of the curriculum has 
made me, the girl who swore off . 
books and called Shakespeare an 
idiot, a content and eager student of 
Engl ish literature. ~ow, I realize 
that Beckett, Hemingway and 
Shakespeare were only pawns in a 
bigger game. The real bullies were 
the people who crea ted a 
curriculum that was too narrow and 
forced it down my tbroat. 
, the profession, although PAs arc 
becoming increasingly common in 
Physician Assistants practice 
med icine with the supervision of 
licensed physicians. PAs provide 
services that at one time were 
provided by physicians only. Some 
of the duties that PAs perform arc: 
tak ing histories and physicals, 
ordering tests, making diagnoses 
and determining treatments. Along 
with providing primary care, PAs 
work m specialty areas Ii.kc general 
surgery, cardiothoracic surgery, 
ortnopcdics and pediatrics. Having 
The future is bright for graduates 
of accredited PA programs. An 
lr> forma tion Specialist for the 
The writer is a junior in the 
Physician Assistant program 
The writer is a senior in the 
College of Arts and Sciences. Will O.J. march? 
By David Gaither 
'Jl.vo weeks before the biggest demonstration 
ever to take place in this country, the "lrial of 
the Century' ended, releasing a renewed Black 
hero from the Los Angeles County Jail. As I sat 
people. . 
It was espec/ally Bl_ack men "'.h6 ,yere 
uplifted by this verdict. The s11uat1ons 
surrounding Rodnc)' King, Mike lyson Michael 
Jackson, Benjamin Chavis and many other Black 
ll\Cn have created an anti-Black m.alc society. 
This was vindication. Now the question is: W,11 
O.J. participate in the Million Man March? 
With the exception of Rodney King, all the 
Simpson or Mark Fuhrman, but it I-as become 
a symbol of irreparable damage done to race 
relations in this country. 
The tables seem 10 be turning. The images of 
a fallen Black hero redeemed and loved more 
now than ever and of a paralyzed White 
Superman (Christopher Recv~s) unable 1_0 help 
himself, resonate widely. M1kc Tyson 1s out, 
Jack.son is back on top, O.J is free and Black 
I hope to see O.J on Oct. 16, and for now, I can only repeat what I 
heard my brother say on the radio, "I'm proud to be Black today." 
listening to the County Clerk read tllc verdict, my 
entire dormitory roared with excitement. The 
reaction was similar around the country, 
wherever large crowds of Black people were 
gathered to hear the outcome of this very racially 
polarize,_d court case. 
As millions listened 10 reaction from various 
sellings, it became extremely apparent that this 
case ~as everything to do with race in the eyes 
of the American people. " I'm just proud to be 
Black today" was the reaction of a young man 
in a barbershop in Landover, Md. Tliough 
everyone may not have expressed it quite like 
that, the major sentiment was pride among Black 
above mentioned Black men have expressed 
desire 10 participate. Yes, Michael Jackson, too. 
In fact in keeping with the theme of 
"atoncm'ent,'' the Jackson famili plans to stand 
together on O~t 16. And, yes, 0 .. was contacted 
even before his acqu111al. Unconfirmed reports 
claim that through his lawyers, O.J . expressed 
that he plans on attending the Million Man 
March. 
Most Whites seemed to be upset by the not-
guilty decision. Even the possibility that a Black 
man who may have killed two White people 
walks free has Whites across the na!ion enraged. 
This case has gone beyond the md1v1dualsofO.J. 
leadership has united behind a call for one 
million Black men lo march on Washington. In just ovc( a week. Black people will honor their 
first "lloly Day of Atonement and 
Reconciliation." 
O.J was reunited with his sons, and what 
belier way 10 spend time tqgether than at the 
kick-off of a new movement and era in Black 
America. I hope 10 sec O.J on Oct. 16, and for 
now I can only rereat what I heard my brotller 
say on the rad 10, " 'm proud to be Black today." 
The writer is the Ed itorial Editor of the 
Hilltop 
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The Chase Manhauan Bank Invites All Howard Uniwrsi1y 
Undergraduates to Arrend a Prese111ation and Reception. 
Wednesday, October 11, 1995 
4:00 - 6:00pm 
Blackbum Cente1· 
Come see why Chase has the best career opportunities available. 
n CHASE is looking for unique individuals co be pan of our future. The cypc of 
... , people who want co apply chcir skills rn a ch allenging career - one chat offers a broad nmgc 
of opcions along wich h igh qualicy rrainin,::. 
provide~. And .b a prl.'nuer glohal bank ing in.~titution, you'll have the chnncc to work wilh many 
different people in many 1.liff'crcnt husmc!-~c, and rn;1rkcts. 
Whatever you're interested in, from Corporate Finance and Product Management to Retail 
Wing and Operations, we chi nk it's imponant to explore the many opportunities that Chase 
So CtHnc mt.·1..·t with Ch,1..,c prnfo!',:-.ion.1t, when they vl,ir your c~tmpui.. A:,.k them any quc~tmn,. ,md 
fln,l out how they've grown while wmkonl! m Ch.be. t\ftcr all, you c,iuld be next. 
. . ... 
C HASE MANHATTAN. PROFIT FROM THE EXPERIENCE~ 
Bison for Christ Ministries 
presents a 
Christian Horr1:ecoming Fellowship 
Christian/Gospel Music/ lnte,-cessory Prayer for HU /Christian Performances 
STUDENTS & ALUMNI FROM ALL AGES WELCOME 
Saturday, October 28 
9:00 pm - 1 :00 am 
Holiday Inn- Capitol Hill 
415 New Jersey Ave., NW 
B U F F ET Included 
$ 7 .00 General Admission ,(Cod's Perfect Number) 
$10.00 At the Door 
Special Performances 
by 
Night Light Ministries- DJ Services 
Howard University Community Choir 
"Praise" Christian Interpretative Dance Troupe 
Soloist Cheryl Williams 
Ch;istian Actors 
Games and Much Much More 
Tickets can be purchased at Cramton Auditorium on the campus of 
Howard University, 806-7199 
ROMANS 12:2 
A-i be not conformed co this world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind 
1ha1 ye may prove what is chat good, and acceptable, and perfect will of God. 
•• .-1. ,.._ 
I 
J 
Biro~ for ChriJt MiniJtries is not affiliated with any particular university, religious organization, 
· denomination or campus grott},, . 
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s A She Thang! 
elve fall fashion 
ssentials for 
women 
, ladles take out your pens and 
and prepare to take notes: 
fashion 101 is about to begin. 
h some things never change, 
s (and whaf doesn't) in fash-
not one of them. Although certain 
are considered to be tasnion clas-
most clothing trends fade out as 
as they a!)pear. Here's a simple, 
else list of 12 pieces of clothing 
ries that will keep you on top 
fashion industry this season. 
Small backpack- Whether it's 
e of cotton, satin/rayon or leather, 
~ng one is very necessary. These 
l
·tt1e bags are the greatest fash-
ory created. Purses are such 
e, why even bother with them? 
one of these on your back, and 
od to go. However, please 
1'18ke sure that tne fabric of your bag 
lments your outfit. For example, 
dn't wear a satin/nylon bag with 
uit. Nor would you wear a cot-
with a nice blouse and skirt, 
you? 
(2) Satin shirt- What woman doesn't 
ll(e the feel of satin against her skin? It 
be worn with a pair of l·eans for a 
look or dressed up wi h a skirt or 
of dress slacks. Hot colors for satin 
are silver and brown. 
) Three-piece suit- This suit con-
of a matching jacket, pants and 
L Mix and matcti the bottoms at your 
lance. Let your mood determine 
· . Feel like showing a little leg? 
the skirt. Believe it or not, pofy-
its are a big item now. First plat-
ahoes, now polyester- everything 
ng back! 
Sweater or cardigan with a fur col-
have probably seen these with 
us patterns such as tiger or 
print (which does not loo!< good 
e). But don't worry if you aon't 
can pull it off or if you're not the 
type. They are available in subtle 
such as black fur on a black 
or black fur on a brown sweater. 
Bubble/Quilted vest- You'll see a 
'Women wearing bubble vests this 
a stvle copied' from the boys, but 
femfnine twist. Also look out for 
uilted jackets in long and short, 
lengttis. 
Mohair sweater- I know what 
thinking- "Those itchy things?" 
they may be a bit uncomfortable 
n, they are so cute, aren't they? 
nt the itchiness, always wear 
Ing underneath them 
Wool blazer- ·Not only is it a cozy 
IJ) on those chilly days. it can turn 
Jeans into nightwear. 1ry a turtle-
eater or sfmply a button-front 
emeath. 
l;;l'Opped sweater- You don't have 
:until next summer to show off that 
've worked so hard to get. 
sweaters give you the warmth 
, as well as accent your "six-
Whlte cotton blouse- A must-have 
n is a long-sleeved white cot-
. The styTe can range from 
OQ with a wide collar to loose-fit-
151g cuffs. 
Ribbed tights- Draw a little atten-
r l!:19S l>y wearing ribbed tights. 
plain tights when you can add 
excitement with riobed ones? 
bring out the best in any out-
Leggings- Whether you wear 
a sweater or a sweatshirt, 
are a comfortable choice. Avail-
color imaginable, they can be 
matched with any top of your 
Ankle boots- Throw these on 
pair of !eggings, wide~legged 
r even Jeans and a nice fop. 
ts wilr add a classy touch to 
writer, Shandrika R. Fields, is a 
'ormg in print journalism. 
Christian Rapper, .Jawara 
Pulse/B3 
Bison fall to the'Rattlers 
'Sporf.,;/B9 
Vegetarianism 
Health & Fitness/BB 
l'l'1J}Jlrl/J2 
PulsPIIU 
Balance Your budget 
Business/B5 
/Jm,i,u•s;;l flS 
llilltopics/R/2 · 
/!,,a/th & Fi/n,....,i!J8 
- -·- -~--·---- -
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The great hair debate: 
Where do Howard women stand? 
By Russell Rickford 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
"Black hair is not meant to bes1re1ched out," Adefunmi said. 
"After perming your hair over and over, you see ii falling out. 
Our hair is not equipped 10 handle all that." 
Nappy, fuuy, puffy, wooly, shin)\ glistening. streaked, weaved, 
fingcrwaved, cornrowed, microbraided, tex1urized, twisted, 
knolled, 1ossed and whipped. From gaudy 10 glamorous, 
Howard hair runs the gamut. Bui some HU women are detan• 
gling themsclyes from 1he processed versus natural debate 10 dis-
cover 1ha1 convenience and health are what really make "good 
hair.'' 
After a short-lived s1in1 with an inverted bob in 1988, Ade-
funmi abandoned processed styles. Now she sporls her untreat-
ed mane in a shaken-out, air-dried mass of coils, or tethered under 
a headwrap. She describes her style as a "natural progression 
of twis1ing," and keeps ii manageable with Indian hemp. 
Michelle Marrion wanted 10 go natural. A third-year film 
major from Rockland, N.Y., Marrion grew up in a community 
1ha1 demanded tha1 lillle Black girls get perms. 
Adefunmi docs not buy the often-heard explanation that 
women give for relaxing I heir hair: "My stuff is just too 1hick, 
girl. H's out of control I" 
"TI1at's what I had to do to be normal. Hardly anybody was 
wearing their natural hair," Marrion said. 
So, in the seventh grade. after years of having her hair 
pressed for special occasions with a s1ove-hea1ed hot comb, Mar• 
rion finally got her first real perm. She thought 1hen 1ha1 it would 
be easier to handle her hair. II wasn't. 
According to Adefunmi, most African-American women 
have lost sigh I of the traditional techniques for manipulating their 
hair i.n beautiful ways. Perms are even dirtying their minds, she 
says. 
"When you perm and dye your hair, your skull is porous and 
the chemicals enter your brain,'' Adefunmi said. 
Constant washing, blow-drying, curling. styling and condi• 
1ioning, combined wilb pricey beauty shop trea1mcn1S and trims, 
finally drove Marrion 10 "go natural" upon arriving al Howard. 
"I cul it off because 1 wanted 10 starl over," Marrion said. '' I 
was coming 10 realize that it's totally absurd and unnatural. H's · 
easier 10 be more like yourself." 
But Tifani Jackson and Lesly Robinson, senior mechanical 
engineering and biology majors, respectively, have been getting 
"relaxers" for half their lives, and they're not making any apolo-
gies. 
Now, Marrion sports a short, natural ''do," often tied back with 
a Kente cloth-pallerned wrap. She says that with a touch of 
co,onut oil 10 ihc scalp and religious wash ing, she can create a 
s1yle in line wi1h her own aesthet ic sense-- and no one else's. 
"We handle our ha ir the way our parents and grandpare1tts 
did,'' said Jackson, who says that her family is very afroccntric, 
regardless of the way 1hey wear their hair. "My hair is heavy. The 
perm makes it feel light." 
Leslie Browne, a junior communica1ions major from Chica• 
go. also felt 1he pressure to have a maneoffloss instead of yarn. 
Like Marrion, she recalls a childhood spent wanling to "go 
Slraight/ ' 
Afler relaxers, trims, hot oil treatmenls and deep condition-
ers, Robinson says she spends more than $ I ,000 dollars a year 
on her hair. 
As a linle girl, Browne would drape a towel over her head 
and 1oss her 1errycloth tresses in the bathroom mirror. She would 
even use the fuzzy 1oilc1 seat cover, roll ing ii into a tube around 
her natural curls and Jelling it fall like a ponytail. 
"If my hair's not done, I don'I feel completely dressed," she 
said. " I feel if you visi1 a hairstyl ist on a regular basis, you can 
still maintain healthy hair.'' 
But then Browne started 10 become a woman, and simply pre-
tending to have 1he kind of hair 1hat tumbles instead of the kind 
that corkscrews wasn·1 culling ii any longer. So Browne go1 a 
perm. 
According to s1ylis1 Liz Nolan, owner of a salon in the 
Howard Hotel that serves mostly Howard studenls, most Wash-
ington-area women slill put their hair through some 1ype of 
process, whether they're wearing a bob, a na1ural or a finger-
wave. 
Leslie Browne is all grown up DO\\\ 20 years old and ultra 
chic in a bob that teases her earlobes. Almost a decade af1crshe 
firs! straighlencd her hair. however, she is thinking about culling 
it. 
Nolan's shop is called "Natural Motion By Liz," a ralher mis-
leading name considering 1hat the three most popular afore-
mentioned styles are hardly ever done oaluraJly. 
And, yes, like many 01her styles sisters are wearing, even the 
close-cropped "natural" is usually lexturized, said Nolan. 
··1 can look at a s1rand of my hair and sec that it goes 1hick 
and 1hin, lhick and thin." Browne said, referring 10 the weak 
points in her hair's shafts caused by a processing routine that 
includes biweekly ''louch-ups' ' (a chemical relaxing of coarse 
undergrowth al the hair's roots). 
But, while most of ii is 1rea1ed in some way, all Black hair is 
001 created equal. 
"Our hair is so much weaker and drier than while people's 
hair. You have 10 do all 1ha1 extra jus1 10 keep your hair from 
breaking off,'' Brown said, adding 1hat Pert Plus just can't lame 
her locks. 
"Some hair is healthier, stronger or has a tighter curl; we don'I 
call it 'nappier' than 01her hair," Nolan said. But all processed 
hair should be treated with professional salon conditioners con• 
taining an1i-breakage proteins every 10-14 days, says Nolan, a 
regimen that she says most of her student customers follow. 
lfatunbi Adcfunmi, a biology major from a Nigerian Yoru-
ba community, believes that sisters dilute the power of their locks 
when they pul in straightening chemicals. 
Bui, whether she kicks a processed or a natural style, ii 
appears 1ha1 the hairstyle of the Howard woman is less an expres-
sion of politics and consciousness than i1 is an expression of per-
sonal elegance. 
Heaven or Hell? 
Students share the good, bad and ugly sides to having a roommate 
By Jaymes Powell 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
' 'Sorry, no good, son of 
a b-h!,'' is what Joe•, a junior psychology major, 
had to say about bis fresh-
man roommate . "We 
never got along. All he 
did was smo~e weed. 
Sometimes he would even 
snort cocaine." 
Joe and his roommate 
ended up getting into a 
fight and, upon returning 
home the next day, Joe 
received quite a surprise. 
"He urinated in my Sega." 
This prompted Joe to 
move out of Drew Hall 
and into the Towers. "I 
couldn't win. That dude was crazy. I saw him last year 
and he threatened to shoo1 me!" 
Joe's story may seem out of the ordinary to some, 
however, several students on campus would say other-
wise. Many confess to having conflicts with room-
mates. Problems range from roomma1es being dirty or 
irrational, ro stealing or making unwanted homosexual 
advances. · 
Ron*, a senior business major, was living in Cook 
Hall during his sophomore year when he encountered 
his roommate from hell. 
"Steve• was foul. He stunk so bad that the wholesui1e 
smelled liked hi m. He would walk around naked. One 
time [he] sat on my pillow while he was naked . .. his 
bull feft a stain. I had to throw the pi llow out," Ron 
recalled. He said his roommate even went so far as to 
break things in the suite and 'blame it on him. 
Stacey's* story is one of theft. A sophomore major-
ing in biology, she was living in the Howard Plaza Tow-
~f[ections 
• 
ers during her freshman year. She had a very good rela-
tionship with her roommate1 or so she thouglit. During the course of the year, she oiscovered that some of her 
belongings were missing. 
" I didn't really think anr,thing of it at first. 1 just 
thought I was losing 1hings,' she explained. 
One da:,: her roommate was going to the grocery 
store. "I asked her to get me something. I gave lier my 
ATM card and told her the number. I tofd her to take out 
S20. The next time I went to the JIJM, I was missing 
$120," she said. 
Stacey confronted her roommate about the missing 
money, bul she denied taking it. However, during Christ• 
mas break, Stacey returned' early and found her room-
mate's door open. 
"I went in and found most of my 'lost' stuff in her 
closet. When she got back I punched her dead in the eye." 
When problems occur be1ween roommates, tensions 
can lead to severe actions. One of these actions may be 
physical confronta1ion. Slowe Hall Resident Assistant 
Kevin Tos1an urges students oot to use violence to set-
tle their disagreements. · 
"If you and your roommate have a problem, try to 
work it out by talking. If that doesn't workt try to get your 
R.A. to mediate. That's what we're nere for; you 
shouldn't fight. You won'I settle anythin,g, and you might 
get kicked out of the dorm," Tostan sa10. 
Michele•, a graduate student who also attended 
Howard as an undergraduate, did not try to talk or work 
out her roommate "situation." All she wanted to do after 
her roommate came on to her was get out. 
"She was cool; we always hung out together," she said 
of her former roommate. 
"I was at home, so I would j ust walk around in a night 
shirt. Sometimes she would stare. And, when my 
boyfriend would come over, she would catch an attitude 
with him,'' .Hayes said. "Then, ooe night, I was doin* 
curls [exercises] in my room, so I was real sweaty .. . 
Michele reca"lled that her roommate offered to wipe 
the sweat off. But, after informing her roommate that she 
already had a towel, she said that 1he girl had other ideas 
The march was conceived by Min. Louis 
Farrakhan to encourage Black men· to 
assume a greater rcspoos1bility for the com-
munity and their families. The Million 
Man March is designed to demonstrate 
..----==:,;-------.r-----------, unity and brotherhood among Black men. 
Wc n t en For too long, Black women nave been our Ofile , e US fil sole community leaders. For too long 
Black women have had to play the role of 
h al both mother and father in lhe home. filaf C - one For these reasons, sisters, it is impor-
tant that only Black men march. Over the 
p, [l past few week~. I have heard many Black 
=B.=.y:..:J,:..:a.:.:y:'..n_,_c_J_o_w_e ____________ ~omen saying that they plan to attend the march. The 
Sisters, let me thank you for carrying our com• 
munity for the past four centuries. Now, II is time for 
the Black mall to step up and .take his place in his faJ!l• 
ily and in the Black commumly. On Oct. 16, there will 
be a march d.esigned to he.Ip. the Black man rcg_l!in his 
posilion. It 1s to be a Mtn1on Man March. Sisters, 
please do not attend! 
reason most of them cilc is that they want to stand 
with their men in show of support. 
Women, we do need your support. The org?nizers 
of the march say that Black women musl abstam from 
going to work or school. Black women must not not 
6uy mto the mainstream economy. They must teach 
youth the p<>wer of Black unity. Black women must 
also help with voter registration. These are things that 
in mind. 
"I had to push her off," she said. 
Michele stayed with her boyfriend until she could 
chan,ge room assignments. 
Living witb someone can be a hard task. Sharing a 
room means tbal the occupants mus1 accept a diffStu-
dents share the good, bacf and u,gly sides to having a 
roommate erent way of doing things. If the occupants 
respect one another and their way o1 doing things, 1hen 
roommates can have a good relationship, and ac1ually 
become good friends. 
"When I first came to the Towers, I didn't have a lot 
of stuff, so she let me use hers." LaDawn James, a sopho-
more acting major, said of her roommate, Cherie Black. 
"She cooks for me and she shares her things. We never 
argue; she's really sweet," James said. 
James is not alone in saying that having roommates 
can be a positive experience. 'there arc as many good 
stories about roommates as 1herc arc bad ones. Room-
mates can act as friends, supporters, and confidants. 
Many students could not stand to be wuhout their room-
mates and make mutual decisions to keep the same ones 
from year to year. 
"She's really nice and we haven't had any problems. 
We respect each other; she's my best friend a1 school,'' 
said Ayana Charleston, a sophomore ma/·oring in biol-
ogy, referring to her roommate Naroche le Hammond. 
They were a[so roommates last year. 
Experts agree that having a roommate can be a pos-
itive experience. 
"It is a good experience to share a li_ving space with 
another inclividual,'' said Dr. Thomas R. Wessel, asso-
ciate director of 1he Howard University counseling ser-
vice. 
Wessel believes that living with and accepting anoth-
er eerson can have a positive impact on students. 
'In the interest of well-being and mental health, it is 
good to have a roommate. The benefits outweigh the 
risks." 
• names have been changed 
Black women can do to support the march. Howev-
er, one of the most detrimcnlal things Black women 
can do is attempt to part the million MEN. 
Sisters, just imagine one million Black MEN. 
Marching strong· telling the government that they will 
no longer stancr'for the mjusfices suffered .bY our peo-
ple. One million Black MEN hearing and under-
standing why it ism.ore important to raise a child than 
to make one. One millioo Black MEN learning to set-
tle their differences and unite, rather than shootrng and 
killing. Sisters, you must admit that tltat would be an 
awesome spectacle. 
Women, we know that you care. If there was to be 
a "million Black person march," women would out• 
number men at least five to one. All I ask is that you 
give Black men a chance to stand up for ourselves. 
Black men need to do this. Sisters,plcasc do not cause 
differences amoog our people by msistiag on march-
ing. Men are still men. 
Once a few women show up at the march, meo will 
start to compete for your attention. It is in our nature. 
Let us have this day without distractions. 
. ____________ _;,__________ -:--------------------------:--------~-;-----~-~::,-----::-.. -------1, 
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.Deterniined filni student .shoots for the stars 
Freshman aspires to be the 'next Denzel' 
By La Chanda Jenkins 
Hilltop Staff Writer , 
At cightcenJears old, he stands 
six feet tall an has dyed red hair, 
No he is not your average guy, 
But it's not just Larry Brown's 
appearance that sets him apart from 
the hundreds of other freslimen on 
campus. 
"I'm an independent, powerful, 
optimistic, determinea, open-
minded person," Brown said. 
This film major decided that he 
wanted lo be as 1.nvolved at Howard 
as he was in high school. 
In high school, Brown was 
senior class president and 
graduated salutatorian of his class. 
At Howard, he is a disc jockey 
at WHBC, a volunteer for both the 
School of Communications Student 
Council and the Undergraduate 
Student Assembly and a member of 
the How11rd University Film 
Organization (HUFO) and the 
Scliool of Communica tions 
Annenberg Honors Program, 
And Brown is also a posse 
member for Black Entertainment 
Tolevisioo's Then Summit. 
Brown's early involvement at the 
University sets him apart from 
other new students . Brown 
considers himself different from 
other studen ts because he has 
always known what he ·wanted to 
do. · 
He knew what he was doing 
when he attended an interest 
meeting for WHBC. Hoping to 
learn about different areas of the 
entertainment industry, Brown 
applied for a position a1 tbe station 
anil attended a training session. 
Callin_g himself "Cream," Brown 
now dee Jays the Sundar noon 10 2 
p.01. shift. He sees his work at 
WHBC as a learning experience 
and an opportunity to fisten 10 
music he enjoys. 
With the clear goal in mind of 
learning more about the film 
industry, -Srown then joined HUFO. 
Membership in this organization, 
he said, will enable him to network 
with future Black film directors 
and producers. Even though 
Brown's immediate career goal is to 
be an actor, in the future he wants 
10 produce and direct films, His 
maior and work with HUFO will 
help him reach this goal. 
To further his involvement in the 
School of Communications and 
challenge himself academically, 
Brown applied for the Annenberg 
Honors Program in the school. He 
hopes that the program "(ill help 
him reach his goal of maintaining 
a high _grad~ point average anil 
graduatmg w11n honors. 
As senior class president, a 
member of the marchmg band and 
the National Honor Society and a 
regional winner in the Coca-Cola 
Scllolars Program, Brown had a 
impressive nigh school career, 
graduating witn a 4.3 grade point 
· average. n was these credits that 
gaineil him a tuition scholarship to 
Howard. 
Brown hopes that good grades in 
college, as m high school, will 
breecf more scholarship money. 
But Brown's dedication doesn't 
stop there. 
He decided to be active in 
student government. So the eager 
freshman knocked on the door of 
VITAL STATISTICS 
Name: Larry Brown 
Age: 18 
Major: Film 
Hometown: Petersburg, Va. 
UGSA and the School of 
Communications Student Council, 
Impressed with the positive things 
both organizations were doing, 
Brown cfecided to volunteer. 
· But Brown's mission did not 
stop where the boundaries of the 
campus end. This year, Brown 
applied for and audi11oned to be a 
Posse member on Then Summit. 
Eighteen Posse members were 
chosen and Brown was one of 
them. The aspiring actor sees Tuen 
Summit as an excellent opportunity. 
"It 's nationwide television 
exposure. It will help me to reach 
my goal of becoming an actor," he 
sauf. 
In add ition, he wants to 
influence youth by presenting a 
positive young Black role moder on 
television. 
For Brown, prioritizing is very 
important. His recipe for success 
includes balancing social activities 
and academics. Brown makes sure 
he goes to all his classes, which 
s tart at eight o'clock every 
morning. 
A social life, Brown said, comes 
after school work. 
"I'm here for education and the 
social part comes later," he said. 
If devoted isn't the best word to 
describe Brown, then determined 
is. 
About a week after he arrived at 
the University, Brown was robbed 
at gunpoint. But not once after the 
ro6bery did he think about leaving 
Howard. 
Unlike some other students who 
shared similar experiences, Brown 
' used the inciden t as a learning 
experience rather than a reason to 
head home. He knows now to be 
more carefu l and more alert on 
campus. 
No, Brown's spirits are not easily 
broken. 
Larry Brown Words of Wisdom: As long as you 
believe in yourself you can accomplish 
anything in life. Nothing can bring you 
down, unless you let it bring you 
down." 
For instance, he tried out for the 
University's production of the play 
"Before II Hits Home," but did not 
make it. Not to worry, said Brown, 
he' ll keep auditioning for plays. He 
said he wil l not quit 6ecause of one 
rejection. Rejections, he said, more 
than acceptances, will characterize 
his acting career, 
he warned. --1 know I will become 
an actor. I want 10 be the next 
Denzel Washington.'' 
Brown is criticized when he 
reveals his career goal to others. 
Many people tell him that acting is 
not a good career choice. However, 
Brown takes all negative comments 
as constructive criticism and 
remains focused on his goals. 
his film major because he tbili 
communications is one of d 
strongest influences on Ameria 
youth. 
"When you fall down, you're 
going to have to get back up." 
After graduating from the 
University,l3rown wants to move to 
New York to pursue his acting 
career. He said he considered being 
a doctor, but decided that his school 
stay would be too lon_g. 
Even if he's ' Just doing 
commercials," Brown wants to act. 
" I' ll call Spike Lee if I have to," 
" I feel that if you're determined 
enough, anyth ing is possible." 
Brown wants 10 share this 
message with others through the 
field of communications. He picked 
For Brown. ge lling what I 
wants out oflife translates intoUII 
distinct ,goals. 
Com mg 10 Howard has allOl'C 
hjm 10 reach the first goaL Thea! 
hopes to graduate with honors. 11 
third will be achieving his acti; 
goals. 
"When I receive my acadcli 
award. that will be the end ofc 
dream," Brown sa id, 
Bookstore owner seeks to celebrate Black 'sheroes' 
Faye Williams 
By Dawnlca Jackson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
" I am proud or one might say even 
arrogant about my story- enough to tell 
it," Faye Williams, a political ac11vis1 and 
proprietor of Sister Space and Books, said. 
liayc Williams, a graduate of George 
Wasliington Uni versi ty, and a serr-
l)roclaimed activist, has many SIQries to tell. 
Growing up in Gainesville, Fla., which 
she calls, 'socially backward, politically 
corrupt, racially racist, and free of ugly 
people,' &ave her an insight into her sclf-
consc1cnt1ousness. 
She lives her life bY, two African 
proverbs which state, ' Much like the 
peacock, if no one else celebrates you, 
celebrate yo~rself," ~nd " Know thy self.'' 
Wil liams believes this should become not 
on ly the anthem of African-American 
women but of all African-Americans. 
In the 11 years since moving to 
Washington,.D.C. from Florida, Williams 
has graduated from college, opened up her 
own bookstore, began a women's support 
group, and most importantly began the 1st 
annual African-American -Women's 
History Month to be held each year in 
Washington, D.C. Williams is now workin_!! 
to have African- American Womens 
Month placed on the national register, She 
believes in reclaiming and celebrating our 
"sheroes" as well as our heroes. 
"January belongs to Martin, February 
belongs to Martin,N!alcolm, and Marcus, 
and March bclon!);S to While women; we 
needed a month.· Williams said. "You 
never hear about the women warriors who 
arc just as important as the men." 
''Apri l was chosen because April is 
synonymous with spring- revival, hope, 
new and renewed expectations. This month 
gives us inspiration and energy 10 excel, 
struggle and survive throughout the year," 
poet Sandra Jowers said. "This montll is a 
time for us to declare that we will treat 
ourse lves and each other kindly even 
though we and history have not always 
done so," she added. 
Williams prides herself on making a 
difference. •'If you died tomorrow and no 
one cared then you had nothing 10 say," she 
said. For this reason, she started the In Her 
Light women's discussion groups to help 
women on an individual basis. 
The title of the grouP, came from 
Williams personal "sncro,' Fannie Lou 
Haimer, a civil rights activist who was 
known to sing, "This Little Light Of 
Mine"- hence the title of the group. 
Every Saturday for the last year the 
group has met . 'Twenty to 30 women come 
together to discuss everything from skin 
complexion and hair texture to Black 
womanhood. 
Williams believes that the most 
important function io our lives is to make 
the world beuer for the next generation. 
"I could make much more vending on 
14th Street than in my store," Williams 
said. "I had to answer my calling, stop 
tal~i~jl about making a difference and just 
do IL , 
Williams has seen quite a bit during her 
II years in D.C. Unfortunately, it has not 
all been positive, especially her experience 
at Howard. 
"Howard University is living proof of 
what a history used 10 be," Williams said. 
"Howard used to have such energy. The 
only place international students !<new in 
Washington, D.C. was Howard Univcrgity 
and the 'Lincoln Memorial." 
According to Williams, Howard 
students used to volunteer all over the area 
and the residents of D.C, embraced Howard 
students with love and respect. Today it 
seems as if Howard and the resident.s of 
D.C. have a love-hate relationship. 
She added, "Howard cannot afford to 
lose its OB/GYN accreditation and its 
hotel. II is losing the health and business of 
Howard, two oft he most important aspects 
of human survival." 
Even so, Williams believes there is hope 
for Howard. With instructors like Dr. 
Eleanor Traylor [Chairman of the 
Department of English] and students who 
understand the importance of Howard it 
will again become great. 
Williams subscribes to the ideology that 
sexism has prevented African Americans 
from moving forward. --we could have 
be lier leaders hip, more educated 
individuals, and ·a st ronger sense of unity 
if sexism was not al ive and well in our 
culture and society," she said. 
Fortunately, advancement has begun in 
the African-American <;o mmunity. 
Williams noted. 
In the midst of all the controversy over 
the Million Man March, Williams has taken 
a neutral stance. ''I' m Siad 10 sec Black men 
uniting," Williams said, 
Other than impartial answers Williams 
said li11lc else about the marcli. 
" I do believe African-American men 
and women need 10 both be up front in the 
fight," she added. 
Williams' struggle sta rted several )'Cars 
ago when at the age of 15, she was kicked 
out of high school for trying to form a Black 
~tudcnt Unioi:i at her high school. Mer later 
mvolvemcnt m the Malcolm X Political 
Liberation Foundation helped solidi fy her 
desire to change the world. 
The Malcolm X Political Liberation 
Foundation is now defunct; it was resolved 
in 1975. While in operation, it provided 
social science and Black hbtory cl~ 
"It s howed me what Black pco_r 
centrally without money could accompl: 
and give back." Williams said. 
After high school Williams ~ 
disenchanted with the education system 
America, Yet, a full scholarship to Gcor 
Washington University changed her mil 
It helped open her eyes to the truth. 
While at Geo~c Washington, Willi■ 
s tudied a combination of history. i 
Enl¾lish. placing heavy emphasis 1 
African-American literature and womc 
history. II was here that she realized I 
importance of the Africnn-Americ 
women's voices and their stories. Thcrcil 
she opened SistcrSpace and Books. l 
primary goal of the book store is 
pre:~crve, pr~motc, and produce ( 
wn11ngs of African-American women.I 
the hope of Williams that SisterSpacc1 
B<><?ks provide t~c gcnera1 public with• 
sex ist, non-racist. non-homophobic 1 
i::cncrall r progressive books and od 
Items which reflect the spirit and the gt:111 
of African- American women. 
"'The most important function inc 
lives is to make the world belier for the ■ 
generation," Williams explained. 
VITAL STATISTICS 
Name: Faye Williams 
Hometown: Gainesville, Fla. 
P~ofession: Owner, SisterSpace and 
Books 
Words of Wisdom: "Know thy Self." 
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Howard aluninus breaks into fashion industry 
Howard alumnus Don Williams, owner o f The Nonod Group. 
By Oortrlcla Penn 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
(lolhing makes a very important statement about who we arc and what 
'ftrq,rescnl, but somcqucs11on w ho sets the trends for fashion and to w hat 
extent the African-American community is represen1cd in these trends. 
_"yte [Black pcoplel set the pace for the fashion im,lustry," said Don 
W 1lhams, creator of The Nonod Group. 
Williams, 28, a native of Buffalo, N.Y. and a former marketing major 
at Howard, said that Black people need to be more cautious of wnerc we 
spend our money, in order 10 make it work for us. 
What started as a one-man operation soon grew into what Williams now 
calls The Nonod Grou(), a company that specializes in everything from 
consultation and research, to product promotion and marketing distr ibution 
for up-and-coming fashion designers w ith innovative apparel. He also 
hopes to one day own his own marketing firm. · 
lie believes he has revolutionized the term "cooperative economics." 
"Lots of people have talent, but they don't know w here to begin. T hey 
can't afford 10 pay some big advertising firm to push their proauc1, and 
that's where I come in.'' 
Williams explained that the best th ing one can barter with is one's 
services, and this idea has developed 11110 what he calls "front-l ine 
marketing,'' a marketing conceg1 that helped him start his business. 
Hcs;1ys he calls the concept' front-line marketing" because he gees input 
(rom consumers. He listens to their opinions and presents those opinions 
to 1he designers. 
Willi ams though! of the concept afler he got his first tas1e marketing 
clothing when he bought a shirt and a hat from designer Andre Byron oT 
Authent ic Clothing ancl wore it to a couple of parties- people went wild . 
" Black people, White people, old people, even linle kids were like, 
'Where did you get that (sh irt) from'?That is nice!"' Williams recalled. 
Williams said ltc had his first big hi1 at the IBEX club. The Fugees were 
P.erforming and he circulated about a dozen shin s between the Fugccs, 
their managers and a band that was performing, as well. He said he never 
gave it a second thought un1il the shirt was sponed on MTV. At that point, 
Williams realized the m.arketing potcn1 ial o f working with hip-hop ~rti~ls 
and, he said, ''It was on! 'What had started out as a venture w ith the m1ual 
intent of making a couple of dollars turned into something " phat.'' 
"Everyone likes the gear; not only Black people but everyone . .. it has 
mass appeal." The designs range from the extreme 10 the very subtle, cool 
style. 
Williams added that he has not only been supported by the Howard 
community, but by the D.C. community, as well . He sa id the Black 
community supports him and 'makes' him, therefore he must give his 
services back to the community. 
" I'm just happy to sec young brothers with an entrepreneurial spirit, 
trying to do what they do best and doing things from thcirown perspective;' 
Williams said. "There is no greater joy than to be able to do something 
that you enjoy doing and know that it will benefit you in the long run. 
Par11cularly knowing that I can make some money and give ii back 10 the 
commu1111y.'' 
Some of the designers Willi ams has worked w ith include Leslie Ali of 
Inner City Wear, Dwayne Lewis and Mike Cherry of Dada Supreme, Gary 
James o f Darksyde Posse, and Andre Byron of A uthentic Clothing. He 
The Nonod Group promotes clothing by up and coming fashion designers. 
has also worked with art ists such as Pete Rock and C. L. Smooth, The 
Fugecs, Lords of the Underground, AZ, ancl The Roots. 
W illiams is\vork ing on a catalog 1ha1 will feature some of the clothing 
he promo1cs. The fasnions will a[~o be featured in this year's Howard 
homecoming fashion show. 
Unity, survival of Black men characterizes ''Dead Presidents'' 
By Awanya Oeneace Anglin 
H11bap Staff Writer 
Quenti n 1arantino and Ron 
H<1,1-1rd watch out- the I lughcs 
bro(bers have returned w ith their 
Dt\1i, riveting drama cntillcd "Dead 
lmiden1s.'' 
Albert and All en Hughes 
ft!lduced, directed and wrote the 
covie. which stars Larcnz Tate 
r Mrnace II Society," "The 
lltwell"). Kcilh David ("Clockers,'' 
"Plltoon·'), Chris Tucker ("Mouse 
l'lrty 111." "Friday"), Rose Jackson 
tl'OX's "The Crew") and N ' Bushe 
Wright ("Zebrahcad." "Fresh"). 
The movie begins in 1968 and Anthony Curtis (Tate) masterminds heist in 'Dead Presidents'. 
.o\mhony Curtis (Tote) is a young street 
llslcr from the Bronx who decides to of war that is necessary for survival. 
j:ia the Marine Corps 10 fight in the Vietnam War The film recreates the realities of war faced by many 
istad of attending college. He is later joined by his Black soldiers. In one scene, A nthony and other Black 
lticnds Skip (fucker) and Jose (Freddy Rodriguez). soldiers in the platoon deal with the Vici Cong trying 
During the war. Anthony and the other.soldiers face to question the place of Bl acks in the war. The V iet 
l!Wl}'Challengcs to mainta ining unity- a component Congs and North V ietnamese, in hopes of weakening 
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By Katrina Pratt 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
lawara King "cntas da s1age" as 
tlJricat acrobat seeking victory in 
Iii umc of God with his new 
- entitled "Jawara Christian fte Ministry." 
I consider my rap J 00 percent 
on] the word. I try to star, 
on God and not on myscl f, ' 
IIJS Jawara about his rap 
ll(ression as compared to o ther 
Qpanists. 
lawara fell into Christian rap at 
'lt!C\tn1een, but, sur~risingly, his 
llnily is not reli_gious. ' I usea to be 
~larrap artist when I started at 
..,teen and I didn' t fee l good 
lliingsong.s about smoking blunts 
1111 hocli,n' honics. I Teel as 
~gh I 'd be more product ive 
llppi_n' about Chr ist," Jawara 
Clpiained. 
'Picture Rackwon or M et hod ~ speakin' something positive. 
lolof people would listen.'' 
Through funky melodics, jazzy 
~des and true hip-hop beats, 
"'113 speaks on such i ssues as 
• • • 
"Faith and Patience" and " T he 
Power of God," which arc the cities 
of two songs on the album. 
" I did my album in two weeks 
because I was really pressed for 
time but this is a good album." 
Jawara hopes to get some phat 
remixes such as the ones produced 
by Scan " Puffy" Combs: ' ' I ' m 
hoping to get a few pcorlc such as 
the ones tnat produced Kwamc_ to 
work with me ... Yeah, I w ish 
" Puffy" or C. L. Smooth could 
do some remixes for me. As a 
mancr of fact, I wish Christ could 
just come in the studio and throw 
some w icked tracks up on my 
album. J want the best.'' 
Jawara criticizes much o f w hat 
he terms " negative rap." .. 
" M ost o f the nation gl or1f1es 
gening high and shooting people. 
Women are constantly d isrespected. 
Snatch B iggie off o f " One More 
Chance" ana let m e have it; I ' ll tell 
a real woman how she should be 
loved a.nd honored by a man 
through Christ." . 
" People think that this physical 
world is all there is and make songs 
like " Life's a b--h and then you 
' 
die;'' that 's not true because we arc 
spirits and God created everything 
you see.'' 
A native of Atlant ic City, N.J., 
and a criminal justice maj or at 
Howard, 19-year-old Jawara has a 
contract to produce three more 
records on his current label. His 
record hit stores less than a month 
ago and he feels it has been fair ly 
successful. 
Jawara hopes to add navor to his 
rap and to convince people that 
Christian rap can be as liard as 
some secular rap. 
One of his aspirations is 10 be 
versatile enough 10 per fo rm in 
various situat ions. 
'' I don't want to be labeled into 
the Christian rap world and only be 
able 10 perform a1 church functions. 
I want to perform in concert with 
secular artists, too." 
Jawara says that he hopes 
Christian rappers will one day get 
the respect t~at se<;ular artists have, 
and gives his philosophy on h fe 
and music: '1f I have a prob lem, the 
Bible has all the answers I would 
ever need. God honors his word 
and I hope to spread that 10 others.'' 
the unity of the American soldiers, leave papers 
around the war grounds Stating that Black men should 
not be fighting in a W hi le man's war. 
" Presidents" also shows how soldiers witnessed the 
gory a1rocitics o f war. Those with a weak stomach 
should be warned: The movie showed plenty of blood, 
intestines and maimed body parts. 
Emotional trauma is another major theme. During 
1he war, Anthony re-evaluates his life. Upon his release 
from the mili1ary, he decides 10 return to his girlfriend. 
In 1972, after finishing his four-year duty, A nthony 
returns to 1hc Bronx. Upon returning, Anthony and his 
friends have difficuhy adjusting, since they expect lo 
be greeted as heroes, but aren't. They also must deal 
with the responsibilities of new families. 
After searching for work, the only j ob Anthony is 
able to find is a low-paying one at a butcher shop. In 
the mcan1imc, he, his girl friend. Juanita (Jackson), and 
their four-year-old daughter arc forced to live in 
an fihhy South Bronx apartment. Anthony (Tate) and Juanita (Jackson) make plans for the 
U nfortuna tely, Anthony never fi nds future. 
substantive employment. Pres.sured to make 
ends meet, he constructs a plan to acquire "dead 
presiden1s" (slang for cash). 
" Dead Presidents'' is a movie well worth seeing. It 's 
informative, humorous, dramat ic, and down right 
enjoyable. 
·'Dead Presidents' ' 
Rating: A+ 
The Hilltop 
Presents 
"WHBC'S Bison Big Ups And Buck Downs" 
W hether You Should ... ROCK IT Or Keep The$ In Your Pocket!!! . 
This is a music guide for the Howard student. Smee there are few record stores m the area, the 
music should be worth your trip. 
RATINGS; BREAK YOUR NECK TO BUY IT NOW! 
JUST WAIT TIL PAYDAY 
GET A DUB/BUY ON SALE 
IF YOU BUY IT, KEEP YOUR RECEIPT 
SAVE YOURS 
Oas Efx . Hold It Down (EastWest) 
Rating: Just Wait TII Payday 
After their sophomore slump, the Diggety crew have come back nicely. The album has 18 . 
tracks and, surprisingly, the lyrics keep your head noddin' for the whole album, w!thout overu_s1ng their 
trademark flow. What is nice about this album is that the beats are tight and, at limes, experimental, 
showing that they want to take their skills to the next level. Check for "Real Hip-Hop" (of course), "40 & A 
Blunt," "Represent the Real," ·can't Have Nothin'" and "Microphone Master." 
D'Angelo- Brown Sugar (EMI) 
Rating: Break Your Neck . . . 
If you don't have this album by now . . . well, what ~re you wa1l1ng for? There 1s ~ot one song 
that you won't like. You can feel the rhythm, blues and soul m every song. The beats, lyrics, soul . : . we 
can go on and on, but this is definttely good for play on any weekend. Check for every song on this 
album. 
Beenie Man - Blessed {Island) . . 
Rating: Buy on Sale · 
This Dancehall king has many Jiavors to serve you. 14 tracks of pure dancehall keep your body 
movin', but some of the tracks give you the feeling that a ren;iix shoul~ have been done. For the pure 
dancehall fans, this is one to get. For those who are only occasional hsteners, you can wait a little bit. 
Check for the #1 hits "Slam," "Modelling," "Tear Off Mi Garment," and "Stop Live A De Pass." 
Kool G. Rap · 4,5,6 (Cold Chillin') 
Rating: Buy on Sale . . 
There has been much anticipation for this one, but, regretfully, 11 falls a wee bit short. The prob• 
lem lies in the production- if G Rap has a nice beat, he makes the song lovely; when he d?esn't, you 
want to push the fast-forward button. However, the cut with Nas ("Fast Lifej has the potential to be a 
smash hit and should be pumped. Check for."lt's a Shame," "Money on My Brain' and "Take 'Em To 
War.• · 
Soul II Soul - Volume V (Virgin) 
Rating: Get A Dub . . 
We're still waiting for this group to return to the form they showed on their first album. However, 
they did make the right move by bringing back Caron Wheeler to supply vocals a,nd soul _to the, albu'!l. 
The sound of the album is mature, but the beats are often cluttered, and you don ) know 1f they re trying 
to please the American or European crowd. Check for •1 Care," "Love Enuff" (remix) and "Pride." 
Lunlz- Operation Stackola (Noo-Trybe) 
Rating: Just Wait Till Payday . 
This Oakland Crew provicfes phat beats and tight production to give the listener a taste of th~ 
West coast lifestyle. Samples are present on almost every track, but the lyricists keeP. it real with their 
flow. Of course, "I Got 5 On It" plus the reprise makes the album a keeper. Check for Put the Lead On 
Ya," "1-900-Blame-A-Nigga" and "Playa Halas:· 
MECCA PICKS· Singles you should be pumpln' now!!!! 
Lin Que with M.C. Lyte- " Let It Fall" RL. (EastWest) 
Mobb Deep and Da Youngstas - " Bloodshed and Mayhem" (EastWest) 
Genius/The GZA· " Liquid Swords" (Geffen) 
Junior M.A .F.I.A.• " Make Money" (Big Beat) 
J. Quest and Pudgee- "Anything" (Mercury) Spc,,sorodbySamKRecc«ts 
' . 
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Check out Enginaering careers 
looldnf, !or •jo•? Tuu look •t GJI. We're U.. U.dourth ••~tit pu\lldy owned 
ldtt.om1unleoUona eompon,v In U.. world ond • luollnf, edlulu-..,,.1ee pro.Sder in ll•e U.S. 
\\'loot's In it !or Yao, 'Ile eon--tint, lulno'°t/<1 ond e.q,loal,•e go,<11> or our •uain<a we 
01}; U.. right eoa,pony In tu right ploee •t Ille right u-
looldnt, for• jo\f \Vloy not• - r. Tue I look ot GJI. You'll like whit you -. 
For ltd'llaer cletoils on wbt we bve to orf•r. ottend our: 
CAREER INfORMAIION SESSION 
,,.. ..• ·• .. ~......-~~~~~~~ 
DATE : .. Tuesday, October 10th ~, .. , ,.~"--.- ·· 
TIMI: 7 PM -8:30 PM 
PlACI: School of lngineeri~g-2nd floor library ·';::~~ 
-
' .-----~ :,....::_'"':::- .... •,:• ....-, •.. - .... ~ 
To learn more about GTI, check us out on 
the \Vorld \Vide Web: http://lnfo.gte.com/career 
J'nu, & refrtamenla will .. •=••d & 0111111 1Ulre •pproprlole 
Al otte,Mle<I will qtttlify for• dnwin~ or GTE prepold p\one .. rds • em worO •10 in free p\one .. 11,mr 
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Howard University 
Faculty and Students Present 
Race and Inequity 
Attacks on Affirmative Action, Cutbacks in Social Programs, and 
Racism in the Academic Community 
Featuring 
MARY FRANCES BERRY 
Chainvoman, U.S. Civil Rights Commission 
Workshop Sessions Include: 
Affirmative Action and Reaction in Education, Employment and Voting Rights 
. Cutbacks, Their Rationale, and the Needs of the People 
Race and Collegiate Sports 
Student Reaction to Cutbacks 
Academic Racism: Race and IQ, The Bell Curve, and the Violence Initiative 
Voting Rights and Redistricting 
Strategic Questions 
October 6-7, 199 5 
10:30 am Registration, 1 :00 pm Opening Plenary 
Blackburn Center 
Primary Sponsors 
Howard University Faculty Senate and Howard Univer~ity Student Association 
For more information, contact the Center for Urban Progress (202) 806-9558 
Students from Morehouse, Columbia, Rutgers, Chicago State, UDC, 
GW, AU, Georgetown and Many Other Schools Are Joining Us 
October 6, 1995" 
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., BUSINESS 
MBA students cotnpete at 
National Black conference 
By Tina-Renee Johnson 
Hilttop Staff Writer 
For the first time in Howard 
~rsity's hi~t~ry, thrc~ graduate 
,illents par11c1pated in a case 
! tition at the 17th annual cnce of the National Black rs of Business 
,-inistratio11_ Assoc iation 
INBMBAA), in Boston, Mass. 
~'Deconlerencc, which ran from 
SIP.- 27 through Oct.l , provided 
llidership and entrepreneurial 
llliaing through workshops, 
rs and panel discussions. 
s basically a Who's Who of 
who is African American 
the business world," MBA 
-6d3te Angela Williams said. 
11e National Black MBA 
ption's conference is the best 
ilfiJrstudents to gc1 a taste of the 
Gljfflte world and see just how r,~1 it is to have an advanced 
Tiliiams, along with Sherrod 
ai,r,n and Dana Reed, competed 
~students from Harvard, Yale jlothcr universities for an award 
1118.500. Each school was given 
1 ~ and had to research and 
•eiolve the problem under the 
ikme of "The Silver Lining: 
9,alng in the Global 
~tplacc." 
Members of the Masters of Business Administration Association 
Will iams, Brown. and Reed respectively, in the finals. group of University of Chicago 
examined the marketing strategy Students also had a chance to students in 1970 in attempt to 
of the Chrysler Neon automobile meet and interview with increase networking at their school 
and translated the case in English, representatives from over 400 and to inform other Black students 
French a_nd Spanish. Fortune 500 companies. about the importance of pursuing 
"The Judges were really wowed "The most important thing I an MBA. 
when they,, Sa\':' \hat the. cal/? ~vas learned in my four years as an Tod_ay, in it's 25th year, the 
tr~ns!ated,' W1lhams said. S1nce undergr_ad u,ate. a! How~rd w~s- organization_ has 3_2 domestic 
this 1s the corporate world, 11 1s networl<mg,' W1lhams said. "This chapters, one mternat1onal affiliate 
essential to be global and that's conference gives students an ancf over 3,000 members. 
what we were trymg to do." opportunity to use those skills. The group grants over a quarter 
The Howard team came in There's nothing better than being of a million dollars in scholarships 
SCC9nd pl_acc in the semi-finals. The surrounded by hundreds of African• annually and is the leading Black 
Un1vcr~11y of Tennessee . at American profess ionals and organiza tion or business 
Knoxville and John Hopkins leaders." professionals students and 
University placed first and second, The NBMBAA was created by a entrepreneurs. ' 
Making your money work for you 
PROFILE: 
T.F. Group_, 
Stresses 
Investing 
By Tina-Renee Johnson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
lwo years ago a group of young 
African Americans discussed the 
state ofl31ack people and the ills of 
society. The group decided to stop 
talking and do something about it. 
. That day, the T. F. Group 
Investment Club was born. 
The T. F. Group is a minority 
investment club that is devoted to 
educating its members and the 
community about the various 
financial options available to them. 
The six major investments of the 
club arc currently: one money 
market, three mutual funds and two 
aggressive stocks. 
The group 's 34 members, 
composed of business owners, 
teachers, a doctor and a car 
sa)esman, pay monthly dues of $45. 
"It's not that we [African 
Americans] don't make as much 
money as others, it's jus.t that we 
don't know what to do with it," 
Daron 0. Fullwood, president oft he 
T. F. Group, said. "That's one of the 
club's maJor goals . . . to educate 
people on how 10 make their money 
work for them." 
In addition to education, the 
group also stresses networking, 
giving back to the community and 
earning a profit, 
" I don't really understand people 
who make it and don't give back," 
said Fullwood, who is also a 
financial manager for the United 
States Navy. "What they say about it 
being lonely at the top is really true. 
We want to change that." 
That sentiment was demonstrated 
last week when the T. F. Group 
the Grand Hyatt Hotel in O.C. 
"The Black staffers on the hill arc 
some of the hardest workers whose 
work really goes unnoticed," 
Fullwood said. "The reception was 
an opportunity to say thank you and 
salute them as well as provide 
another way to network with our 
peers and grow stronger 
economically. " 
Fullwood said he also has 
unofficial plans to mentor high 
· school students in Washington. 
The group will take five percent 
of every investment project and 
invest into a child's college 
education. 
While new. members are no 
longer being accepted, Fullwood 
still encourages people to get 
involved in investing, especially 
students. 
"I generally find that college 
students have energy that others 
don't present. You need that kind of 
energy when you're involved in 
something like this," he said. "I 
would strongly suggest that students 
start investing now! Start your own 
investment clubs, look into mutual 
funds. It's never too late to start 
saving for retirement." 
Fullwood also invites anyone 
who is interested to attend the 
group's monthly meeting at It's Your 
Mug Cafe, owned by a Howard 
University alumnus, on the last 
Wednesday o~ every month. 
By the year 1998, the T. F. Group 
will have assets totaling over 
$150,000, and will be a force to be 
reckoned with, Fullwood said. 
, sponsored a reception for Black 
congressional staffers during the 
Congressional Black Caucus' 
Annual Legislative Conference at 
"If you're living in the D.C. area, 
you will know the T. F. Group. But 
that will only happen with hard work 
and dedication and this is something 
that all African Americans can do," 
he said. "Remember, Donald nump 
didn't become Donald Trump by 
being late." 
Financial representatives say students have many. options when it comes to establishing a budget. 
By Marara Hobson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
llowing how to plant and grow 
-.y dunng college years can be 
!mtf!cial ear1y in life. Most people 
■icir late teens and early twenties 
'- become experts at spending 
lllltJ\ but few know about the 
lcldils of savings and checking 
-tsi let alone mutual funds 
aiCen1tieatcs of Deposit (CDs). 
"l'llere are lots of ways to grow 
• llrttch your money without 
~ to accept a second job or 
llilOllla loan,' said Adjoa Tussah• 
A«olley, financial customer 
~it representative for Signet 
~lley sa id that students' 
■Ip problem is balancing their 
accounts. 
"Many college students write 
checks and withdraw money from 
the ATM without properly 
balancing their records. This often 
leads to an overdrawn account." 
Students should make a habit to 
balance their checkbook every 
month, she added. 
One way to stash money is to 
have two separate accounts- one 
for checking, and one for saving. 
"With two separate accounts, 
you can spend wnat you need in 
your checking account, and sti 11 
have some money tucked away in 
your savings account for 
emergencies," Accolley said. 
Savings and checking accounts 
arc good investments because they 
colfect interest. For big 
investments, students should look 
to CDs. 
"CDs accumulate more interest 
over time " she said. 
Mutual funds arc the best way 10"' 
get aquaintcd with stocks because 
they allow you to invest your dollars 
with several other investors. 
The risks are reduced because 
they are divided up among a 
number of investors. 
rowing your money: on ts 
. 
Keep a weekly or monthly 
budget 
Keep two separate accounts 
Have one major credit card to 
begin estabhshing credit 
Don't,,, 
Fail to balance 
your checkbook 
Burden yourself with 
department store 
credit cards with 
high interest rates 
Spend what you need, 
not what you don't 
have 
AT&T split may hurt employees, but help consumers 
By John Guyton 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
After realizing it had become 
111D ~ge to manage its affairs 
diar.ily,AT&T, the multimillion 
dilir telephone service company, 
las decided to split into three 
flbent divisions: communica• 
tions equipment, communications 
services, and computers and 
technology. The break-up is the 
largest dismantling of a corporation 
in U.S. history. 
AT&T feels the split will make 
operations more efficient. 
"The split will affect AT&T 
positively . .. it will be more 
innovative," said Al Wann, AT&T 
public relations director for the 
Mid-Atlantic states. "Customers 
wi ll see more values as rates in the 
long-distance industry continue to 
decline ... consumers have a lot to 
look forward to in the near future." 
Over 8,500 jobs will be affected 
by the split. For those not laid off, 
reductions in salaries and benefits 
are expected. 
"They gave us no warning about 
the break-up. I think they were 
making a lot of money and I don't 
feel this break-up was necessary," 
one PJ&T sales.representative said. 
The break-up will not as harshly 
affect consumers because of 
,legislation passed by Congress last 
summer to deregulate control in 
much of the telephone-industry. 
aets surroun 1ng t 
Simpson Tirial 
e 
e 0.J. Simpson _trial cost Los Angeles County $9 million. 
Keeping the jury in sequestration for 266 days cost $2, 985,052. 
Jurors were paid $5 per day, a total of $1,330 per juror for their nine months of . "work": 
' Networks asked $1dvertisers for $200,000 for a 3!) se.cond spot when the verdf'qt would be annQunced, few. r~spondect. Among advertisewents that did au. comme.rcials,;, Camnbebl s Soup, Kentucky 
eel Ch1cRen, L' eggs, ano a promotion tor presidential candidate .:,teve .For es. 
esc!,ay, the day the verdict was read, was the •most unproductive day for businesses since the start 
the Gulf War 1n 1991. · 
l'ftading at the New York stock exchanged fell 41 percent during the' announcement of the verdict. 
nation's economy lost $480•million iii proquctivity between 1-1:30 p.m. EDT. 
. . -.. -•· ----· 
• 
IB3un~ftIB®~~ 
Ifilft~fullft~fu ~~ 
TOP TEN software titles: 
Software Company 
1. Quicken Intuit $37.42 
2. Myst. Broderbund $47.54 
3. Tube Tux Final Intuit $32.31 
4. Doom II G.T. Interactive $43.48 
The 
multimillion-dollar · 
~icrosoft company is 
planning to drop prices 
on consumer CD-ROM 
titles, perhaps 
starting 
market-wide trend. 
5. Dark Forces Lucas Arts, 
6. Microsoft Flight Microsoft 
Simulator 
7. Print Shop Delbx Broderbund 
8. Sim City 2000 Maxis 
9. Tux Cut Final Block Financial 
10. Lion King Disney 
Storybook 
$48.45 
$44.10 
$72.85 
$45.35 
$30.t2 
$31.09 
···----'l--····-- -~-
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Dexter's not his usual self. 
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You suspect the salsa. 
,. .. 
So y ou call Dr. Nusblatt, your family vet back home. 
The call is cheap. 
(Too bad about the consultation fee.) 
Life can be complicated. AT&T True Reach Savings$1 is simple. Save 25% on every kind of call on 
your AT&T phone bill- direct dial, calling card, directory assistance, local toll, cellular, fax and modem_ 
when you spend just $25 a month~ No other plan gives you all these different ways to savet• 
Just call 1 800 TRUE-ATT to sign up. Save on every call. That's Your. True C hoice~M 
' 
October 6, 1 
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6 
7:00 P.M . 
CRAMTON AUDITORIUM 
Passes available at Cramton Auditorium. 
LIMITED SEATING. 
NEED COMPUTER TRAINING? 
offers low cost Macintosh, IBM, Mainframe, 
and Internet training. 
For more information, call 202-806-5383 and 
ask for Carol Braswell. 
HU students • $5, HU faculty and staff • $ I 5, and others • $30. 
Pay workshop fees at the Cashier's office located in the Administration Building. 
Schedules available at !SAS sites around campus or via 
the WWW http:1/sparrow.acc~howud.edu/accs/schedule/schedule.html 
Wings of Gold 
Slice through the clouds at twice the 
speed of sound in an F/A-18 Hornet, 
track an unidentified submarjne from a 
Sea Hawk helicopter or monitor the 
progress of an attack squadron from 
an EA-6B Prowler. These are only a 
few of the choices for you when you 
qualify to be a U.S. Navy Aviator and 
wear the treasured "Wings of Gold." 
How can you become a Naval Aviator? 
Call 1-800-USA-NAVY for information. 
N AIIV YOU AND THE NAVY. II V I FULL SPEED AHEAD. 
., 
B7 
To the 
Members 
ofthe 
As long as 
you accept 
that 
Godl n~ nmi 
(C(Q)miiJr(Q)Il, 
your 
§tt®lflJiID~ 
mllll 
~~~~ 
@w®IT'o 
Would you like · 
to 
ADVERTISE 
in the 
Hilltop 
7777 
Please call 
Alva 
or 
Michael 
at 
806-6866 
.,&. GOTOOmCER ~ TRAINING 
SCHOOL 
.. ut your college ~ degree to work in the Air 
Force Officer Training School. 
Then, after graduating from 
Officer Training School, become a 
commissioned Air Force oflicer 
with great starting pay, complete 
medical and dental care, 30 days 
of vacation with pay per year and 
management opportunities. Learn 
if you qualify for higher education 
in the Air Force. Call 
AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES 
TOLL FREE 
1-800-423-USAF 
' 
,I 
October&, 
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A beef with beef: Vegans pair health, act1v1s 
· • · it'• unnecessa ry fats and cho 
which can be a major source of 
protein. 
Johnson said. meaning !hey go 10 work right away consists of unre fined r~ms, p th •,nd generally is 1101 a 11 
Howeve r, nutritionists and and the body can utilize theirf bread 3;d c:!c~ Pr~:~ ,\ c•i:ig~~~c ~omponcnt ?f one's diet." By Reglnold Royston 
Hilltop Staff Writer The ranks of people who call 
themselves vegans include not only 
health physicians and dieters. They 
arc also organic produce farmers, 
animal righ1s activists, political-
economic rights advocates from 
underdeveloped countries, and 
religious people. 
dieticians differ greatly in opinion nu1rien1s most quickly and easily, !f ~ate1 rcesse as· m·uch as 6• inches per Rosanne .Silverman. a as 1o the general health bcncfils of 1hey're from animal sources than I ms an , representatJvc. 
First of a four part series removing mea1 from one's diet. At they 're from plan ts," sa id Dr. year. f ihc FDA "The fact of the mauer B 1he center of this debate is the issue Barbara F. Harland, head of the The 25-ycar veteran°• . 1 fruits nuts grains and veg 
Health-conscious consumers are 
discarding their "all-beef patties, 
special sauce, lettuce, cheese" for 
low-fat burgers, garden salads, and 
even vegetable panics. Fast-food 
res1aurants have noticed the trend 
and capitalized on the wave of 
interest in dietary issues. 
h h I · t ca Departmen1 of Nutrit ion at feels that people w~o believe meas one c~n ob.min all of the el w et er or nol as ric vegan n generally contains numerou. d d Wh 
d . rilics arc your bo y nee s. en 
But 1he prospect of turning an 
Extra Value Meal into a vegan dish, 
devoid of milk, cheese and egg, 
would have Rona ld McDonald 
choking on his Shamrock Shake. 
Vegan (pronounced vee-gun or 
vej-un), came into practice as a 
word during the 1940s to signal a 
strict and dynamic vegetarian 
philosophy, incorporating a moral 
and spiritual quest 10 halt use of 
animals in scientific research, in 
sports, as well as in food 
consumption. 
Vegans, unlike the lac10-ovo 
vegetarians, refrain from 
-consuming dishes that contai n 
eggs, milk or cheese, in any of their 
various forms. Fruiticians consume 
principally fruits and juices and the 
dispu1ed "half" vegetarians eat 
everything but red meal (cattle 
bee(). Vegan diets include grains 
and oats, vegetables untreated by 
chemicals, unbleached sugars and 
flours, and tofu, a soy bean product 
"I wouldn't imagine eating my 
own flesh, animals have just as 
much right to live on the earth as we 
do. II 's not even simply a statement 
for me. It's the way I want to live," 
said Seba Ndayishimye Johnson, a 
senior graphic design major. 
The SI. Croix native was raised 
as a vegan by her mother who 
abruptly stopped eating animals 
after visiting a slaughterhouse. She 
described her mother's experience 
as horrific; 1he cows noticeably 
shaking fearfully as they were 
prepared for slaughter. 
Johnson, who has been a 
member of PETA (People for the 
Ethical Treatment for Animals), 
was also a former Olympic athlete 
and feels her veganism did not stop 
her from becoming a s1rong 
competitor in sports. 
"The s1ronges1 animal on earth 
is the elephant, and they 're 
vegetarians. I, myself, have never 
broken a bone. At the Olympics 
there was a big population of 
vegetarians from all over the world 
who only ate vegetarian meals," 
Relax, relate, 
release: a students 
key to coping 
By Cristel Wil liams 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Jamiylah Brown could feel ii 
coming. Her entire weekend was 
spent with a thick chemistry book, 
the faint glow of a desk lamp and 
a drawn shade at the Howard Plaza 
owers. The very thought of 
esday 's exam made her 
boulder's 1hrob. 
" It's just the anticipat ion of 
taking the chem test," the 
sophomore biology major sa id. "II 
stresses me out, and I just wan! to 
hurry up and get it over with." 
Tension manages to a11ack 
students when worries are at their 
peak said Tuyat Nguyn, owner or 
The Oriental Oasis salon. It 
strangles the back muscles and 
seeps into the shoulders. The body 
seems to pro1es1 with blemishes 
and under eye circles; everything is 
thrown off killer. Many students 
feel they don't haye a spare second, 
let alone time to relax and jusl "be." 
Therapists and counselors agree 
that taking time for your!;e)f keeps 
you healthy, s1ress-free and more 
pl to handle a busy schedu le. Day 
pas and full-service salons have 
merged as the answer 10 stress 
elief. For the right price, it can be 
massaged, steamed or exfoliated 
ut of the body. But for today 's 
·tudents, there is an array or 
ffective home remedies to relax, 
elate, release! 
Rachel Rosn ick, manager of 
Discgno, a full-service salon, says 
it's especia lly importan t for 
tudenls to care for their bodies 
oth inside and out. 
"Sometimes you need to stop 
· nd let the rest of the world keep 
going. I know you want to be at 
every party, get an W on every test 
and meet people, but ii will burn 
you out. Pul on some nice music, 
stretch and let your mind now, just 
be with yourself." 
Some students are doing just 
that. J. Logan Campbell, a 
sophomore radio-TV-film major, 
enjoys solitude when times get 
rough. 
" I' ll stare out a window and let 
my mind run wild when I'm 
stressed. I wouldn't want to go to a 
spa because all those funny people 
would be touching me; I'd rather go 
on a nature walk." 
Stretching has also proved 10 be 
an extremely effect ive way of 
ridding the body of stress, said Dr. 
TI1omas Wessel, Associa1e Director 
of 1he University Counseling 
Service. He urges students to try it 
during their priva1e time. 
"We leach systematic stretching 
(s1re1ching chronologically from 
head to toe) in our stress 
management workshops as a way 
of coping," Wessel said. "Many 
students suffer from task overload. 
Tbey need to relax and pamper 
themselves, build it into their 
schedules if they have 10." 
What else can weary students do 
to rejuvenate lhemselves? Relax 
tense nerves by drawing a warm 
bath, said Kay Southworth, director 
of operations at Cynia European 
Day Spa. They provide a 
moisturizing, peaceful and 
economic way to become one with 
yourself. 
Soak for five minutes before 
adding bath oi ls; pine and 
eucalyptus stimulate, jasmine and 
chamomile soothe. 
Dorm dwellers can try a Swiss 
shower. Turn the .shower nozzle to 
! 
a: 
~ 
.c L- ---------------------:--:--'"' Vegan Identity sign furnished by the Vegan Society of the 
United Kingdom which stresses strict vegltarian activism. 
receive all the nutrients, vi1amins 
and proteins the FDA advises are 
essential for good health. 
"There are some advan1ages to a 
vegetarian diet, but I think, as a 
nutritionist, the disadvantages 
outweigh the advantages. The foods 
we need are more bio-available, 
Howard 's School of Allied Heallh. 
Harland cites a study conducted 
in Iran, where a significant number 
of men were ineligible for military 
service because of low height and 
weight. When doctors introduced 
meats, eggs and milk into their 
Middle Eastern diet, which largely 
Home treatment for your face will help you relax. 
pulse and alternate warm and cool 
water; direct spray on tense areas 
such as 1he neck and shoulders. 
"Facials, manicures and pedicures 
are a good way to pamper yourself,'' 
Nguyn said. Pick the correct mask 
for your skin type and let it dry 
while you take care of hands and 
feel. · 
Bask in the golden warmth of 
scented candles, they 're another 
way to create a priva te haven, 
Nguyn said. Choose candles laced 
with vanilla to comfort, geranium 
to uplift or 1hyme to relax. 
For extremely busy students, a 
healthy state of mind and relaxed 
body arc still attainable. TI1e key to 
relaxation can be less extensive and 
expensive than bath kits or facials. 
"Get more sleep. If you can't 
increase the quantity of hours you 
get, improve the quality,'· 
Southworth sa id. 
Cut down on stimulants an 
drink herbal leas like chamomile o 
mint before bed. Most importantly 
stay in touch wilh your inner self. 
" It's easy to put spirituality o 
the back burner, but it 's mor 
important than you think,' 
Southworth said. "Stay in touch 
with your values and think abou 
why you do what you do; you'll 
find that a lot of stress is self 
imposed. When you keep thing. 
anchored to a value system, 
relaxing doesn't take a lot of effort.' 
Heads up: Are soccer players harming their brains? 
By Kimberlin Lo,•e 
I lilltop Staff Writer 
Ray Fisher, a Howard University 
soccer player, has been playing 
soccer since the third grade and 
says he hits the ball with his head. 
"I head the ball an average of 
five limes a night," said Fisher, a 
sophomore international busines.~ 
major. 
Is he headed for trouble'! 
Adrienne Witol, a 
neuropsychology fellow at the 
Medical College of Virginia in 
Richmond, thinks so. Witol, last 
month presented a study that 
indicates that soccer players who 
repeatedly hit the ball with their 
heads scored lower in 1ests of 
mental skills. 
. ' 
Keith Tucker, Howard 's head 
soccer coach, disagrees with the 
study, and said that s1udents could 
possibly benefit from heading. 
"Based on my experience from 
1975 to 1995 with student athle1es, 
60 percent or more or my soccer 
players have had 3.0 or better 
averages and scored 900 or better 
on their SAJs . . . so maybe more 
students should hit balls with their 
heads." 
The study tested 60 male soccer 
players, ages 14 to 29, and 12 
nonplayers ages 18 to 29. From 
this, Witol determined that those 
players who average 10 or more 
headers a game measured 
significantly lower in test of mental 
skills than did nonplayers or those 
who headed the ball less often. 
Coach Tucker says that most 
players do not head the ball. 
"During the game the ball is 
coming at such a high speed that it 
is difficult to head the ball . . . but 
players that do head only an average 
three to four limes a night." 
Blain Jones, a Howard soccer 
player who heads an average of 
five times a night, says he has not 
been seriously affected from 
heading. 
"It never hurts . . . unless the ball 
comes straight at you, and that is 
not often," said Jones, a sophomore 
biology major. 
Witol 's study has created a 
"migraine" for officia ls ~I the 
United States Soccer Federation 
(USSF), where parents have been 
calling with concerns. As a result, 
the USSF youth division issued a 
statement calling the Study 
"flawed'' and "pure aJarmism." 
Dr. Roger Ware, head of Howard 
University Hospital 's Neurology 
Department, says that any damage 
that occurs would be minimal. 
" l think what we're talking about 
is minimal head trauma that can 
result in headaches or being 
unconscious for a few days." 
Fisher agrees, "I don'\ head the 
ball a million times . . . when I do, 
it hurls occasionally, but eventually 
it goes away." 
Ware supports the · you th 
division's notion of the study being 
(lawed. 
" I think yoij have to analyze and 
look with grea t detail the 
replications with a prospective 
study . . . (10 sec) if it is substantial 
and if this occurs to be a significant 
finding and having long-term 
effects." 
The You th Soccer Division 
advises teaching heading 10 
children around 10 years of age 
and older. Al though their arc 
differing opin ions on the 
techniques safety, most expert say 
heading should be taught by a 
qualified coach. 
hor!11ones an ,mpu back 10 the beginning, 1h31 
m•~•Ycnformedk. d e•t to enhance man's original diet. It d' 
• ou coo · re m ~ · f · I fl h 
• • • 1 1 e and in case consist o amma es . its nutr111ona v~ u . A your nulrients secondhand 
there are any n11croorgan1sms. . 1 h 
vegan can nol get all the nutrients yo_u caln gol fri& II '.odto e k 
d They have 10 s:ud a oca ru11 vcn r, they nee · B h N· 1h 
su Jement" Harland sa id. rot er '1 an._ . 
plut heal;h advocates who favor But skcp11c1sm re. 
an organic vegetarian lifes1ylc flatly Although .lacto-ovo vcgeta~ 
· ti · . gument Drawing on a vegan diet s accompani 
reJCCI 11sar · ' 'f d ' Jk I body of stat istics of their own, for11 1c soy m1 _ ,ave 
h · · ·n the vegan c·1mp acceptance by several g p ys·1c1ans • ' . d. h A · · 
reason that every vitam in and inclu •.ng. I c mencan 
protein received from animal Assoc1at1on, . the I 
S m l·on can be received in government sllll recomm con u p • ' • . d' d . d greater amounts from a w ide omnivorous 1e1 as ev.,se 
variety of planls, grains and U.S. Dcpart.mcnt of Agn~h 
vegetables. the FDA 111 1992. T~,s 
The Vegetarian Resource Group ~cprcs~nted b_y a pyramid of 
(VRG), whose' o rganization mcludmggrams, vcge!ables, 
consists of a world society of meats and poultry, dairy, e 
nutritionists who staunchly support :c::.:h.::ec::s::.:e:.:· •--- -----l 
veganism, provi~cs a .yearly guide 
with an extens1vc list of meat, 
cheese, egg and milk substitutes 
for 1hose of the mcaltess 
persuasion. 
" You don't need to kill animals 
in order to get all the nutrition your 
body needs. Meat has a l01 of 
Next week Regi110/d 
iscusses vegan food a 
ives i11 the second article 
our part series. 
Lupus through th 
eyes of a survivor 
Most severe cases are 
among Black women 
By Shaune' Jackson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Traci Hunter had the sniffles. 
After running errands in and out 
of the cool weather, she knew she 
had caught a cold. She was tired. 
Very tired . 
Her condition did not improve 
that winter nig ht in 1985. A 
temperature of I 04 degrees, 
breathing complications a nd a 
series of blackouts prompted her 
family to rush her 10 the emergency 
room. She was scared. They were 
scared. She stopped breathing. 
Comatose for three weeks in the 
in1ensivc care unit , Hunter 
eventually learned that she had 
doub le pneumonia. He r white 
blood cell count had "gone out of 
control" and an excessive amount 
of fluid was on her lungs. lcsts and 
X-rays revealed that she had lupus. 
Hunter was 17. 
It still hurts Cheryl lluntcr, a 
senior psychology major, to sec her 
sister-in-law in pain. One day 27-
ycar-old Traci Hunter can be fairly 
active, but nearly incapaci tated the 
next. " My s ister-in-law frequents 
the doc1or and at times she seems 
so he lpless," Hunter sa id. " I 
constantly keep her in my prayers 
because there is reall y nothing she 
can do to change her condition.'' 
According to Duane Pe ters 
director of communications and 
development or The Lupus 
Foundation of America, lupus is an 
autoimmune disease that causes the 
body 's immune system 10 turn 
against itself and a11ack its own 
tissues, joints and internal organs. 
" In a sense, it's as if the immune 
system gets confi1scd and is unable 
to distinguish between what ·s a 
germ and what's no t,'' Peters 
explained. "Instead o f a11ack ing 
foreign invaders, it a11acks the sk in 
joints and main organs.'' ' 
Only a s mall percentage of 
patients die oflupus. In fact, Peters 
sa id, 1h~ outlook for many is good. 
Unlike many people, Traci 
Hunter who resides in California. 
had heard of lupus. Working as a 
labora tory technician , s he was 
S?mewhat knowledgeable about !he 
disease that was once considered a 
death scn.1ence 20 or 30 years ago. 
1-lercond,11011 would soon force her 
to re!irc. "My job couldn't risk me 
passmg out on a patient or during 
the middle of a blood draw. Neither 
could I risk it," Hunter said. 
~cters said that lupus occurs 
mamly m three forms: The most 
common, sys1cmic lupus 
erythematosus (SLE), affects may 
parts of the body including· 
skin and vi tal organs such 
lungs. kidneys, heart and 
cutaneous lupus targets 1be 
with its characteristic "bu 
rash; and drug- induced I 
caused from us ing 
medications 10 treat heart 
seizures and hypenension. 
Lupus is often hard to 
More prevalent in women. 
I .4 million and 2 million 
have the disease accordi 
reports by The American 1 Society. Research al<;0 s1Ki1>1 Black women tend 10 ha,t 
severe cases of it and blJ 
mortality rates. 
Many experts con1rihull 
fail ure 10 get early diagno<istl 
limited access 10 hcahh cait 
Blacks have. Furthermort. • 
feel that be~msc lupusaffocus 
African-American women,,. 
people take on a "who can 
a11i1ude. 
"For some reason. Bladsl 
reap the same benefitS in UOI 
about lupus as Whiles do; 
Hun1cr said. "This disea!>C 
so many Black women, bid 
arc still many people who 
idea what it is, who has it 
these pat ients arc dealing 
For e;1ch pa1ien1, the S) 
vary g reatly. Many peop 
lupus can look healthy but 
ill. Symptom, range from 
joints. fevers above 100 
a nd p ro longed fatigue I 
rashes, hair loss and sen~i 
sun light. Often people 
these symp1oms for other 
and fai l to get proper trcal 
' is then that lupus becomes 
many cases. the symp10111S 
leave and paticn1s go 
remission. However, na 
period in which symptom.< 
or worsen) arc SI i II po~ible. 
There arc no known 
!he disease, and ii is not con 
Doc1ors can't even recomd 
way lo prevent lupus, but aco.t 
to Peters, they are learning• 
about the disease and 1he dill 
drugs that can be used 10 mall 
Traci Hunter has livcdwidll 
for IO years ... h is possible t 
a normal life, you just ha1tl 
plenty of rest and take goodCI 
your body," she said. 
Some days fatigue Ol'elll 
her. 01 her days she is fine. 
can't spend her entire da)1 1 
mall anymore, but she is Ji1'i 
" It's hard sometimes. I bl 
take each day as ii comes. a 
possible 10 live with lupus.•B 
sa id. 
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Bison ~hipped by .Florida A&M Rattlers 
'ii»Wryne K. Glssendanner 
HIIIIOP Staff Writer 
ll'IS an afternoon marred by a 
Jdley of _penalties and missed 
, "'.r/rtVniues for the Bison, as 
- Jrid_a A&M University shaked, 
•~and rolled its way to a 29-
j,iaor}' and a share of first place 
,p 1~e Mid-Eastern Athletic 
)iile!!ct, 
ne Bison (2-3) got . off tc? a 
ii!llinB start by scoring nme jld!W1ihin the first three minutes 
aegame. On the opening drive, 
j!III quaterback Ted ,V hi tc 
~bled away from a heavy 
?,Ill) rush. While almost on his 
Jes. White heaved a 57-yard 
~ n pass to j unior wide 
~ - Marco Ward, who caught 
Ir ,ass, eluded IWO FAMU 
llilcrS, and sprinted into the end 
#IJIIOOchCd for the score. 
' 1Jtl tnow, Tod did a great job 
;jlll getling me the ball," Ward 
s Jj,i. •When l saw the ball in the 
,, \ ilil 01y best to go and get it.'' 
De !CC()nd early score of the J. 111 came when FAMU (4- 1) ~ Damian Slaughter got 
~ in the end zone, where 
!llldcfcnsive tackle Shawn Hall 
o,ldleball from him for a safety. 
lllnade it a 9-0 ball game. 
r«dlemajority of the game, the 
• !lladcftnsc stuffed the Rattlers 
ch!( but the Bison offense 
j,id1uy sluggishly. rushing for 
.,11 yaidsonl2 attempts forthc 
,iifisl half. 
1/cplay in spurts, and until we 
g1daing it's going to be a long 
-.• runn ing oack Steven 
bk!' said. 
I 
W'o 3:10 left in the second 
pa,lhe Bison missed a 37-yard 
kll pl that would've made it 
;.lf}loward going int'> the half. 
f
1 
fm disappointed b,li I know 
iill 'R are as a football team," 
Howard Coach Steve Wilson said. 
"Bui by the same token we can't 
expect to tear the world up playing 
like this." 
At the start of the second half the 
Bison offense was still in its first 
half funk. White, who finished the 
game 24 of 47 for 212 yards and 
two interceptions, dropped back 
and threw an errant pass down the 
sideline that was intercepted by a 
FAM U safety and returned 21 yards 
to the Bison 45-yard line. 
FAMU then put matters into the 
hands of halfback Kwame Vidal. 
After Vidal had two runs of 13'and 
16 yards, he was nearly decapitated 
on the next play by hard-charging 
defensive end Marques Douglas. 
But Vidal, who finished the game 
wi th 107 yards on 31 ca rries 
punctuated FAMU's 7-play 61-yard 
orivc with a 16 yard touchdown 
run off lefi tackle, running over 
several would be Bison tacklers. 
With a minute left to play in the 
lhird quarter, the Bison offense 
continued to struggle, as FAMU 
held them to 28 total yards and one 
first down for tn c quarter. 
Meanwhile, Vidal added a one-yard 
touchdown run 10 give FAMU a 
J 7-9 lead. 
" In the first half I thought we did 
a good job of sct1ing up plays and 
running screens," White said ... You 
have to give them credit. They 
were very quick defensively ano 
they have a tremendous defense. 
Their speed is what really beat us 
today." 
According to Bison ru nning 
back Rhadi ' Ferguson, after the 
Rattlers' got the momentum they 
were very nard to stop. "When ole' 
mo starts working ag_ains1 you it 's 
migh1r, hard to get lilm back," he 
saia. ' We let them get up on us and 
as a result, ~01 away from our game 
plan. They re a good team but our 
execution was cfefintcly lacking." 
The Bison had more than a 
couple of chances to capitalize on 
FAMU's errors. FAMU fumbled a 
total of four times but recovered 
three of them that were all but 
s itting in the laps of Bison 
defenders. 
"We had plenty chances to win 
but we just didn't take advantage of 
the situat ions," said visibly 
d isappoin ted senior middle-
linebacker Marc Christie. 
Just when the game seemed to 
be all' but over for the Bison, its 
special teams unit came up big 
when freshman defensive back 
Jarvis George blocked a FAMU 
punt and Billy Jenkins ran it 14 
yards into the end zone. A missed 
two-point conversion left the Bison 
trailing 17-15. 
After Jason DeCuir booted a 32-
yard field goal with 9:30 left 10 put 
the Bison up 18-17 FAMU head 
coach Billy Joe replaced Slaughter 
wi th backup quaterback Mario 
Allen. 
"We just thought that a change 
was in order," Joe said. "It was 
crit ical that we regain momentum.'' 
Allen made 1oe a coaching 
geni us . By throwing two 
touchdown passes that eventually 
sealed the Bisons fate. On his 
second series of the game he hit 
Streaking flanker Tony Bland with 
a 69-yaro bomb and later for a 32-
yarder. 
"For us to be in the fourth 
quarter with a chance 10 win, and 
with the offense playing like it did, 
our defense d id a super job," 
Wilson said. "We're a young team 
we're not going to blow anyone out. 
We also lincw that we were goin$. 
to have to throw but we just oidn t 
get it done,•· he said. 
"The key is to be able to contain 
people. 'fie did !hat, you simply 
have to give credit to FAM U tney 
made things happen.'' 
Injured Bison out for the season 
By OeWayne K. Glssendanner 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Just when things were already 
not going 10 well for the Bison, they 
uickly got worse. Bison 
uaterback Tod White will miss the 
rest of the season because of a 
lacerated kidney which he sufferr~d 
in last week's loss to Florida A&M 
University. 
White, a redsh irt freshman, will 
be rep laced by junior Alfonza 
·'Pep" Hamilton. White got hit a 
number of times in last weeks game 
but showed no signs of injury. 
"He complained about it a little 
after the game," wide receiver 
Marco Ward said. 
According 10 tra iner Bernard 
James, Whi te was examined al 
Howard University Hospital and 
kept overn ight Sunday for 
observation. He was re leased 
Monday. 
"He seemed to be feeling alrigh 
last time I talked 10 him," Ward 
said. 
In Hamilton, the Bison do get 
somewhat experience 
quarterback. He has only throw 
two passes th is year, but starte 
the first three games of last seaso 
completing 42 of 95 passes for 501 
yards with seven interceptions an 
three touchdowns. 
Bison face Alcorn State ·Braves • Ill Circle City 
s, 
IC 
1; 
n 
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By Kevin Pal!;le 
Hiltop Staff Wrrter 
Ila dropping its second conference 
llaltK season last week 10 the Florida 
WIIJDiyersity Rattlers 29-18, the Bison 
••10 war against Southwest Athletic 
Cabtnce (SWAC) foe, Alcorn State 
fiiasiy tomorrow in the 12th Annual 
faaty Classic. 
£:dyeai_:the Circle City Classic draws 
.:lOOplOS fans, and pumps approximately 
SlO mill ion into the Indianapolis economy. 
The first ever Circle City Classic in 1984 
featured Mississippi Valley State and Jerry 
Rice against Grambling State. 
To morrow's game in Indianapolis, 
Indiana will mark the fourth meet ing 
between the Bison and the Braves in five 
years. Howard has won two of the past three 
meetings. The last meeting between the two 
schools was the I 993 Gateway Classie 
which featured Howard's Jay "Sky" Walker, 
and Alcorn's Steve "Air 11' McNair 
dropping bombs. The Bison won that year 
on defense and a late field goal. 
The Braves enter this year's Classic 
coming off a big win last week and without 
McNair at quarterback, who is now with the 
Houston Oilers. Last week the Braves were 
on the road taking on the National Athletic 
Intercollegiate A~sociation opponent, the 
University of Arkansas at Pine-l31uff. Like 
the Bison did two weeks ago, the Braves 
also had no trouble taming the Golden 
Lions. The Braves went on to skin the 
Golden Lions 44-28. 
The Bison on the other hand (2-3;0-2), 
arc coming off their ra11l ing loss 10 the 
Rattlers, and wi ll go into tomorrow's game 
without starting q_uarterback Tod White. 
White, who was inJurcd during the FAMU 
game, is expected 10 be out for the season. 
Junior quar terback Alfonzo " Pep" 
Hamilton is expected to start tomorrow's 
game for the Bison. 
Starting Thursday, the entire weekend 
will be filled with events. Scheduled events 
arc: a parade through downtown 
Indianapolis, a Black college fair, a step 
show, two golf tournaments, Miss Circle 
City Coronation, battle of the bands, live 
concerts, a I ivc, on-site broadcast of BET's 
''Video Soul.'' and much more. 
Tomorrow's Classic will also provide 
valuable exposure for the Bison before a big 
crowd, and a national TV audience. Kickoff 
is scheduled for 4 p.m. However, BET will 
air the game in its entirely tomorrow night 
at 8 p.m. 
~ 1Alisha 'Tough' Hill di~p.lays 
~- unprecedent team sp1r1t 
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Alisha "Tough" Hill 
By Marcus Matthews 
Hilltop Writer 
~illday's world of sports, where top athletes are 
tuncerned about themselves and how much ~~ can make. It's nice to see there arc still 
•~tones out there. Alisha "Tough" Hill is one 
lli.1,.,~01 ones left. For those of you who don't 
(0 .'.'"YI, you arc about to be introduced. ~ • Tough " Hill is the star foward on the 
:'s .1~vcrsity Womens' Basketball Tham. She is 
er flt conference All-American, was freshman 
'i(jj,_'f:al in the MEAC Conference and lead the 
· ID field goal percentage last year. Tough was a 
• 
key ingredient to the Lady Bison 
coming within one game of the NCAA 
Tournament last year. The women's 
team lost by two points to Florida 
A&M in the MEACTournamenl final. 
When it comes down 10 all of her 
accomplishment~, Tough is really not 
concerned about any of them. " I wasn't 
really thinking about all of the records 
and awards. I just came out and tried 
to play the best I could to help the team 
wi n. I give a lot of credit to my 
teammates because they helped make 
me successful. I was surprised by my 
success. I was just trying to win, " Hill 
said. 
If you were to sit down and talk to 
Alisha you would see that she is a very 
different person off of the court. On 
the floor she is all business doing 
whatever it takes to get points and 
scraping to gel every rebound. But off 
the court she is very shy and laid back 
and doesn't make a big fuss over her 
success on the court. She would rather 
have her teammates in the spotlight 
than herself. 
Hill came from Huntington High 
School in West Virginia and handled 
her fresh man year in top fo rm. 
Leading the nation in field goal 
percentage, and receiving defensive 
player of the year arc not done by 
-some players in their four years in 
college and to do ii in her first year 
proves there is more success to come. 
" I knew I was going to do well but I 
had no idea I was going to do this 
good,"(sie] said Hill." She had a great 
freshman year and was a part of a great 
freshman class . She was a good 
compliment to our All-American 
power forward Ocnique Graves," said head coach 
Sanya 'Iylcr. 
Tough is anxious to get the season star1ed and is 
ready to handle the increased leadership expected of 
her this year. " I'm kind of used to the pressure. I've 
been expected to be a leader ever since high school. 1 'm 
going 10 lead my team the way they want to go. We're 
going to be an exciting team this year. Everybody 
should come out and watch," Hill said. 
"As a rookie Alisha was outstanding. She will be 
tlie first to give her teammates the cred it. If she 2/3 of 
the year she had last year, she will be the first 
sophomore, male or female, to surpass 1000 points at 
Howard. By her stepping up and succeeding, it puts a 
lot of pressure and pushes other teammates to achieve. 
This year wi ll definately be her hardest test:' said 'Iylcr . 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: The University Community 
· FROM: H. P~trick Swygert A/ "2,-efki///~ ~~ 
President / ,U,,/ ,1/IM if/,4 / 7 • . 
DATE: October 4, 1995 
SUBJECT: The Million Man March 
Howard University will remain 'open for all scheduled classes and activities on 
Monday, October 16. 
The University is aware that numbers of its students may take time to partici~ate in 
The Million Man March and its related activities. It is left to the discrellon of 
individual faculty to decide their requirements for all scheduled activities i_n 
accordance with the principles of academic freedom and sound academic 
administration. 
Employees of the Uni~ersity who wish to participate in The Million Man March are 
asked to follow usual University procedures in requesting leave. 
2400 6th Street. N.W. Suite 402 
Washington. DC 20059 
12021 ri0<,.2,;ri,) 
F,x 1202! 806-;93-t 
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Interviewing in the Washington DC area on 
November 30 & December 1. 
Resumes will be accepted through October 31 st 
On the Merrill Lynch Fast Track 
For decades Merrill Lynch has been the leading 
U.S. brokerage firm. One in five affluer.t American 
investors name Merrill lynch as their brokerage 
firm. Total assets under management now exceed 
$500 billion globally. 
We at Merrill lynch have built our leadership 
position through a client-driven marketing 
strategy. We stay abreast of changes in world 
demographics and investor needs, then respond 
with new products and services well before the 
rest of the marketplace. 
Now Merrill Lynch invites a small group of out-
standing 1996 college and MBA graduates to share 
in that success by pursuing a unique career oppor-
tunity in its Private Client organization. 
The Private Client Development 
Program offers challenging positions in one of 
the Merrill Lynch Private Client business units 
(units key to maintaining our competitive 
edge - where your contribution to our success 
is significant). 
Under the guidance of a senior manager, 
you work in product development, marketing 
or finance areas. You meet with senior 
management to discuss firm strategy and 
participate in task force projects to aid various 
business units in meeting their strategic 
objectives. Formal classes address career 
development issues and enhance your 
leadership skills. You are given responsibility, 
accountability, and the experience needed 
to help you succeed throughout your 
Merrill lynch career. 
Candidates for the program have outstanding 
records of academic. extracurricular and work 
experience achievement. They are interested 
in the challenge of the fast-paced financial 
services industry and want to be recognized 
for their accomplishments. 
The Merrill Lynch Private Client group is 
offering an unequaled opportunity to excel. If 
you have the talent, creativity, energy and com-
mitment to be a winner, this is an opportunity 
that can make a difference in your career. 
The difference is Merrill lynch. 
For more information, write us: 
Private Client Development Program 
Merrill Lynch 
PO Box 9027 Oept HO 
~rinceton, NJ 08543-9027 
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer 
October 6, 
With U.S. Savings ~onds, 
the more you g1v~, 
the more you receive. 
£\•cry da,y, we pasi I l1ttlc 
or ouneh 'es on 10 the nu.I 
genrt11.1ion, Whcnh'11bt:u10 .. 
ti,hing. ,;i.h,t'h biit 10 vw, tio.-11 
ca>t, "'ha1 rnali.cfalet1)tf. Tllt 
~nowkdge \hail WC' gfvc W.)'1 
with tht,n (Ott\'Cr, 
OMng U.S. S.vin.p ~ 
aJi,0 passc, an i.mpo,unc ~ 
on to I.he future gtncntioo. 
Bonds Cllft laCh ourc;h1~}ic. 
1()U\C',tl0Wil'fl~Jtt0-'Sllld 
how ll l,l'llall 11\\t'Stmcnl CIII-. 
rn:>.ke I.ht" dfta,m come lNC'. 
BUtl"I U.S. Sav"lnss &. 
contributes 10 a solid and~ 
A~rica for gcnentiiom 10 «.. 
Wha1 a grc~t way ro, YOII ioay . 
... I btl.e,-e i.n your rucurc:'" 
Otmds are as easy to bu)'• 
tbey are 10 go·c, tSuy them• 
ha)f thc.ir fac:c ..,aJuc through 
)'OU' Jocal ~ k. 
So sh:ire the U'ad1hon of 
U.S. Savings Ootw:b. Thry'tt 
the g.af'l th:Lt aiYN ti.ct mOtt 
than you've gh-en. 
TlBCE ][.JI DIES OF .A..X.J?H..11,. CHAP'X'.ER 
DELTA. SXG-:MA -X--H E"r.A. 
SORORITY, INC. 
PlRESENT 
CELEB~T:ION OF 
.A.FB.:IC.A.N-A JWER.:IC.A.N" :M:EI 
WEEK: 
OCTOBER. S-13 
SUNDAY. OC'rODE.R. 8 ~ ... 
:Sx...&C>CEIU-H..N' CEN'X"ElR ' 
d :OOP.J!OC. 
T"U'E9DA.Y. <><:TO.BER 10 
C:8'Elld:.J:STRY BL.%>G. AUD. 
7:00 P . D'X..-9:00 P . 1'1':C. 
'WEDNESDA."Jie"', OC"X"-OBER. 1 .i 
SCHOOL OJr' :UUSXN:"E:SS AUD. 
7:00 P • .:W.-9:00 :P • .M. 
TH'URSX>A.Y, OCTOBER 12 
CHE1'¥1XST.RV BUXLDX.NG A. UD. 
7:00 P . l'd.•9:00 P.M.. 
FR.J:DAY. OC"'X"08ER .l..:); 
GROUND ~x..-ooa 
DL ... ,CH.:SVRN CENTER 
J...2:00 X> • .M.-2:00 P .M . 
JA..ZZ 8H.OWCA.al 
A,,,J:, Jl«X& 8 ION $:LOI 
VPLIF9X"XNG 
D~CK 
BRO"rHER8 
D".l"XLL.XON !d.AX 
1'!CA..R.C:H: AN 
EFFECTXVE 
SOL'U"TXON' PO■ 
C H.A..N"O£ 0.ft.A 
~R.r'VOLOV8 
C~E": 
::PO E-r~Y 
RE.A.X>XNG: 
PO£TRYDY 
A.NDABO'O'T 
DL.A.C HJWEN 
BLA.CKJn.A..L..E 
HI$TORICA..L 
F'fG"'UR,£8 
X>XSP.&:...A.Y 
• 
• 
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ADVERTISE 
• • 
lil 
Tlhl~ 
IBJ[JLJLT([)) JP 
* EVEN IF* 
EVEN IF ... 
you've had a repossession ................... Call Phil ip Chacko 
EVENIF ... 
y~u've had a bankruptcy ... ... ............. Call Philip Chacko 
EVEN IF ... 
you've been turned down ............. .... Call Philip Chacko 
I 
EVEN IF ... 
you have oo credit ............................. Call Philip Chacko 
EVEN IF ... 
you've never bad a car loan ............... Call Philip Chacko 
EYENIF ... 
you have slow credit .......................... Call Philip Chacko 
' EVEN IF... • 
. 
you still owe money on a car ............... Call Philip Chacko 
--------------------------------------
... , 
·-
AOOfH.1 
-·· 
0 St ll O O_,_ 
CURTIS CHEVROLET / GEO 
S929 OEOROIA A VEl<1JE. N.W. 
WASHINGTON. O.C. 20011 
PHONE: 202 • 723-01 0 0 
FAX: 2 02-8 2 9-5402 
RLL OUT THI$ FORM. BRJNO fT IH CA Rn\JRN B't' MAIL OR FAX 
-
.... , 
--- I 81M0•1• 
HOw' ••• , [_, 
---
I 'I Youcw.tyNlf'll•ebo¥1ilnlomlUonit~aN11oC!No HOwl.OtlQ'f ...:., Yo., t l#lOIIHMffitdl)tknd)'Ol"'cr9Clil.-.,_ 
~ hl, io,y ~ .... , .._.. OI Wot!"IIOOtl atlol.a ~ 
or.oil ~vie .. Ylll,t ll'UII M 111"!• Of ao• OI Gts.! 
,...,, ,... • • MoO .. otno.-..ls.,yo,wt9H .... fft01 ..... ,._ 1,lgnt,-.it I°"' 
EVEN IFYOU OON'T NEEOACAA, SENO INAfRlENO OR RELATIVE WH08UYSACAR FROM ME 
ANO YOUU RECEIVE A S100APPREClATION 80NUSIII 
FREE CREDIT CONSULTATION 
DRUNK 
DRIVING 
DOEStfT 
JUST KILL 
DRUNK 
DRIVERS. 
FRIENDS OOlfT LET FRIENDS ORM DRUNK. 
·•-•'-
To My Poetry Readers • • 
Due to circumstances beyond my .control, the 
Gallery page with poetry did not run last 
week. Please· accept my apology. 
Sincerely, 
·Gallery Editor 
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. HILLTOPICS 
MONDAY, OCT, 9, 1995 CAP CITY WORLD'S FINEST CAPS BLOCKS FROM HOWARD. 11/2 AND LOVED ONES IN THIS TIME 
YOUR tll Lt.:rOP LOVE 
All H ILLTOPJCS arc due, paid Mm Love. Even 1hough wcr~ 
in full , the Monday before publi- IN THE SLOWE HALL LOUNGE 202· 722-070 I BATH. CENTRAL AVE. TWO Fl RE OF SORROW. J'n> s1 ill chinking of you. we·11 1 AT9:00PM 1-800-223:mJO PLACES. RENT $850. FOR MORE .. . cation. Announcements by cam- A.O. MEN'S LACROSSE IN I ERES I' S IODEN IS, AACO Cl V, S IAFF I OP INFO CALL LEWIS @ 202-234-336' CONGRATUI..ATJONS ON YOUR this long-di~tnncc lhing. I love, pus organizations for meetings, NEW JOB AT THE YEARBOOK. Act right and don·, forge1 •~ MEETING. WEDNES DAY, OCTO· PRICES PAID FOR USED AND .. .. ~ Love, Quincy Eugene seminars or non-profit events arc GOOD LUCK. P.S. WHAT HAP-BER I ITH AT 5:00PM IN THE UNWANTED TEXTBOOKS WITH • >AK . t•cnce out! Have II good, •ona free for JO words or less and $ 1 BLACKBURN CENTER RECRE- RESALE VALUE 1i\J BOOK SER- IF HE DOESN'T CALL DON'T LIS· PENED TO MY DINNER? end. Much Jove. the Hilhopl for every add i tional five words. ATION ROOM. ALL SKILL AND VICES (202)722-070 I TEN TO YOUR RUMP ROAST R.J. 
Campus announccmenJs for profiJ INTEREST LEVELS WELCOME TO 1-800-223-TAJO ROOMY, 4 GET DUDE!! l'I Ir,.-
are charged as individuals. lndi- ATTEND. FOR MORE INFORMA• H ~LJ'" .. "' r .1 ..,,., ,>m.)U I UU•-><· CHEER UP AND FEEL BETTER. 
TJON CONTACT SEAN AT 301 -587- SI ODEN I$ I EACAER PRETTY RICKY, VAN PEEBLES, WHEN I GET MY HANDS ON T HE viduals advertising for the pur- 7599, JEREMY AT202-9865028, OR WANTED- EDUCATION MAJOR FIG ER HEAD GREG, 0.0. BOBBY FREAK IT'S BUZZARDS FOR IIIM. pose of announcing a service, MR. ATTA AT 806-7226•0 NEEDED TO TUTOR-ONE FIFTH & JOHNSON, ARIZONA K.l.D., E- REMEMBER ALI.. GUYS ARE ,'(S 
buying or selling arc charged $5 Ai I EN IION ALL INROADERS ONE FOURTH GRADER IN LAN• DOUBLE. JOHNNY FEVER JERKS. 
" for the first 20 words and $1 for AND THOSE INTERESTED IN THE GUAGE ARTS & MATH WEEKDAYS REPRESENT ALWAYS MCT IJLU· • 
every additional five words.Local INROADS PROCESS. THE 4:30·6:30 PM $100 PER WEEK: 1/\11 OA,• TRUE FRIENDS AREN'T ALWAYS i 
HARMONIOUS WITH EACH . companies arc charged $10 for INROADS STUDENT NETWORK LEDROIT PARK REFERENCE WANNA BE VICl:-PRESIOENT Of ?.. 
the first 20 words and $2 for ASSOCIATION WILL BE MEETING FROM PROFESSOR REQUIRED THE HE-WOMAN MAN HATING OTHER, TRUE FRIENDS HOWEV• ~) I 
every five words thereafter. Per- TUESDAY, OCT. 10 AT 6:00 PM IN CALL EVENINGS (202) 745 7572 CLUB? ER W ILLGETTHROUGH ANY AND BLACKBURN ROOM 148-150. ExxON s IA( ION NOW AIRING ~ I L,VL, J , EVERYTHING. ~ son al ads arc $2 for the first 10 CALL 202-265-9873 FOR MORE FOR CASHIER, GAS PUMP ATTEN- HAVE A HAJ'PY B-DAY! LOVE YA, A.0.A. 
words and $ 1 for every additional INFORMATION DANT. PART TIME. $6.00/HOUR + 1.0.U.(GIFT) J\.IMM T• ~ five words thereafter. 'IOOAV IS NAI IONAL PHYSICIAN COMMISSION. ONE BLOCK FROM SW&MR HI! l'LL BE OVER TODAY FOR ALL 
Alill'i!O DIIICEMEl'i!'I S ASSISTANT DAY. THERE WILL BE UNION STATION METRO. '"· MY CHILDREN. II REV WAAI 'SOP BISONS'? ALL FREE BLOOD PRESSURE SCREEN- CALL (202) 543-9456 HEY SWEETY WHAT'S UP? l 'M LOVE,SANDY , D YOUNG LADIES WHO ARE TRY- INGS,CONOOMS, AND ADDITION- NO GiMMICk S EX I RA INCOME GLAD YOU CAME BACK TO HU w . ING TO TRIM A FEW POUNDS AL HEALTH INFORMATION PRO- NOW! ENVELOPE STUFFING-$600· THIS SEMESTER. I WANTED TO I KNOW THINGS HAVEN'T BEEN AND INCHES IN TIME TO WEAR VIDEO AT THE COLLEGE OF $800 EVERY WEEK FREE CRY WHEN I HEARD YOU MAY DREAMY WITH POOH-BEAR, BUT• 
THOSE ADORABLE FALL AND , ALLIED HEALTH FROM 9AM • 4PM DETAILS: NOT HAVE COME BACK. TRY NOT TO LET IT EFFECT YOU. 
WINTER FASHIONS AND LOOK RECRUITING INFORMATION WILL SASE TO INTERNATIONAL INC. SEE YA • LOVE SANDY YOUR A BEAUTIFUL PERSON, 
GREAT IN THEM, ORDER A BOT- ALSO BE PROVIDED. 19515 TOM BALL PARKWAY, PS. - DOWN WITH BLOCKBUSTER BUT I SHOULDN'T HAVE TO TELL 
TLE OF SLIM N UP GOLD $29.95. ROSA AND I HE HbWARD l¾COC: SUITE 185 JU Mr DJ\) umJIMC" YOU THAT! (SMILE) ~ ALL YOUNG MEN, BODY TY SENATE PRESENT AN AFFIR• HOUSTON, TEXAS 77070 A.K.A. EXTRA FAB. S.C.H. BUILDERS AND ATHLETES, WHO MATIVE ACTION CONFERENCE t'AKl- 111v1c. n " THANKS FOR LOOKING OUT FOR ,.11 "-" :,. WOULD LIKE TO IMPROVE BODY "RACE ANO INEQUITY• FEATUR- DRIVER/DELIVERY PERSON(S) ME DURING THE 4 YEARS l 'VE ARE YOU SURE I HAVE ENOUGH CONTOURS AND DEVELOP LEAN ING MARY FRANCES BERRY, WANTED ... ROMA PIZZERIA, A KNOWN YOU. REMEMBER I H ILLTOPICS? 
MUSCLES TO LOOK GOOD AND CHAIRMAN, US CIVIL RIGHTS SMALL FRIENDLY CARRYOUT ALWAYS GOT YOUR BACK. 1u1nc l'UKI . L I llR/\• 
IMPRESS ORDER A CAN OF TRIM• COMMISION. BEGINNING OCTO- AND DELIVERY RESTAURANT LOVE, HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!! @ BOLIC IN EITHER LEMON OR BER 6-71995. REGISTRATION AT WITH SIGNIFICANT HOWARD AYANNJ FROM YOUR "LIL CHICKADEE" PEACH $29.95. 1ST FITNESS 10:30 AM, 1:00PM OPENING PLE· UNIV. BUSINESS NEEDS DAY AND JC.I 0:: l " l"\l'I • P.S. NOW YOU OWE ME-YOU OLD OFFERS I 00% SAFE, HER BAL NARY BLACKBURN CENTER. NIGHT DRIVERS. LICENSE A WHAT UP COOL GALS'/ HEAD! PRODUCTS, INCLUDING DIET FORMORE INFORMATION CON• MUST. OWN TRANSPORTATION • _ . ~ 0.: K U"• "'"IM l \JJ. ,v.) :,JvllLt 
I AND WEIGHT MAINTENANCE, TACT CENTER FOR URBAN PREFERRED, BUT NOT NECES- SELL RICKFORD · GOOD LUCK CONGRATS ON MAKING .!lb ALSO WELLNESS PRODUCTS AND PROGRESS 202-806-9558 SARY. IF INTERESTED. CALL US IN THE MR. & MRS. SCHOOL OF BISONETTE$ & TO ALL TH OTHER 
SKIN CARE. NON-ADDICTIVE. THE LADIES OF AT 202-265-9404. ASK FOR DAVID. COMMUNICATIONS PAGENT. l'M .. NEW" BISONETTES (VALL GOT 
I IT WE OFFER THE SAFEST, EASIEST '\Ll'HA CIIAPTF.R. CV I ,> ... '11..C SURE YOU WILL COME OUT ON SKJLLS!) WE KNOW THEY 'LL BE AND FASTEST METHOD FOR LOS- Dft li\ SIGMA THETA SORORITY, NEEDS rrr MERCHANDISERS TO TOP. -SAOARIE THE BOMB THIS YEAR! WORK IT 
ING WEIGHT WITHOUT DIETING. INCORPORATED PRESF.N1 STOCKTHE#I ICE CREAM tNTIIE .>nvv1 VV l JV JnC.um.JJ ,u ,J OUT GIRL. D:r. STYLE! 
THINK POSITIVE AND PLACE I HE ll;nt ANNUAL \\i\LK-A-THON AREA'S MNOR SUPERMARKETS OFDMP! FROM YOUR 4-EVER PROPS ON THE GURP ALSO (6TH 
' • . YOUR ORDER NOW.SEND A SATURDAY. ocrom,R 14. 1'195 CHAINS. WORK HOURS ARE SAT. (LOVELY) SISTAS OF OT FLOOR) I RAISED YOU WELL! 
!;a MONEY ORDER FOR $29.95PLUS DON,\TION SHEETS ARE ,\\~\IL- ANO SUN. P,W $7.00/HR PLUS 
--
.. . 
.. JU· LOVE, M&M (& DUCE TRES 4 
-··- .. $5.00 FOR SHIPPING ANO HAN- ·\BE NO\\! Al L P,\R TICIPANTS Ml LAGE. RELIABLE T RANS- LATI ONS! YOU CONTINUE TO EVER) ~ DUNG TOO. ANDERSON, DJS. ~!UST MEET J:,./ THE w\LI EY AT PORTAION A MUST.MORE DAYS MAKE US PROUD AND W IL L ;:)11UU J UU l ~ U 1 "l'U 
TRJBUTOR I ST FITNESS. P.O. BOX 7:30 A\I ON TIIE 14TH. ,\ Si REG· AVA ILABLE DURING SCHOOL ALWAYS BE OUR MS. ARTS & SCI- BETHUNE HALL 94-95 5TH FLOOR (CD 1393, TEMPLE HILLS, MD 20757. ISTR,\TION l'EE WILL llE BREAK. CONTACT EDY'S GRAND ENCES. LOVE- YOUR ALPHA TA WEST AND 3RD FLOOR EAST. ALLOW TWO WEEKS DELIVERY. COLI ECTFD AT THIS TIME ICE CREAM AT: BROTHERS · PHILIA STAY STRONG' WE DON'T NEED 
The annual R. 0. doli and tenms WE Tl JANK le VP.RYONE FOR 7820 CESSNA AVE tAM: lt1 '-~ J•UK ALL YUUK THE PHAT FARM CREW OR F.N. 1P scholarship Classic Tournament , which THEIR Sl/PPOR1: GAITHERSOERG. MD 20879 WELL WISHES AND WORDS OF CLOWNS. was scheduled ofr 1oday, has been pose- I RE dRADOAI E $1 ODEN I PHONE # (30 I) 258-0600 EXT. 0 ENCOURAGEMENT. YOU KNOW • ••, MUIHUNI, .. . 
poned until Oct. 30 due 10 an1icipa1ed COUNCIL'S MONTHLY MEETING BETWEEN THE HOUSE OF 9AM- HOW TO REACH ME IF YOU NEEi DAWN, VENUS, NU RISHA. SANDY, 
inclement weather due to Hurricane ARE HELD THE 3RD THURSDAY 4PM M-F ME. LOVE. MONICA LEWIS KOFI. DAVE. ALAMO. SYDNEY. 
Opal OF EVERY MONTH AT 5:00PM IN AC I lvlSIS: USE VOOR BRAIN! 
'" . · I M-'"'U"ll!;) Vt JUJJ WES. PAUL. NIKKI, ELSIE. MONTY. GIW50Ai ES S IODEN I ASSEM- THE BLACKBURN READING EARN SOME CASH! PROVE THAT DEARING. WE WILL MISS YOU . • WHATS UP'/ 
BLY MEETING ON OCT I 0, I 995 LOUNGE. ALL GRADUATE STU- APATHY DOES NOT DEFINE GEN- 0 .1. V.A., INC. Ar1' ILLt 11 I I H-IUK)' 
To L.R~ CALL 806-665 t FOR INFO DENTS ARE INVITED TO ATTEND. ERATION XI FIGHT FOR: GINGIR: WE ARE SO PROUD OF HEY APEY-DOGGS!!f 
A i I EN I ION: DEDICi\i ED REFRESHMENTS WILL BE -WOMEN RIGHTS YOU! YOU WILL ALWAYS BE OU R LUV · PUNKIE•BUM Our s rocket 
SCRIPTWRITERS NEEDED FOR SERVED. -FREEDOM OF SPEECH "JEWEL OF THE NILE!" we LOVE KC.Vll"i .... fio a~ r!IYeo. To RADIO ORAMA. CALL CARMIA CONGRAI OLAI IONS AND GOOD -THE RIGHT TO H EALTH,CARE YOU. YOUR SORORS OF DELTA WHAT'S UP N IG .... R·? co dn't have 
865-9430 LUCK TO THE FALL 1995 PLEDGE AND EDUCATION GOOD PAY. SIGMA THETA SORORITY. INCOR· YOU DON'T KNOW softer landing. 
ARE VOO WOKING FOR A CAR? CLASS OF DELTh SIGMA Pl, IOTA FLEXIBLE PART-TIME HOURS PORATED. O(J.OOOP! HOW TO CALL NOBODY. 
•EVENIF' RHO CHAPTER. NEAR FARRAGUT METROS. CALL UUUJJ I.UL!\. 1v ALL , nc. LI 111.1 S & A CHOUDHURY Blazing Saddlel 
YOU'VE HADA I HE FINAL MILLION MAN THE CLEC PHONE CENTER AT EAGLETS ..... LOVE GENISIS & THE . ' 
·-REPOSSESION ... . YOU' VE HAD A MARCH STUDENT/YOUTH ORGA· (202) 828-0905 EAGLES OF PHI ALPHA MU. WHAT·S UP BABY'! 
BANKRUPTCY .... YOU'VE BEEN NIZING MEETING WILL BE TUES- l·OR RENI miv, . 
TURNED 00\VN .... YOU HAVE NO DAY, OCTOBER 10, IN THE READ- ◊NE BEDROOM ENGLISH BSM I WHAT'S UP! WHAT'S UP! WUSUP. NIKIA PUYOL-CREOIT .... YOU'VE NEVER HAD A ING ROOM IN THE BLACKBURN APT. FOR RENT BEHIND SLOWE WUSUP, WUSUP! JUST GI VING 
CAR LOAN ... YOU HAVE SLOW CENTER. HALL. NEWLY RENOVATED. HUGE. YOU A SHOUT OUT. HOW IS YOUI You're the greatest PJ.iELOtJ •. CREDIT. .. YOU STILL OWE MONEY SOU I A CAROLINA CLOB MEEI . $610 UTILITIES INCLUDED. W/D SEMESTER GOING? GIVE US A 
ON A CAR ....... CALL PHILIP ING OCTOBER 16,@ 6PM DOU- CARPETING FREE CABLE. SECU- SHOUT BACK! (202) 529-7718! photographer in the world. J!.12;l ~ JH1Ja II! CHACKO 5929 GEORGIA AVE, NW GLASS204 RITY DEPOSIT. REQUIRED FOR GENISJS & DON 
WASHINGTON, DC200 I I A'.I I EN lluN: ACNES I ODY MORE INFO CALL KOU RA -~ •~ 6' AL l !:> 1 al y!:) !.l ~{Il!J 202-723-0100 THE DEPARTMENT OF DERMA- (202) 672- 1732 YOU GUYS ARE THE SEXIEST ' . 
LE I'S GO SAILING TOLOGY AT HUH IS SEEKING NICELY l·ORNISliED ROOMS GUYS ON HOWARDS CAMPUS. NO GIMMICKS .... U~:1! :;ouJ~Ofl!I I AM ORGANIZING A SAIL BOAT BLACK FEMALES TO PARTICIPATE CARPET. W/0 NEAR HUii COOK- WHEN ARE YOU GONNA GIVE Ml 
CHARTER IN THE BRITISH VIRGIN IN AN ACNE STUDY. YOU WILL BE ING FACILITIES S280-3(MJ/MTH SOME PLAY'/? TOBE SHOT AT 1h1n!{1rlf) ~bv! ISLANDS FOR A WEEK. THE PAID A $100.00 IF ELGIBLE. CON- UTILITIES INCLUDED 
-YOUR SECRET ADMIREI .• 
CHARTER WILL COMMENCE ON u\CT DR. HOLMES AT 202-865- (202) 291 2248 JJUL.l!•J K~ • 100% yO.!..L JANUARY 8TH ANO END JANUARY 6725 II' INTERESTED. NEWLY RENOvAI ED ROOM FOR WE HAVEN"T DONE ANYTHING 
14TH. IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO FORSACE RENT. $300 PER MONTH NEAR ALL TOGETHER IN THE LARGES'flli 
JOIN MY CHARTER SEND YOUR MARV KAY COSME I ICS AND GALLAUDET UNIVERSITY. HOW ABOUT FRIDAYS ON THF. 
INQUIRY AND YOUR SAILING SKIN CARE PARODUCrs ASK FOR PLEASE CONTACT RAYMOND A. 14TH? LETS DO THE GROUP RASHIDA SYEj EXPERIENCE TO: HOWARD UNI- PAT 301-336-6749. FOWLER AT (202) 546-0049 OR THING AGAIN SATURDAY! VERSITY P.O. BOX 67 WASBING- HEY wAtJ''S OP BISON$? ALC PAGED AT (703) 422- 1869 LOVE. KNOCK-KNOCK 
TON, DC 20059. YOUNG LADIES WHO ARE TRY- NICELY FORNISAED ROOMS. ~vr-
Ai I EN IION A LLS IODEN I ING TO TRIM A FEW POUNDS CARPET. W/0 NEAR HUH. COOK· ALL THEY HAVE TO DO IS LIKE 
ORGANIZATIONS,95-96 CENSUS AND INCHES IN TIME TO WEAR ING FACILITIES. S280-300/MON1H US AS MUCH AS WE LIKE THEM. CONGRATULATIONS FORMS ARE DUE OCTOBER 13, THOSE ADORABLE FALL AND UTILITIES INCLUDED 202-291-2248 THATS ALL WE ASK. .... 
1995. MAY BE PICKEi.) UP FROM WINTER FASHIONS AND LOOK Au WARD AREA - FORNISAED J lJ ;)tlAJl.fo" ""'-' ~ Cl.I.I• o~ your crowning as the 19~::: ANO RETURNED TO T HE OFFICE GREAT IN THEM, ORDER A OOT- ROOM FOR RENT.. WALK TO HU. JUST WANTED TO CONG RA.TU-
OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES RM I 17 TLE OF SLIM N UP GOLD $29.95. SEEKING RESPONSIBLE FEMALE LATE YOU FOR MAKING THE Miss College of Arts and Sc~ BLACKBURN CENTER ALL YOUNG MEN, BODY (JUNIOR OR SENIOR). CALL 202- TEAM. YOU 00TH ARE WONDER-
PACERS BEEPERS AS LOW AS BUILDERS AND ATHLETES, WHO 483-6583. PLEASE LEAVE MES• FUL DANCERS!!!! ences. You did a wonderful j $19.00. SERVICE AND ACTIVATION WOULD LIKETO IMPROVE BOY SAGE. FROM Tl-IE OTHER ONE, KIM 
REQUIRED. CALL JOSEPH AT USA CONTOURS AND DEVELOPE 3 BEDROOM ROOSE l·OR REN I: JUlu" n.• and we're so proud ! -WIRELESS. (301)210-2544/ LEAN MUSCLE TO LOOK GOOD COMPLETELY RENOVATED. 3 YOU NEED TO STOP FRONTIN, (703)471 -9464. 24 HRS A DAY 7 ANO IMPRESS ORDER A CAN OF BLOCKS FROM HU. I 1/2 BATH. PUNKt!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I! 
-DAYS A WK. NATIONWIDE SER- TRIMBOLJC IN EITHER LEMON CENTRAL AIR, TWO FIRE PLACES. FROM YOUR UNDERGRADUATE Hitft~tf>§'ffFF VICE AVAILABLE. MAJOR CREDIT OR PEACH $29.95. 1ST FITNESS RENTS850. FOR MORE INFO CALL LOVER , .. CARDS ACCEPTED. OFFERS 100% SAFE, HERBAL LEWIS AT 202-234-3363 ll'IC _ •~~IUUtN 1 1' AOSC BBJBS - OuWLING I RIP, PRODUCTS. INCLUDING DIET Co rt VJO .. rv" COUNCIL MOURNS THE LOSS OF 10-14-95 MEET AT CRAMTON AT AND WEIGHT MAINTENANCE, RENT 3 1/2 BATH. TWO BLOCKS OUR FRIEND AND COLLEAGUE dei I IA.M. FOR MORE INFO CALL ALSO WELLNESS PRODUCTS AND FROM HU. 100% RENOVATED. CEN- MR. H. MAYNARD CLARKE. MR. ere 
FABlAN (202)986-1637, ALICIA SKIN CARE. NON-ADDICTIVE. TRAL HEAT/AIR. W/D, CLARKE'S COMMITMENT TO HIS 
rR1 (202)842-2327 WE OFFER THE SAFEST, EASIEST MICROWAVE. XL-RMS. GRAD STU- COMMUNITY WILL ALWAYS BE ALL REI URNING HOSC uB10S AND FASTEST METHOD FOR LOS· DENTS ONLY. 1775$ & UTILITI BS. REMEMBERED. MAY THE LORD 
~t MUST VISIT SIBLING BY I0- 16-95 ING WEIGHT WITHOUT DIETING. AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. FOR OE WITH HIS FAMILY, FRIENDS OR THEY WILL BE REPLACED THINK POSITIVE AND PLACE MORE INFO. CALL (202) 986-3956 o, 
CALvERV SAECI Ell NEEDS YOUR ORDER NOW. SEND A AOwARDJLEDROII I BbDIWOM A , 
EVENING/OVERNIGHT VOLUN- MONEY ODER FOR $29.95 PLUS WITH LARGE LOFT- COOL, QUIET Pat 
TEERS TO HELP SUPERVISE $5.00 FOR SHIPPING ANO HANLD- AND SECURE SPACIOUS. GREAT 1,Va 
HOMELESS WOMEN'S SHELTER. ING TOD. ANDERSON, DISTRIBU· LIGHT AND ARCHITECTURE. ADJTERTISE lab CALL LAURA 202-783 665 1. TOR 1ST FITNESS, PO BOX 1393, METRO. W/0. CAC. CABLE. $710 ~a, 13 DAYS ON Ill I HE SIGMA TEMPLE HILLS , MO 20757. AND UTILITIES. a.n GAMMA RHO INTEREST MEETING ALLOW TWO WEEKS FOR CALL(301) 320-9021 late 
OdSA,BOSA, & IRE SENIOR DELIVERY N.w. NEWLY RENOvAIED vlCl'O- We, 
CLASS OF BOARD, COLLEGE OF SER91CES RIAN. CLEAN, BRIGHT ATMOS- • t'on ARTS & SCIENCE INVITE YOU TO ACADEMIA INC. PHERE. $300-380 ID. he A MASQUERADE BALL OCT. 29 AT TUTORING NOW AVAILABLE IN CALL (202) 387-4066 . [ THE OMNI. CONTACT VICKI 884- THE FOLLOWING AREAS: ROOM l•OR ·REN I 1096 OR ELONA 319-9826 FOR BIOLOGY ... CHEMISTRY ... ORG. 325.00 PER MONTH 
T ICKETS AND INFORMATION CHEMISTRY ... PHYSICS ... FRENCH ... 
-UTILITIES NOT INCLUDED, FUR-
A l I EN I ION CLINICAL LAB SCI- LATIN ... ENGLISH .. . CALCULUS ... 01 NlSHED WASHER AND DRYER, 
-ENCE STUDENTS: HALLOWEEN FF. EQ .... PRE-CAL...COLLEGE NC, HEATING e STUDENT MIXER ON OCT. 3 1,1995 ALGBRBRA ... AND MORE!...WE · 419 ELM ST NW -@6:00 PM. BE THERE. ALSO TYPE PAPERS 387-6023 (LEAVE MESSAGE) lie I AE GRADUAi ES l'ODEN I CALL 332-7474 FORNISAED ROOM- NON-SMOR- }~ COUNCIL WILL HOLD ITS CELLOl.AR PAONE REN IAL.. ..... ERS- LARGE CARPETED- WALK • top n1 MONTHLY MEETING, THURSDAY NO CREDIT, NO PROBLEM, NO TO HOWARD U.- SECURITY ~ OCTOBER 19, 1995 @5:00 AT HASSLE. CALL CALIBER ENTER- DEPOSIT- 340.00 PER MONTH-BLACKBURN READING LOUNGE. PRISES FOR CONSULTATION AT VERY NICE- CALL MRS. SHORTER rus REFRESHMENTS WILL SERVED. 202-316-5355 NOW! 703-385-0538. PLEASE LEAVE MES· lvcc 
MCA ◊NE IEACA ONE MAY RAY COSMEI ICS AND SKIN SAGE IF NOT AT HOME - W ILL l'h 
TUTORING PROGRAM CARE PRODUCTS ASK: FOR CALL VERY SOON. o a 
AT GAGE ELEMENTARY (30 I) 336-6749 ~ as1 IIV VJ-.:. l 'UK K tN1. Oin INTEREST MEETING ON IAJ BOOR SERVICES PRESEN IS COMPLETELY RENOVATED 3 ICh 
. Pa . 
\ 
